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Chapter 1

Introduction

CONSIDER the task of moving a large rectangular table from an initial position
A to a final position B. If one person is asked to execute this task, perhaps he

will position himself halfway along one side of the table and lift it in order to not
damage the floor. He might fail to do so since the table could be too heavy; hence
he himself is not able to execute the task successfully. If two people are asked to
execute this task, perhaps each of them will stand at opposite sides of the table
facing each other. While carrying the table, they might adjust their walking speed
by verbal communication or as a consequence of the weight of the table on their
arms. Asking four people to move the same table, each of them will most likely start
at one corner of the table and adjust their individual speed by communicating
to each other or by observing the ‘pull-and-push’ effect of the table during the
transition. In this way, a common pace can be attained making it easier for them
to accomplish the task.

The described scenario of attaining a common pace for the group of two or
four people when moving the table is an example of collective behavior. Other
examples of collective behavior are audience applauding after a performance,
fireflies flashing in unison, bird migration, the stop and start traffic jams, and even
the bureaucracy of the European Union [46, 51], among others. Quoting Tamas
Vicsek [51],

“The main features of collective behaviour are that an individual
unit’s action is dominated by the influence of its neighbours - the unit
behaves differently from the way it would behave on its own; and
that such systems show interesting ordering phenomena as the units
simultaneously change their behaviour to a common pattern.”

In our table example, each person adapts his walking speed, i.e., he walks faster
or slower, depending on the other members. In doing so, they collectively reach
a common pace; the team has reached a consensus on their walking speed. In
addition, walking with a common pace preserves the relative distance between
each pair of members. This collective behavior, which is particularly displayed
in nature by a flock of birds or a school of fish, is classified as a formation type
behavior [5]. According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary,
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2 1. Introduction

a formation is an arrangement of a body or group of persons or
things in some prescribed manner or for a particular purpose.

In this thesis, we will consider the problem of reaching a formation, not by a flock
of birds or a group of humans, but by a team of mobile robots. Recalling the
example of moving the table, for the four people case, each member will initially
position himself at one corner of the table. When the group members are replaced
by mobile robots, what would be the strategy that each of them autonomously
should follow in order to also position themselves at each corner of the table?
This is the main question we will investigate in this thesis. A follow-up question
after this positioning is how to maneuver the team to reach the final destination
B. Before addressing these questions, we briefly review multi-agent formation
control in the next section.

1.1 Review of Multi-Agent Formation Control

Formation control studies the problem of controlling the spatial deployment of
teams of agents1 in order to achieve a specific geometrical shape. By maintaining
a certain geometrical shape, the teams can subsequently be deployed to perform
complex missions. In the past two decades, formation control has been an active
research topic within the coordination control of multi-agent systems. Recent
advances in this field focus on the design of distributed algorithms such that the
formation control problem can be solved by exploiting only local information; for
an overview, see [1, 6, 21, 38, 41].

Deploying a formation can be beneficial; for example, in the presence of limited
sensing range, certain complex tasks, such as covering a region of interest, can
be executed within a smaller amount of time by letting a team of robots move in
formation than when it is carried out by a single robot. In addition, each robot
within the formation can be equipped with different sensors and therefore, more
(local) information can be gathered [6]. Moreover, the use of small mobile robots
may lead to lower costs compared to deploying a single robot. Another benefit of
deploying a formation is the probability of success when carrying out a mission.

Associated with formation control, there are two problems: formation stabiliza-
tion and formation tracking. In the former, the goal is to design control laws for
each robot with the aim to steer the team to display a desired geometrical shape in
a collective manner. The latter problem has the additional requirement that the
whole formation needs to follow a given reference trajectory. In Chapters 3 to 5,
we will consider the former problem while the latter will be the focus of Chapter 6.

Prior to designing control laws for the mobile robots, we need a way to describe
the desired geometrical shape. In the existing literature, this desired shape can

1Throughout this thesis, the term ‘agent’ refers to mobile robot.
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1.1. Review of Multi-Agent Formation Control 3

be given by a set of fixed positions [38], relative positions [42], distances [28,
48], bearings2 [54], or angles [16]. Each specification leads to several sensing
requirements for the team of mobile robots. For example, when the desired shape
is provided in terms of fixed positions in the plane, then each robot needs to have
knowledge of where the common base is and be able to obtain the absolute position
measurements with respect to this common base, i.e., it requires a common global
coordinate system. After obtaining these measurements, each robot individually
moves in a manner such that the error between their current position and their
desired position is reduced. Notice that in this setup, the mobile robots do not
necessarily have to interact with the other team members, except when they risk
colliding with each other during the transition to their desired positions. However,
interactions between the robots have been reported to enhance the performance of
formation control [38].

When a set of distance constraints is used for describing the desired geometrical
shape, then interactions among the team members is crucial. In this setup, the
trajectory of one robot is influenced by the movements of the neighboring robots
maintaining individual distance requirements. The robots do not necessarily
require knowledge of a common base and common direction, i.e., each robot can
take measurements relative to a local coordinate system. This local measurement
may be a relative position measurement (encoding the distance and orientation
between the robots) or a pure distance measurement. The goal for each member of
the team is to move such that the difference between the current and the desired
distance is reduced. In distance-based formation control, the desired shape is
required to be rigid. Roughly speaking, this means that during a motion, the shape
should not be able to change its form while satisfying the given set of distance
constraints. Rigidity theory has also been developed for shapes described by a set
of bearing [55] or angle [16] constraints.

Fig. 1.1 shows the control action (red and blue) of two robots. In Fig. 1.1(a), we
see that each robot will move toward its desired absolute position in the plane. In
case the robots are required to maintain a relative position, their control directions
will be to minimize the error deviation in the relative position, see Fig. 1.1(b).
Robots will move toward or from each other when maintaining a desired distance.
In Fig. 1.1(c), the motion is toward each other since their current distance

`?
10
˘

is larger than the desired distance
`?

5
˘

. The control action of each robot in Fig.
1.1(d) has orientation perpendicular to their relative positioning. This chosen
direction can lead the robots to obtain the desired bearing relative to each other.

Recently, approaches to realize a desired geometrical shape using a mixed set
of constraints have also been considered. In [31], distance and angle constraints
have been employed; the paper in [10] has considered the combination of distance

2A bearing is a unit vector indicating the direction of one member with respect to another member
in the team.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the control action for two robots; denotes desired configuration
and is the current configuration. The control action is influenced by the (relative) quantity
that the robots need to satisfy.

and bearing constraints, while the work in [29] has used distance, bearing, and
angle constraints to provide a description of the desired shape. Furthermore, a
series of works [3, 15, 44, 45] has focused on the combination of distance and
signed area constraints. By adding signed area constraints, the authors tackle the
flip and flex ambiguity problem present in distance-based formation control. A
signed area constraint will also be introduced in Chapter 4 to avoid the occurrence
of undesired moving geometrical shapes.
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In addition, several works dealt with practical aspects when implementing
the proposed control strategies in real-world settings. Among others, [34] has
considered robust distance-based formation control with prescribed performance,
taking into account collision avoidance and connectivity maintenance between
neighboring robots while they are subjected to unknown external disturbances;
[24] has considered the bearing-only formation control problem with limited
visual sensing, while [18] has introduced estimators for controlling distance rigid
formations under inconsistent measurements.

1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are found in Chapters 3 to 6. In Chapters 3 to
5, we focus on the formation stabilization problem (also known as formation
shape control) where we propose controllers for the mobile robots within the
team based on the available local sensing information they have acquired from
their neighboring members. We then analyze the proposed controllers since we
are interested in the shapes that the team as a collective can display. Chapter 6
provides details on the problem of steering a team of mobile robots as a collective
to a predefined final destination while avoiding obstacles during the transition.

1.2.1 Formation shape control with heterogeneous sensing

In Chapter 3, we study the formation shape control problem in which the team
consists of two types of mobile robots, namely distance robots and bearing robots.
Each type of robots is required to maintain on the individual level some con-
straints relative to members of the other type, i.e., a distance (or bearing) robot is
tasked to maintain distance (or bearing) constraints relative to some bearing (or
distance) robots within the team. In performing these individual tasks, existing
gradient-based control laws in literature [48, 53] are implemented. Curious to
what collective formation the team may display, we analyze the team consisting of
two and three members. During the analysis, we discover that next to the desired
geometrical shape (for two members, a line and for three members, a triangle), the
team may also display incorrect shape(s) (in this case, a line (or a triangle) with
incorrect distance(s) and orientation(s)). The team may move as a whole with
a common nonzero velocity when displaying the incorrect shape. For the team
consisting of one distance robot and two bearing robots (1D2B), we show that
one of the incorrect moving shapes is locally attractive. For the other setups, the
incorrect moving shapes are found to be unstable.

Chapter 4 is closely related to Chapter 3; in particular, we devote our attention
to the (1D2B) robot setup that is introduced in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we
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6 1. Introduction

include an additional control term for the distance robot with the aim to prevent
the occurrence of incorrect moving shapes. Introducing this additional control
term for the distance robot can be done naturally and does not require additional
sensing. We identify a sufficient condition on the gain ratio RAd between the
signed area and the distance control terms such that the desired shape, an isosceles
triangle, is always obtained.

1.2.2 Formation shape control for circular robots

Contrary to Chapters 3 and 4 where the team consists of two types of robots,
each carrying different sensing mechanisms, we assume that the mobile robots in
Chapter 5 can only obtain bearing measurements from their neighbors. Further-
more, the constraints between the robots are maintained by both robots, and as a
result of modeling the robots as a circular disk instead of a point mass, the robots
obtain not one, but two bearing measurements from its neighbors. These are the
two outer points on the neighbors’ disk. Using these bearing measurements, the
enclosed internal angle relative to the neighbor is obtained. We define a desired
formation in terms of a set of enclosed internal angles that has a close relationship
to the desired formation in terms of a set of distances. We succeed in deriving
a gradient-based control law that utilizes only the available local bearing mea-
surements. The corresponding error system has a local exponential convergence
property. This implies that, when the mobile robots display a geometrical shape
that is close to the desired one, then by applying the proposed control law, the
team will eventually display the desired shape. One other feature of the proposed
control law is that it ensures collision avoidance between the pairs of robots which
actively maintain the internal angle constraints.

1.2.3 Formation-motion control with obstacle avoidance

Besides displaying the desired geometrical shape, the robots will be required to
carry out different tasks, such as moving as a collective to a pre-defined final
position. In fact, formation control is considered an enabler for more complex
missions for the teams of robots [55]; recall the example of moving a table from
position A to position B at the start of this chapter.

With this in mind, we study in Chapter 6 the multi-objective control problem in
which the mobile robots collectively have to display a desired geometrical shape
and reach a final position while avoiding fixed obstacles during the transition. We
consider a modular approach where we design for each of the objectives a specific
control law and afterward combine them together. Our main contribution here is
the design of a distributed obstacle-avoidance control law which ensures that the
robots avoid the obstacles while they transition to their final destination.
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1.2.4 Related publications

Conference contributions

• N.P.K. Chan, B. Jayawardhana, and J.M.A. Scherpen. Distributed Obstacle
Avoidance-Formation Control of Mobile Robotic Network with Coordinated
Group Stabilization. In Proceedings of the 23rd International Symposium on
Mathematical Theory of Networks and Systems (MTNS), 722-725, 2018.

• N.P.K. Chan, B. Jayawardhana, and J.M.A. Scherpen. Distributed Formation
with Diffusive Obstacle Avoidance Control in Coordinated Mobile Robots.
In Proceedings of the 57th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (CDC), 4571-
4576, 2018.

Journal contributions

• N.P.K. Chan, B. Jayawardhana, and H.G. de Marina. Angle-Constrained
Formation Control for Circular Mobile Robots. IEEE Control Systems Letters,
5(1):109-114, Jan 2021.

• N.P.K. Chan, B. Jayawardhana, and H.G. de Marina. Stability Analysis of
Gradient-Based Distributed Formation Control with Heterogeneous Sensing
Mechanism: Two and Three Robot Case. Submitted, 2020.

• N.P.K. Chan, B. Jayawardhana, and H.G. de Marina. Securing Isosceles
Triangular Formations under Heterogeneous Sensing and Mixed Constraints.
Submitted, 2020.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The outline of the remainder of this thesis is as follows.
First, in Chapter 2, we provide notations that is used throughout the thesis.

In addition to that, the necessary concepts and definitions on graph theory and
frameworks and the positive roots to specific cubic equations are mentioned.

Chapter 3 starts with the problem setup of teams of nmobile robots partitioned
in distance robots and bearing robots. We then focus on n “ t2, 3u robots. We
identify the shapes the team can display and study the stability of these shapes.

Chapter 4 extends the analysis on the (1D2B) robot setup considered in Chapter
3. We introduce an additional signed area control term for the distance robot within
the team. A comprehensive analysis is performed on the closed-loop formation
system when the desired formation shape is an isosceles triangle.

In Chapter 5, we represent the mobile robots as circular disks in the plane. First,
we present the relationship between the enclosed angle obtained from the bearing
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8 1. Introduction

measurements and the distance between two neighboring robots. We proceed
with designing gradient control laws that only utilize the locally available bearing
measurements and present local stability analysis.

Chapter 6 starts with the multi-objective formation-motion control problem
in which the mobile robots are required to maintain more than one objective. We
proceed with presenting a modular framework, hereby designing a specific control
law for each of the objectives. Hereafter, we unify these specific controllers and
perform stability analysis on the unified controller. In the numerical simulations,
we compare our control law with another obstacle-avoidance control law.

The main findings of this thesis are combined in Chapter 7 where we also
present some ideas for future work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter begins with the notation that is used throughout this thesis. We
continue in Section 2.2 with recalling the necessary notions from graph theory and
frameworks. Hereafter, the roots of cubic equations are provided in Section 2.3.

2.1 Notation

LET R denote the set of real numbers, Rn be the set of n-dimensional real vectors
and Rmˆn define the set of m ˆ n real matrices. The sets Rě0 and Rą0 are

subsets of R that contain only non-negative and positive real numbers, respectively.
The cardinality of a given set S is denoted by card pSq.

For a vector x P Rn, xi denotes its i-th entry, xJ is the transpose and }x} “
?
xJx is the usual Euclidean norm. The vector 1n (or 0n) denotes a column vector

with entries being all 1s (or 0s). The set of all combinations of linearly independent
vectors v1, . . . , vk is denoted by span tv1, . . . , vku. In the plane R2, the symbol
=v1 denotes the counter-clockwise angle from the x-axis of a coordinate frame
Σ to the vector v1 P R2. The matrix J “

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

is the rotation matrix with angle
´900. We denote xK as the perpendicular vector obtained by rotating x with a
counter-clockwise angle of `900; we have xK “ ´Jx and xJxK “ 0 “

`

xK
˘J
x.

For a complex number z “ a ` b i, the numbers a, b P R are the real and
imaginary part of z and i2 “ ´1. The complex conjugate of z is given by sz “

a ´ b i. In polar form, we write z “ rz=ϕz , where rz “
?
zsz “

?
a2 ` b2 is the

modulus and ϕz “ tan´1
`

b
a

˘

is the argument corresponding to z. Furthermore,
a “ rz cosϕz , b “ rz sinϕz , and sz “ rz= p´ϕzq. Let y “ ry=ϕy; we have the

multiplication yz “ pryrzq= pϕy ` ϕzq and the division y
z “

´

ry
rz

¯

= pϕy ´ ϕzq.

For a rectangular matrix A P Rmˆn, rAsij is the i-th row and j-th column
entry of A. Furthermore, Null pAq Ă Rn, Col pAq Ă Rm, rank pAq, trace pAq, and
det pAq denote the null space, column space, rank, trace, and determinant of A,
respectively. For a symmetric matrix P P Rnˆn, P ą 0 por P ě 0q denotes a
positive-definite (or positive semi-definite) matrix. The n ˆ n identity matrix is
denoted by In while diag pvq

`

or blkdiag pA1, . . . , Akq
˘

is the diagonal (or block
diagonal) matrix with entries of vector v (or matrices A1, . . . , Ak) on the main
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10 2. Preliminaries

diagonal (or block). Finally, given matrices A P Rmˆn and B P Rpˆq, A b B P

Rmpˆnq is the Kronecker product of A and B and we denote rA “ Ab Id P Rmdˆnd.

2.2 Graphs & Frameworks

A directed graph (in short, digraph) G is a pair pV, Eq, where V “ t1, 2, . . . , nu is the
finite set of vertices and E Ď V ˆ V is the edge set representing the relationships
between the n vertices. For i, j P V , the ordered pair pi, jq represents an edge
pointing from i to j. The set of vertices j having an edge pointing from i is denoted
by Ni “ tj P V | pi, jq P Eu. We assume G does not have self-loops, i.e., pi, iq R E
for all i P V and card pEq “ m. Associated to the digraph G, we define the incidence
matrix H P t0, ˘1u

mˆn with rows encoding the m edges and columns encoding
the n vertices. The entries of H take value rHski “ ´1 if vertex i is the tail of
edge k, rHski “ 1 if it is the head, and rHski “ 0 otherwise. Due to its structure,
we have span t1nu Ď Null pHq. The digraph G is bipartite if the vertex set V can
be partitioned into two subsets V1 and V2 with V1 X V2 “ H and the edge set
E Ď pV1 ˆ V2qYpV2 ˆ V1q. We assume card pV1q “ n1 and card pV2q “ n´n1 “ n2.
For a complete bipartite digraph, the edge set is E “ pV1 ˆ V2q Y pV2 ˆ V1q and
card pEq “ 2n1n2. Fig. 2.1 depicts complete bipartite digraphs for n “ 2 and 3

vertices and a bipartite digraph for n “ 4 vertices.

Figure 2.1: Examples of complete bipartite digraphs for n “ 2 and 3 vertices and a bipartite
digraph for n “ 4 vertices. Without loss of generality, represents an element of V1 while

is a vertex belonging to V2. Correspondingly, the blue arrows are edges belonging to
V1 ˆ V2 while the red arrows are elements of the edge set V2 ˆ V1.

If for every pair pi, jq P E we have pj, iq P E , then the graph is undirected. In
this case, we have E :“ tti, ju | i, j P Vu is the set of unordered pairs ti, ju of the
vertices. The vertices i and j are neighbors of each other and Ni consists of all the
neighbors of vertex i. Now, by assigning an arbitrary orientation to each edge of G,
we obtain an oriented graph Gorient. To Gorient, we can associate an incidence matrix
H with the already provided rules. For a connected and undirected graph, we have
Null pHq “ span t1nu and rank pHq “ n´ 1. Each edge of the undirected graph
can have a weight wti, ju P Rą0 corresponding to it. After indexing all the edges of
G, we can construct a diagonal matrix W “ diag pw1, . . . , wmqwith wk being the
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weight of edge k in the ordered edge index set K “ t1, 2, . . . , mu. The Laplacian
matrix related to G is the matrix product L :“ HJWH P Rnˆn. It is positive
semi-definite, i.e., L ě 0 and has a simple zero eigenvalue with corresponding
null space Null pLq “ span t1nu when the graph is connected. The other n ´ 1

eigenvalues of L are positive and real and can be ordered as λ2 ď λ3 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λn.

Lemma 2.1. Let Q “ 1
n1n1Jn be the matrix of all ones scaled by a factor 1

n and define
K “ L`Q where L is the Laplacian matrix related to an undirected and connected graph
G. Then the matrix K is a positive definite matrix, i.e., K ą 0.

Proof. Since G is undirected and connected, we know that matrix L is positive
semi-definite. Also, matrix Q is a positive semi-definite matrix. Hence the sum
K “ L`Q is at least a positive semi-definite matrix. Matrix K is positive definite
if and only if the null spaces of both matrices are disjoint, i.e.,

Null pLq
č

Null pQq “ t0nu . (2.1)

Since the graph G is connected, we have the null space ofL contains only span t1nu.
Due to L being symmetric, the range space of L is the orthogonal complement of
span t1nu, i.e.1, Col pLq K Null pLq. Since all columns of the matrixQ are the same,
it has n´ 1 zero eigenvalues and only 1 non-zero eigenvalue with corresponding
eigenvector 1n, i.e., Col pQq “ span t1nu. Since Q is also symmetric, we have
Null pQq K Col pQq. With Null pLq “ Col pQq, it follows Null pQq K Null pLq.
Hence the intersection of the null spaces contains only the zero element. This
completes the proof.

2.2.1 Frameworks

In this thesis, we consider formation control setups in the plane, i.e., the 2-
dimensional Euclidean space R2. Here we provide some basic definitions and
defer the details for the forthcoming chapters.

Let pi “
“

xi yi
‰J

P R2 be a point and a collection of n points, called a

configuration, be given by the stacked vector p “
“

pJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pJn
‰J
P R2n. We can

embed the (directed) graph G pV, Eq into the plane by assigning to each vertex
i P V , a point pi P R2; the pair Fp :“ pG, pq denotes a framework (or in the current
context, a formation) in the 2-dimensional ambient space. We assume pi ‰ pj if
i ‰ j, i.e., no two vertices are mapped to the same position. Furthermore, for two
points pi and pj , we define the relative position vector as zij “ pj ´ pi P R2, the
distance as dij “ }zij} P Rě0 and the relative bearing vector, when dij ‰ 0, as
gij “

zij
dij
P R2, all relative to a global coordinate frame Σg. It follows zji “ ´zij ,

dji “ dij and gji “ ´gij .
1Here the symbol K denotes orthogonality between two subspaces.
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2.3 Cubic Equations

Consider a reduced2 cubic equation

y3 ` cy ` d “ 0, (2.2)

where c, d P R. The discriminant of (2.2) is ∆ “ ´4c3 ´ 27d2. Using ∆, we
determine the following properties regarding the roots:

• ∆ ą 0; we have three distinct real roots;

• ∆ “ 0; we have at least two equal real roots;

• ∆ ă 0; we have a single real root and two complex roots forming a conjugate
pair.

The roots of (2.2) are [22]

y1 “ A`B, y2 “ ωA` ω2B, y3 “ ω2A` ωB, (2.3)

where

A “
3

c

´
d

2
`
?
R, B “

3

c

´
d

2
´
?
R,

AB “ ´
c

3
, R “

´ c

3

¯3

`

ˆ

d

2

˙2

“
´1

108
∆,

ω “
´1`

?
3 i

2
, ω2 “

´1´
?

3 i
2

.

(2.4)

Note that ω and ω2 form a complex conjugate pair, i.e., sω “ ω2. In polar form, we
obtain ω “ 1=1200 and ω2 “ 1= p´1200q.

We focus on the case when the coefficients of (2.2) take values c ă 0 and d £ 0.
Applying Descartes’ rule of signs [22], we obtain that when the coefficient d ď 0,
the reduced cubic equation (2.2) always has a positive real root while for d ą 0, it
always contains a negative real root. The remaining roots for the case when d is
positive depend on the discriminant ∆; when ∆ ě 0, we have two positive real
roots, and otherwise, we have two complex roots. The following lemma provides
the characterization of the positive real roots when d ą 0.

Lemma 2.2. Given a reduced cubic equation (2.2) with coefficients c ă 0 and d ą 0.
Assume the discriminant is ∆ ě 0. Then two positive real roots exist with values

yp1 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv ´ 1200

˙

P p0, 1s 3
?
rv,

yp2 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv

˙

P

”

1,
?

3
¯

3
?
rv,

(2.5)

2In some texts, the term ‘depressed’ is used.
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where rv “
b

´
`

c
3

˘3 and ϕv “ tan´1
´

´2
d

b

∆
108

¯

P p900, 1800s. When ∆ “ 0, the two

positive real roots are equal and have value yp1 “ yp2 “
3
?
rv “

3

b

d
2 .

Proof. First, we define v “ ´d
2 `

?
R. Since ∆ ě 0 holds and R “ ´ 1

108∆, it
follows R ď 0. Hence we rewrite v as the complex number v “ ´d

2 `
?
´R i.

In polar form, we obtain v “ rv=ϕv with modulus rv “
b

´
`

c
3

˘3 and argument
ϕv “ tan´1

`

´ 2
d

?
´R

˘

. With d ą 0, we know the real part of v is negative
while the imaginary part is non-negative. Hence the argument ϕv is in the range
ϕv P p900, 1800s with ϕv “ 1800 holds when R “ 0. Furthermore, the complex
conjugate of v is sv “ ´d

2 ´
?
´R i “ rv= p´ϕvq. Substituting in (2.4), we obtain

A “ 3
?
v “ 3

?
rv=

`

1
3ϕv

˘

and B “ 3
?
sv “ sA. Recalling ω2 “ sω, the cubic roots (2.3)

are

y1 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv

˙

, y2, 3 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv ˘ 1200

˙

. (2.6)

Corresponding to the range ϕv P p900, 1800s, we have 1
3ϕv P p300, 600s. The

positive roots are then found to be

y1 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv

˙

, y3 “ 2 3
?
rv cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv ´ 1200

˙

. (2.7)

With 1
3ϕv P p300, 600s, we obtain for the range of the positive roots y1 P

“

1,
?

3
˘

3
?
rv

and y3 P p0, 1s 3
?
rv. The inequality y1 ě y3 follows and equality holds when

∆ “ 0 ðñ R “ 0. From (2.4), R “ 0 is equivalent to ´
`

c
3

˘3
“

`

d
2

˘2
; therefore,

rv “
d
2 . This completes the proof.
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Chapter 3

Stability Analysis of Gradient-Based
Distributed Formation Control with
Heterogeneous Sensing Mechanism: Two
and Three Robot Case

In this chapter, we characterize the formation shapes that a team of mobile robots
may display when each robot is tasked with maintaining either distances or
bearings relative to its neighbors. For the team consisting of two or three robots,
we will show that besides the desired formation shape (a line or a triangle), also
incorrect shapes (a line with an erroneous distance or triangle with incorrect
distances and or orientation) can be obtained when employing gradient-based
control laws for reaching the individual robot objectives. Hereafter, we study the
stability of the different formation shapes based on the linearization technique.

This chapter starts with an introduction. We recall the existing gradient-based
control laws in Section 3.2 and formulate the problem in Section 3.3. We start our
exposition of the problem by analyzing the simple two robot case in Section 3.4
and extend the analysis to the three robot case in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Numerical
simulations are presented in Section 3.7 for illustrating the various final formation
shapes in the three robot case. In Section 3.8, we provide the detailed stability
analysis for the robot setup considered in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.9 contains
our conclusions.

3.1 Introduction

OVER the years, a rich body of work has been developed on the problem of
realizing a formation shape by a team of mobile robots. When the formation

shape is specified by inter-robot relative positions [41], then the consensus-based
formation control approaches, which are linear, can be used directly. For realizing
a formation shape using only distance [23, 28], bearing [53], or angle constraints
[16], the notion of rigidity [6, 16, 55] for the underlying interconnection topol-
ogy is required. The condition of rigidity describes the motions for the whole
formation which preserve the formation shape. Gradient-based control laws are
a popular approach for realizing the formation shape specified by distance [48]
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or bearing constraints [53]. A formation shape can also be realized by a set of
mixed constraints; see, among others, [9, 29, 31]. In distance-constrained and also
distance-and-angle-constrained formation control, flip and flex ambiguities occur.
To resolve this problem, signed constraints [4, 30, 44] have been introduced.

In most of the aforementioned references, the underlying interconnection
topology is that of an undirected graph. This implies that the geometrical constraint
between a robot pair, represented by an edge on the graph, is actively maintained
by both robots. While the use and active maintenance of a common type of
constraints (distance, bearing, or angle) between two neighboring robots have
been proven to guarantee the stability of the desired formation shape, it may not
be desirable in practice. Firstly, the sole use of one type of constraints on all edges
implies that all robots must use the same sensing mechanism. This restriction
prevents the integration of other robots carrying different sensor loads into the
formation. Secondly, when multiple types of constraints need to be actively
maintained by certain robots, these robots have to be equipped with multiple
different sensing mechanisms corresponding to the different constraints defined
on the edges connected to them. This implies that these robots have to carry
extra sensor loads that can be costly and consume additional space, weight and
computational load. On the other hand, it might be desirable for robots to control
only distances or bearings depending on their current situation. For instance, the
bearing measurement becomes less sensitive when the robots move in a large
shaped formation, or the robots carrying multiple distance and bearing sensors
can control the most relevant constraint depending on the accuracy or reliability of
the equipped sensor for a given situation (e.g., far versus near, wide-angle versus
small-angle, etc.). Lastly, if a partial sensor failure in a robot occurs, maintaining
the same constraint with its neighbors may no longer be possible. For instance,
in the case of a partial failure of a LIDAR sensor, which can normally provide
relative position information, we may still measure bearing information with
non-accurate distance information. Distance-based/bearing-based controllers
are tolerant to non-accurate bearing/distance measurements [9, 55]. In this case,
while it is possible to define heterogeneous constraints on the same edge that still
define the same shape (e.g., one robot controls relative position while the other one
controls bearing), it remains an open problem whether the application of standard
local gradient-based control law based on the information available to each robot
can still maintain the formation. Intuitively, the gradient-based control law will
direct each robot to the direction that minimizes the local potential function and
reaches the desired constraints. However, as different types of potential function
may be defined for the same edge due to the heterogeneous sensing mechanisms
between the two robots, the direction that is taken by each robot may not coincide
anymore with the minimization of the combined potential functions.

In this chapter, we consider the formation stabilization problem in which
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3.2. Formations and Gradient-Based Control Laws 17

the desired formation shape is specified by a mixed set of distance and bearing
constraints. Different from [9], we consider the setup where each constraint
is actively maintained by only one robot, i.e., the underlying interconnection
topology is a directed graph. Each robot within the team has the individual task of
maintaining a subset of either the distance or bearing constraints. As a starting
point, we focus on teams consisting of two and three robots in different setups.
Using standard gradient-based control laws specific to the constraints each robot
has to maintain, we analyze the stability, particularly, the local asymptotic stability
of the desired formation shape. It is of interest to study the applicability of these
control laws without modifying their local potential functions to incorporate the
different constraints on the edges since it allows us to design distributed control
laws for each robot that is completely dependent on the available local information
to the robot and is independent of the eventual deployment of the robot in the
formation (provided the desired admissible constraints are available to the robot).

3.2 Formations and Gradient-Based Control Laws

We consider a team consisting of n mobile robots in which Ri is the label assigned
to robot i. The robots are moving in the plane according to the single integrator
dynamics, i.e.,

9pi “ ui, i P t1, . . . , nu , (3.1)

where pi P R2 (a point in the plane) and ui P R2 represent the position of and
the control input for Ri, respectively. For convenience, all spatial variables are
given relative to a global coordinate frame Σg. The group dynamics is obtained
as 9p “ u with the stacked vectors p “

“

pJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pJn
‰J
P R2n representing the

team configuration and u “
“

uJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ uJn
‰J
P R2n being the collective input. The

interactions among the robots is described by a fixed graph G pV, Eq with V being
the team of robots and E containing the neighboring relationships. The pair
Fp “ pG, pq denotes a framework (or equivalently a formation) in R2.

3.2.1 Distance-based formation control

In distance-based formation control, a desired formation is characterized by a set of
inter-robot distance constraints. Assume the desired distance between a robot pair
pi, jq of the formation is d‹ij and let dij ptq be the current distance at time t. Let

us define the distance error signal as eijd ptq “ d2
ij ptq ´

`

d‹ij
˘2. A distance-based

potential function used for deriving the gradient-based control law for the robot
pair pi, jq takes the form Vijd peijdq “

1
4e

2
ijd [23, 28]. It has a minimum at the

desired edge distance d‹ij ; i.e., Vijd peijdq ě 0 and Vijd peijdq “ 0 ðñ dij “ d‹ij . In
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18 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

this case, the corresponding gradient-based control law for maintaining a desired
inter-robot distance for the robot pair pi, jq is

uijd “ ´

ˆ

BVijd

Bpi

˙J

“ eijdzij ,

where zij is the measurement that Ri obtains from its neighbor j P Ni. Thus, the
distanced-based formation control law for robot Ri in (3.1) is given by

uid “
ÿ

jPNi

eijdzij . (3.2)

It is well-studied in literature that the above control law guarantees the local
exponential stability of the desired formation shape when the desired shape is
infinitesimally distance rigid. We refer interested readers to [48] for the exposition
of standard distance-based formation control and its local exponential stability
property.

3.2.2 Bearing-only formation control

In bearing-only formation control, the desired formation is characterized by a set of
inter-robot bearing constraints. Consider the i-th robot (with label Ri) in this setup.
Robot Ri is able to obtain the bearing measurement gij ptq to its neighbors j P Ni
and its goal is to achieve desired bearings g‹ijs with all neighbors j P Ni. In this case,
the bearing error signal for a robot pair pi, jq can be defined by eijb ptq “ gij ptq´g

‹
ij .

As before, the corresponding potential function that can be used to design the
gradient-based control law is Vijb peijbq “

1
2dij }eijb}

2. Note that Vijb peijbq ě 0

and it is only zero when dij “ 0 or eijb “ 02 ðñ gij “ g‹ij . (In forthcoming
analysis, we will show that dij “ 0, where robots Ri and Rj are at the same
position, is not a viable option.). It can be verified that

uijb “ ´

ˆ

BVijb

Bpi

˙J

“ eijb

is the gradient-based control law derived from Vijb peijbq for the robot pair pi, jq.
The bearing-only formation control law for robot Ri in (3.1) is then given by

uib “
ÿ

jPNi

eijb. (3.3)

In [53], it has been shown that the above control law ensures the global asymp-
totic stability of the desired formation shape provided the formation shape is
infinitesimally bearing rigid.
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3.3 Problem Formulation

As discussed in the Introduction section of this chapter, we study the setup in
which the robots possess heterogeneous sensing, and each robot, depending on
its own local information, maintains the prescribed distance or bearing with its
neighbors using the aforementioned distance-based or bearing-only formation
control law. Thus, in the current setup, each robot fulfills either a distance task or
a bearing task. As before, consider a pair of robots with labels Ri and Rj. In case
Ri is assigned a distance task, its goal is to maintain a desired distance d‹ij P Rą0

with Rj. The robot Ri possesses an independent local coordinate frame Σi which
is not necessarily aligned with that of Rj or the global coordinate frame Σg. Within
its local coordinate frame Σi, Ri is able to measure the relative position vector
zij P R2 relative to Rj. On the other hand, when Rj is assigned a bearing task, its
goal is to maintain a desired bearing g‹ji P R2 with Ri. The robot Rj is able to
obtain the relative bearing measurement gji of Ri in its local coordinate frame Σj

which is aligned with Σg. Since robot Ri is assigned the distance task, we term
it a distance robot. Correspondingly, Rj is a bearing robot. For the interconnection
topology, we assume each robot has only neighbors of the opposing category, i.e.,
a distance robot can only have edges with bearing robot(s) and vice versa. As
a result, the team of n robots can be partitioned into two sets, namely the set of
distance robots D and bearing robots B with D ‰ H and B ‰ H. The edge set is
given by E Ď pD ˆ Bq Y pB ˆDq; the underlying structure is a bipartite digraph.

For the moment, we focus on the cases in which the team of n P t2, 3u robots
has a complete bipartite digraph topology, i.e., the edge set is E “ pD ˆ Bq Y pB ˆDq.
For the two robot case, we only have one feasible setup, namely the setup con-
sisting of one distance and one bearing (1D1B) robot, while for the three robot case
we have two feasible robot setups, namely the one distance and two bearing (1D2B)
and the one bearing and two distance (1B2D) setup; see Fig. 3.1 for an illustration of
these setups.

R1 R2 R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

Figure 3.1: Setups for the two and three robot case; represents a distance robot and
represents a bearing robot. Correspondingly, blue arrows are sensing carried out by the
distance robots while red arrows represents the edges from the bearing robots . From
left to right, we have the (1D1B), (1D2B), and (1B2D) setup.

We are interested in studying the stability of the formation when the distance-
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20 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

based formation control law (3.2) for the distance robot(s) and the bearing-only
formation control law (3.3) for the bearing robot(s) are used. In this case, we
do not modify the standard gradient-based control law for the different tasks.
Consequently, we analyze whether i). the equilibrium set contains undesired
shape and/or group motion; ii). the desired shape is (exponentially) stable; and iii).
the undesired shape and/or group motion (if any) is attractive. The first and last
questions are motivated by the robustness issues of the distance- and displacement-
based controllers as studied in [8, 17, 35, 47] where a disagreement between
neighboring robots about desired values or measurements can lead to an undesired
group motion and deformation of the formation shape. Since we are considering
heterogeneous sensing mechanisms with corresponding heterogeneous potential
functions, it is of interest whether such undesired behavior can co-exist. Such
knowledge on the effect of heterogeneity in the control law can potentially be
useful to design simultaneous formation and motion controller as pursued recently
in [19].

3.4 The (1D1B) Robot Setup

We first focus on the case of two robots in the (1D1B) setup as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
The analysis of this seemingly simple setup serves as a prelude for the setups with
three robots. Without loss of generality, robot R1 takes the role of the distance
robot and R2 is the bearing robot. Considering gradient-based control laws for the
robot-specific tasks, the closed-loop dynamics is given by

„

9p1

9p2



“

„

Kde12dz12

Kbe21b



, (3.4)

where Kd ą 0 and Kb ą 0 are control gains for robots R1 and R2, respec-
tively, the bearing error satisfies e21b “ ´e12b in Σg, and the error vector is
e “

“

e12d eJ12b

‰J
P R3. It is of interest to note that when physical dimension

is taken into account with rLs as the unit of length and rTs the unit of time, the
control gain Kd has dimension rLs´2

rTs´1 while Kb is expressed in rLs rTs´1.
In the remainder of this section, we provide the analysis of the closed-loop

formation system (3.4), hereby focusing on the three questions raised in Section
3.3. First, we have the following result on the equilibrium configurations.

Proposition 3.1 ((1D1B) Equilibrium Configurations). The equilibrium configura-
tions for the closed-loop formation system (3.4) belong to the set

Sp “
 

p P R4 | e “ 03

(

. (3.5)
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3.4. The (1D1B) Robot Setup 21

Proof. Solving for 9p1 “ 02 and 9p2 “ 02, we obtainKde12dz12 “ 02 ðñ e12d “ 0_

z12 “ 02 and ´Kbe12b “ 02 ðñ g12 “ g‹12, respectively. With g12 “ g‹12 implying
d12 ‰ 0, it follows the option z12 “ 02 is not feasible. Hence, 9p “ 04 ðñ e “ 03.
This completes the proof.

Following e “ 03, the inter-robot relative position z12 equals the desired
relative position z‹12 “ d‹12g

‹
12 when both the robots attain their individual task.

Furthermore, note the set Sp is invariant under translations in the plane; therefore,
such a set is non-compact.

We proceed the analysis by determining the stability of the equilibrium config-
urations (3.5). To this end, we take as Lyapunov function candidate V peq of the
form

V peq “ V12d pe12dq ` V21b pe21bq “
1

4
Kde

2
12d `

1

2
Kbd21 }e21b}

2
. (3.6)

Observe that V peq is the sum of the task-specific potential functions. Since
V12d pe12dq ě 0 and V21b pe21bq ě 0, it follows that V peq ě 0. Moreover, V peq “
0 ðñ V12d pe12dq “ 0 ^ V21b pe21bq “ 0. When considered separately, we know
V12d pe12dq “ 0 ðñ d12 “ d‹12 and V21b pe21bq “ 0 ðñ d21 “ 0 _ e21b “ 02.
Combining both potential functions, we conclude that d21 “ 0 is not a feasible op-
tion since then V12d pe12dq ą 0. Therefore, the minimum value of V peq is attained
in Sp, i.e., V peq “ 0 ðñ pp P Sp. The derivative of (3.6) evaluates to

9V peq “
d
dt

`

V12d pe12dq ` V21b pe21bq
˘

“

”

B
Bp1

V12d
B
Bp2

V12d

ı

„

9p1

9p2



`

”

B
Bp1

V21b
B
Bp2

V21b

ı

„

9p1

9p2



“
“

´ 9pJ1 9pJ1
‰

„

9p1

9p2



`
“

9pJ2 ´ 9pJ2
‰

„

9p1

9p2



“ ´} 9z12}
2
ď 0,

(3.7)

where we use 9pi “ ´
´

B
Bpi
Vij‚

¯J

ðñ ´pJi “
B
Bpi
Vij‚ and B

Bpj
Vij‚ “ ´

B
Bpi
Vij‚ for

i, j P t1, 2u and ‚ P tb, du. From (3.7), we have 9V peq is negative semi-definite
and 9V peq “ 0 ðñ 9p1 “ 9p2. The following are invariant sets corresponding to
9V peq “ 0:

1. 9p1 “ 9p2 “ 02; these are the previously obtained equilibrium configurations
pp P Sp;

2. 9p1 “ 9p2 “ w ‰ 02; in this scenario, the robots move with a (yet to be
determined) constant velocity w P R2.
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22 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

Let the set of configurations p P R4 yielding robots to move with the (yet to be
determined) constant velocity w be given as

Tp “
 

p P R4 | 9p1 “ 9p2 “ w, w ‰ 02

(

. (3.8)

Note the set Tp is also non-compact, since if pp P Tp, then pp` c p12 b wq P Tp with
c P R. As both the equilibrium set Sp and the moving set Tp are non-compact and
the expression for the Lyapunov derivative (3.7) is expressed in the dynamics of
the link z12, we continue the analysis by exploring the link dynamics 9z12, obtained
as

9z12 “ ´pKbe12b `Kde12dz12q , (3.9)

instead of the robot dynamics 9p. Mapping the sets of interest Sp and Tp to the link
space yields Sz “

 

z12 P R2 | z12 “ z‹12

(

and Tz “
 

z12 P R2 | z12 “ z12M

(

, where
z12M “ d12Mg12M is the inter-robot relative position vector as they move with the
(yet unknown) velocity w in the plane. The set Sz contains only a single point, and
therefore it is compact.

3.4.1 Characterization of the moving set Tz
In this part, we make the effort to characterize the moving set Tz (and implicitly
Tp). To this end, we provide the following proposition:

Proposition 3.2 ((1D1B) Moving Configurations). The closed-loop formation system
(3.4) moves with a constant velocity w “ 2Kbg

‹
12 when the error vector e is of the form

„

e12d

e12b



“ ´

«

2
d12
Rbd

2g‹12

ff

. (3.10)

Proof. Solving for 9z12 “ 02 results in the expression pKde12dd12 `Kbq g12 “ Kbg
‹
12.

We distinguish two cases. The case g12 “ g‹12 and Kde12dd12 ` Kb “ Kb ðñ

Kde12dd12 “ 0 corresponds to the equilibrium configurations pp P Sp. On the
other hand, we have g12 “ ´g‹12 and Kde12dd12 ` Kb “ ´Kb ðñ e12dd12 `

2Rbd “ 0, where Rbd “
Kb
Kd

is the ratio of the control gains. Substituting in the
robot dynamics (3.4) yields 9p1 “ 9p2 “ 2Kbg

‹
12, i.e., robots are moving with a

common velocity w “ 2Kbg
‹
12. Therefore, moving formations occur at the relative

orientation g12 “ ´g
‹
12. By definition, we obtain e12b “ ´2g‹12 and the distance

error e12dd12 ` 2Rbd “ 0 ðñ e12d “ ´
2
d12
Rbd. This completes the proof.

Proposition 3.2 provides a characterization of the moving set Tz in terms
of the error vector e. We also obtain that the inter-robot bearing for moving
formations to occur is g12M “ ´g

‹
12. For a complete characterization of Tz in terms
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of the vector z12M , it remains to obtain the distance d12M by solving the expression
e12dd12 ` 2Rbd “ 0. Expanding it, we obtain the following cubic equation in d12:

d3
12 ´ pd

‹
12q

2
d12 ` 2Rbd “ 0. (3.11)

Compared with (2.2), the coefficients are c “ ´pd‹12q
2
ă 0 and d “ 2Rbd ą 0. We

infer the solution set to (3.11) contains positive real roots given by Lemma 2.2
when the corresponding discriminant is non-negative. This is equivalent to the
constraint d‹12 ě

pd with pd “
?

3 3
?
Rbd.

Remark 3.3. When the desired distance d‹12 ă
pd, the moving set Tz “ H since a

feasible distance between robots such that they move with the common velocity w
does not exist . This implies 9V peq “ 0 ðñ pp P Sp. With 9V peq ă 0 when p R Sp,
we conclude that for all initial configurations p p0q P R4 satisfying p1 p0q ‰ p2 p0q,
we have global asymptotic convergence to the desired equilibrium set Sp.

Remark 3.4. The threshold value pd is proportional to the gain ratio 3
?
Rbd; increasing

Rbd leads to a larger value for pd. Therefore, increasing the value of Rbd “delays”
the occurrence of the moving set Tp since there exists a larger range of values for
d‹12 satisfying d‹12 ă

pd.

Assume the desired distance satisfies d‹12 ě
pd. Lemma 2.2 provides us the

positive roots, and thus the feasible distances d12 satisfying (3.11). For the spe-

cific values c “ ´pd‹12q
2 and d “ 2Rbd, we obtain rv “

b

pd‹
12q

6

27 and ϕv “

tan´1
`

´R´1
bd

?
´R

˘

. Substituting in (2.5) yields

yp1
“

2

3

?
3 d‹12 cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv ´ 1200

˙

, yp2
“

2

3

?
3 d‹12 cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕv

˙

. (3.12)

When d‹12 “
pd, the positive root (with multiplicity 2) corresponding to the cubic

equation (3.11) is d12 “
1
3

?
3pd “ 3

?
Rbd. The characterization of the moving set Tz

for d‹12 ě
pd is

Tz “
 

z12 P R2 | z12 “ ´yg
‹
12, y satisfies (3.12)

(

. (3.13)

3.4.2 Local stability of the moving set Tz
After characterizing the set Tz for d‹12 ě

pd, we continue with determining the local
stability of Tz . First, we obtain the Jacobian of the right hand side (RHS) of the link
dynamics (3.9) as the matrix

A “ ´pKbA12b `KdA12dq , (3.14)

where A12b “
1
d12

`

I ´ g12g
J
12

˘

and A12d “ e12dI ` 2z12z
J
12.
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24 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

Lemma 3.5. The closed-loop formation system (3.4) at any feasible point pz12 in the
moving set Tz is unstable.

Proof. From Proposition 3.2, we know that all feasible points pz12 P Tz satisfies
e12d “ ´2 1

d12
Rbd ă 0 and g12 “ ´g‹12. Let the inter-robot bearing be given

as g12 “
“

a b
‰J

with the norm constraint }g12} “
?
a2 ` b2 “ 1; we obtain

g12g
J
12 “

”

a2 ab
ab b2

ı

“ g‹12g
‹J
12 . Substituting in (3.14) yields

A “

„

x` px´ yq a2 px´ yq ab

px´ yq ab x` px´ yq b2



, (3.15)

where we define x “ Kb
1
d12

and y “ 2Kdd
2
12, both being positive. For a 2 ˆ 2

matrix A, the characteristic polynomial χ pλq is given by

χ pλq “ λ2 ´ trace pAqλ` det pAq , (3.16)

where trace pAq is the trace and det pAq is the determinant of matrix A. With A in
(3.15), we obtain trace pAq “ 3x´ y and det pAq “ x p2x´ yq. It follows the roots
of χ pλq are λ1 “ x and λ2 “ 2x ´ y. Since λ1 “ x ą 0, we conclude matrix A
has at least one positive eigenvalue for all feasible points pz12 P Tz . Therefore, the
closed-loop formation system (3.4) is unstable at these points. This completes the
proof.

The following theorem states the main result for the (1D1B) setup when the
desired distance satisfies d‹12 ě

pd.

Theorem 3.6 (Almost global convergence). Consider two robots R1 and R2 possessing
heterogeneous sensing mechanisms. Let the closed-loop dynamics be given by (3.4) and
the desired inter-robot distance satisfies d‹12 ě

pd. If p1 p0q ‰ p2 p0q and p p0q R Tp, then
the trajectories of the robots asymptotically converge to a point pp P Sp.

Proof. In (3.7), we obtain the Lyapunov derivative 9V peq ď 0. In fact, 9V peq ă 0

when p ptq R Sp Y Tp. From Lemma 3.5, we obtain that the set Tz and implicitly Tp
is unstable. Hence, if p p0q R Tp, it follows p ptq Û Tp. This implies that 9V peq “ 0 if
and only if the trajectories reaches a point pp P Sp. In this scenario, V peq “ 0 and
9p1 “ 9p2 “ 02. This completes the proof.

Previously, Remark 3.3 encapsulates the stability result when d‹12 ă
pd holds for

the desired distance. In combination with Theorem 3.6, we have provided the full
stability analysis for the (1D1B) setup with closed-loop dynamics given by (3.4).

We can now provide answers to the three questions raised in Section 3.3. For
the the (1D1B) setup, we have shown that equilibrium configurations consist of
only the correct inter-robot relative positions z‹12 and we have (almost) global
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3.5. The (1D2B) Robot Setup 25

convergence towards z‹12. Also, moving configurations z12M exist. However, these
are locally not attractive. Moreover, as mentioned in Remark 3.4, the occurrence of
moving configurations can be postponed when the gain ratio Rbd is increased.

3.5 The (1D2B) Robot Setup

In the previous section, we have analyzed the case of two robots in the (1D1B)
setup. One observation which stands out is the fact that robots may move with a
constant velocity w when they are initialized at specific points in the plane.

We consider now three robots with the specific partition D “ t1u and B “
t2, 3u; the (1D2B) setup depicted in Fig. 3.1. The neighbor sets are found to be
N1 “ t2, 3u and N2 “ N3 “ t1u. Utilizing gradient-based control laws for each
distance or bearing task, we obtain the following closed-loop dynamics

»

–

9p1

9p2

9p3

fi

fl “

»

–

Kde12dz12 `Kde13dz13

Kbe21b

Kbe31b

fi

fl , (3.17)

where we assume the distance robot R1 has the control gain Kd ą 0 and the
bearing robots R2 and R3 the common control gain Kb ą 0. In the (1D1B) setup,
we observe the link dynamics is also of interest. Therefore, in the current setup,
we define the relative position vector z “

“

zJ12 zJ13

‰J
P R4. The link dynamics 9z

evaluates to
„

9z12

9z13



“ ´

„

Kbe12b `Kde12dz12 `Kde13dz13

Kbe13b `Kde12dz12 `Kde13dz13



. (3.18)

For a triangle, it holds that z12 ` z23 ´ z13 “ 02. Hence, the dynamics related to
link z23 evaluates to 9z23 “ ´Kb pe13b ´ e12bq.

In the following subsections, we analyze the closed-loop formation system
(3.17), following similar steps as we have done for the (1D1B) setup.

3.5.1 Equilibrium configurations

The following result on the equilibrium configurations is obtained.

Proposition 3.7 ((1D2B) Equilibrium Configurations). The equilibrium configura-
tions corresponding to the closed-loop formation system (3.17) belong to the set

Sp “
 

p P R6 | e “ 06

(

, (3.19)

where e “
“

e12d e13d eJ12b eJ13b

‰J
P R6.
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26 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

Proof. Setting the left hand side (LHS) of each equation in (3.17) to the zero
vector, we immediately obtain that at the equilibrium configurations, the bear-
ing constraints for robots R2 and R3 are satisfied since e21b “ ´e12b “ 02 and
e31b “ ´e13b “ 02. This implies that d21 “ d12 ‰ 0 and d31 “ d13 ‰ 0. It remains to
solve for 9p1 “ 02. With the gathered insights, we obtain e12dd12g

‹
12 “ ´e13dd13g

‹
13.

Since g‹12 ‰ ˘g
‹
13 (the robots are colinear when g12 “ ˘g13), the only way to satisfy

the expression is when e12dd12 “ 0 and e13dd13 “ 0. Because d12 ‰ 0 and also
d13 ‰ 0, we require e12d “ 0 and e13d “ 0 to hold. This completes the proof.

3.5.2 Moving configurations

During the analysis of the (1D1B) setup, we observed that robots may move with
a common velocity w while the predefined constraints are not met. For the (1D2B)
setup, we explore whether conditions exist such that the formation may move
with a common velocity w.

Proposition 3.8 ((1D2B) Moving Configurations). The closed-loop formation system
(3.17) moves with a constant velocity w “ Kb pg

‹
12 ` g

‹
13q when the error vector e satisfies

»

—

—

–

e12d

e13d

e12b

e13b

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ ´

»

—

—

—

–

1
d12
Rbd

1
d13
Rbd

g‹12 ` g
‹
13

g‹12 ` g
‹
13

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (3.20)

Proof. First, we solve for 9z “ 04. Since 9z12 “ 02 “ 9z13, it follows 9z23 “ 02. This
expression evaluates to g12 ´ g13 “ g‹12 ´ g‹13. Define bdiff “ g12 ´ g13 and let
=g12 “ α be the angle enclosed by g12 and the positive x-axis of Σg. Similarly, let
=g13 “ β. We can rewrite bdiff as

bdiff “

„

cosα

sinα



´

„

cosβ

sinβ



“ 2 cos

ˆ

α´ βπ
2

˙

»

–

cos
´

α`βπ
2

¯

sin
´

α`βπ
2

¯

fi

fl , (3.21)

where βπ “ β ` π pmod 2πq. The expression 9z23 “ 02 can be transformed to the
following set of constraints on the angles, namely

#

α` βπ “ α‹ ` β‹π

α´ βπ “ α‹ ´ β‹π
ðñ

#

α “ α‹

β “ β‹
(3.22)

and
#

α` βπ “ α‹ ` β‹π

´pα´ βπq “ α‹ ´ β‹π
ðñ

#

α “ β‹ ` π

β “ α‹ ´ π
. (3.23)
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3.5. The (1D2B) Robot Setup 27

From (3.22), we obtain g12 “ g‹12 and g13 “ g‹13, corresponding to the equi-
librium configurations in Sp while the solution in (3.23) corresponds to g12 “

´g‹13 and g13 “ ´g‹12. Subsequently, we obtain e12b “ e13b “ ´pg‹12 ` g
‹
13q.

Hence it is sufficient to consider one of the equations in (3.18). This leads to
p´Kde13dd13q g

‹
12 ` p´Kde12dd12q g

‹
13 “ Kbg

‹
12 `Kbg

‹
13. For it to hold, we require

´Kde13dd13 “ Kb ðñ e13d “ ´ 1
d13
Rbd and ´Kde12dd12 “ Kb ðñ e12d “

´ 1
d12
Rbd with the gain ratio Rbd “

Kb
Kd

. Collecting the error constraints, we obtain
(3.20). By an immediate substitution, we obtain for the dynamics of the bearing
robot R2, 9p2 “ Kb pg

‹
12 ` g

‹
13q “: w. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.9. The signed area for a triangle, introduced as a constraint for resolving
flip and flex ambiguities in [6, 33], can be obtained using the expression SA “

zJ12

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

z13. The signed area of the desired formation shape evaluates to S‹A “
d‹12d

‹
13g

J‹
12

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

g‹13. The signed area of the moving formation shape is SAM “

d12d13g
J‹
13

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

g‹12 “ ´d12d13g
J‹
12

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

g‹13 “ ´d12d13
d‹
12d

‹
13
S‹A. Since the distance

error signals in (3.20) are negative, it follows dij ă d‹ij . Hence |SAM | ă |SA| and
the cyclic ordering of the robots is opposite to that of the desired formation shape.

Following Proposition 3.8, a characterization of the moving set Tp in terms of
the error vector e is

Tp “
 

p P R6 | e satisfies (3.20)
(

. (3.24)

An equivalent characterization of Tp can be provided in terms of the inter-robot
relative position vectors z12M and z13M where subscript M refers to “moving”. In
fact, the inter-robot bearing vectors g12M between R1 and R2 and g13M between
robots R1 and R3 is known from the proof of Proposition 3.8. It remains to obtain
feasible values for the inter-robot distances d12M and d13M . To this end, we find
the roots satisfying the expressions for the distance error signals e12d and e13d in
(3.20). Expanding the expressions leads to the following cubic equation

d3
ij ´

`

d‹ij
˘2
dij `Rbd “ 0, ij P t12, 13u , (3.25)

similar to the (1D1B) setup. Compared with (2.2), we now have c “ ´
`

d‹ij
˘2
ă 0

and d “ Rbd ą 0. In the (1D1B) setup, we had d “ 2Rbd. Following the same
steps as was done for (3.11), we obtain that the discriminant corresponding to
(3.25) is ∆ “ 4

`

d‹ij
˘6
´ 27R2

bd and the threshold value for the desired distance d‹ij
such that positive roots exist is pd “

?
3 3

b

Rbd
2 « 1.3747 3

?
Rbd. Similar to the (1D1B)

setup, we conclude that if one of (or both) the desired distances d‹12 or (and) d‹13

has (have) a value less than pd, then no feasible value for d12 or (and) d13 satisfies
e12dd12 “ ´Rbd or (and) e13dd13 “ ´Rbd, implying the in-feasibility of moving
formations. We conclude the set Sp containing equilibrium configurations with
either one of (or both) d‹12 ă

pd or d‹13 ă
pd is globally asymptotically stable.
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28 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

When the desired distance d‹ij satisfies d‹ij ě pd, we obtain feasible distances

dij to (3.25) are given by Lemma 2.2 with the values rv “

c

pd‹
ijq

6

27 and ϕv “

tan´1
`

´2R´1
bd

?
´R

˘

. Since we have two desired distances d‹12 and d‹13 and we
have either one or two feasible value(s) dij to the cubic equation (3.25), it follows
that different feasible combinations pd12M , d13Mq exist. In Table 3.1, we summarize
the number of feasible combinations for the different scenarios. We conclude the
set Tp ‰ Hwhen the additional constraints d‹12 ě

pd and d‹13 ě
pd are satisfied.

Table 3.1: Number of feasible combinations pd12M , d13Mq depending on desired distances
d‹12 and d‹13

d‹13 ą
pd d‹13 “

pd

d‹12 ą
pd 4 2

d‹12 “
pd 2 1

Recall the common velocity w “ Kb pg
‹
12 ` g

‹
13q for the robots in Proposition

3.8. Define bsum “ g12 ` g13. We want to write bsum in the form bsum “ dsum gsum

with dsum being the magnitude and gsum the orientation of bsum relative to Σg. By
the sum-to-product identities for cosine and sine, we obtain

bsum “

„

cosα

sinα



`

„

cosβ

sinβ



“ 2 cos

ˆ

α´ β

2

˙

»

–

cos
´

α`β
2

¯

sin
´

α`β
2

¯

fi

fl . (3.26)

Depending on the value of the angle difference |α´ β|, we have different ex-
pressions for dsum and gsum. When |α´ β| ă π, we set dsum “ 2 cos

´

|α´β|
2

¯

and =gsum “
α`β

2 while for |α´ β| ą π, we set dsum “ 2 cos
´

π ´ |α´β|
2

¯

and

=gsum “
α`β

2 ` π pmod 2πq. Note that dsum P p0, 2q for the cases |α´ β| ż π.
If |α´ β| “ 00, then g12 “ g13 and bsum “ 2g12, and finally, |α´ β| “ π implies
g12 “ ´g13, and hence bsum “ 02. Since g‹12 ‰ ˘g

‹
13, the last two mentioned cases

do not occur; therefore, the magnitude of w is 0 ă }w} ă 2Kb.

3.5.3 Local stability of equilibrium and moving configurations

Assume that the desired distances satisfy d‹12 ě
pd and d‹13 ě

pd. In this case, both
the equilibrium configurations in (3.19) and moving configurations in (3.24) satisfy
9z “ 04 and are feasible. We are interested in determining the local stability around
these formations. To this end, we consider the linearization of the z-dynamics
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3.5. The (1D2B) Robot Setup 29

(3.18); this results in the Jacobian matrix A P R4ˆ4 as

A “ ´

„

KbA12b `KdA12d KdA13d

KdA12d KbA13b `KdA13d



, (3.27)

where Aijd “ eijdI2 ` 2zijz
J
ij and Aijb “

1
dij

`

I2 ´ gijg
J
ij

˘

, ij P t12, 13u.
We first consider the stability analysis around the equilibrium configurations.

Theorem 3.10. Consider a team of three robots arranged in the (1D2B) setup with
closed-loop dynamics given by (3.17). Assume the desired distances satisfy d‹12 ě

pd and

d‹13 ě
pd with pd “

?
3 3

b

Rbd
2 and the bearing vectors satisfy g‹12 ‰ ˘g

‹
13. Given an initial

configuration p p0q that is close to the desired formation shape, then the robot trajectories
asymptotically converge to a point pp P Sp.

Proof. Evaluating the Jacobian matrix (3.27) at the equilibrium configurations
yields

AE “ ´diag
`“

x‹ x‹ p‹ p‹
‰˘

´

»

—

—

–

py‹ ´ x‹q a2 py‹ ´ x‹q ab q‹c2 q‹cd

py‹ ´ x‹q ab py‹ ´ x‹q b2 q‹cd q‹d2

y‹a2 y‹ab pq‹ ´ p‹q c2 pq‹ ´ p‹q cd

y‹ab y‹b2 pq‹ ´ p‹q cd pq‹ ´ p‹q d2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,
(3.28)

where we define the variables

x “ Kb
1

d12
, y “ 2Kdd

2
12, p “ Kb

1

d13
, q “ 2Kdd

2
13. (3.29)

and the matrices

g‹12g
‹J
12 “

„

a2 ab

ab b2



, g‹13g
‹J
13 “

„

c2 cd

cd d2



. (3.30)

The starred version for x, p, y, and q is used here since we have d12 “ d‹12 and
d13 “ d‹13. The characteristic polynomial χE pλq corresponding to matrix AE is
obtained as

χE pλq “ pλ` x
‹q pλ` p‹q

`

λ2 ` py‹ ` q‹qλ` y‹q‹ sin2 θ‹
˘

, (3.31)

where sin θ “ gJ12

“

0 1
´1 0

‰

g13. The roots of (3.31) are

λ1 “ ´x
‹, λ2 “ ´p

‹,

λ3, 4 “ ´
1

2
py‹ ` q‹q ˘

1

2

b

py‹ ` q‹q
2
´ 4y‹q‹ sin2 θ‹.

(3.32)
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30 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

It can be verified that 0 ă 4y‹q‹ sin2 θ‹ ď py‹ ` q‹q
2; therefore all roots are real.

Moreover, ´py‹ ` q‹q `
b

py‹ ` q‹q
2
´ 4y‹q‹ sin2 θ‹ ă 0 and we conclude all λs

are negative; matrix AE is Hurwitz. This implies that the link trajectories asymp-
totically converge to the desired relative positions, i.e., z ptq Ñ z‹ as tÑ8. It also
means that the robots reach their individual tasks since z‹ij “ d‹ijg

‹
ij , so p ptq Ñ Sp

when p p0q is close to the desired formation shape. This completes the proof.

We continue with determining the stability of the moving formations in the
set Tp. Again, the Lyapunov’s indirect method is used for this task. As a first
step, the characteristic polynomial corresponding to the Jacobian matrix of the
moving formations is derived. Based on the characterization in (3.20), we obtain
the sub-matricesA12d “ ´Rbd

1
d12
I2`2d2

12g
‹
13g

‹J
13 ,A13d “ ´Rbd

1
d13
I2`2d2

13g
‹
12g

‹J
12 ,

A12b “
1
d12

`

I2 ´ g
‹
13g

‹J
13

˘

, and A13b “
1
d13

`

I2 ´ g
‹
12g

‹J
12

˘

. Substituting these sub-
matrices in (3.27) yields the matrix

AM “ ´

»

—

—

–

py ´ xq c2 py ´ xq cd ´p` qa2 qab

py ´ xq cd py ´ xq d2 qab ´p` qb2

´x` yc2 ycd pq ´ pq a2 pq ´ pq ab

ycd ´x` yd2 pq ´ pq ab pq ´ pq b2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (3.33)

where the variables are previously defined in (3.29) and (3.30). The character-
istic polynomial χM pλq corresponding to matrix AM is obtained as the quartic
polynomial

χM pλq “ λ4 ` c1λ
3 ` c2λ

2 ` c3λ` c4 (3.34)

with the coefficients

c1 “ py ´ xq ` pq ´ pq , c2 “ qy sin2 θ‹ ´ px,

c3 “ x py ´ xq
`

q sin2 θ‹ ´ p
˘

` p pq ´ pq
`

y sin2 θ‹ ´ x
˘

,

c4 “ px py ´ xq pq ´ pq sin2 θ‹.

(3.35)

Recall from Table 3.1 that depending on the value of the desired distances d‹12

and d‹13, we can obtain more than one feasible combination pd12M , d13Mq for the
moving configurations. Under certain conditions, we have the following result on
the eigenvalues of the matrix AM.

Lemma 3.11. Assume the desired distances satisfy d‹12 ą
pd and d‹13 ą

pd and the desired
bearing vectors are not perpendicular, i.e. g‹12 M g‹13. Consider the feasible combination in
which the distances are of the form d12M “ yp2 pd

‹
12q and d13M “ yp2 pd

‹
13q in Lemma 2.2.

Then all eigenvalues of the matrix AM have a negative real part if the inequality

cos2 θ‹ ă
mn pmq ´ nyq

2
`m2n2 pm` nq px` pq

pm2q ` n2yq pmqx` nypq
(3.36)
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3.5. The (1D2B) Robot Setup 31

holds, where the variables x, y, p, and q are as defined in (3.29), and we define m “ y ´ x

and n “ q ´ p.

Proof. Assuming the bearing vectors are not perpendicular, we obtain that 0 ă

sin2 θ‹ ă 1. Also, since d12M “ yp2 pd
‹
12q and d13M “ yp2 pd

‹
13q and d‹12 ą

pd and
d‹13 ą

pd, we can verify that m ą 0 and n ą 0 by applying Proposition 3.19. We
employ the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to justify the claim provided (3.36)
holds. To this end, the Routh-Hurwitz table is formed. The first column of the
Routh-Hurwitz table, which is the column of interest, contains the following
values

”

1 c1
c1c2´c3
c1

pc1c2´c3qc3´c
2
1c4

pc1c2´c3q
c4

ı

. (3.37)

For all roots λ to have negative real parts, all values in (3.37) need to be positive.
With m ą 0 and n ą 0, the coefficients c1 and c4 are positive. It remains to show
the third and fourth entry in (3.37) is positive. In fact, it is sufficient to show the
numerators are both positive. The numerator c1c2 ´ c3 evaluates to

c1c2 ´ c3 “ pm` nq
`

qy sin2 θ‹
˘

´mxq sin2 θ‹ ´ npy sin2 θ‹

“ sin2 θ‹
`

m2q ` n2y
˘

ą 0,
(3.38)

while pc1c2 ´ c3q c3 ´ c21c4 evaluates to

pc1c2 ´ c3q c3 ´ c
2
1c4

“ sin2 θ‹
`

m2q ` n2y
˘ `

mx
`

q sin2 θ‹ ´ p
˘

` np
`

y sin2 θ‹ ´ x
˘˘

´ pm` nq
2 `
xmpn sin2 θ‹

˘

“ sin2 θ‹
´´

pmq ´ nyq
2
`mn pm` nq px` pq

¯

mn

´
`

m2q ` n2y
˘

pmxq ` npyq cos2 θ‹
¯

.

(3.39)

Provided (3.36) holds, it follows the numerator pc1c2 ´ c3q c3 ´ c21c4 ą 0. Since the
entries in (3.37) are all positive, we conclude all eigenvalues of the matrix AM have
negative real parts. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.12. The implication of Lemma 3.11 is that under certain conditions
on the distance and bearing constraints, a subset of the moving set Tp is locally
asymptotically stable. Hence, initializing the robots close to the conditions for the
moving formation is not desirable. An illustration of this behavior is provided in
Fig. 3.3(b).

Lemma 3.11 also holds when the desired bearing vectors are perpendicular,
i.e. g‹12 K g‹13 ðñ sin2 θ‹ “ 1. In this case, the coefficients in (3.35) and also all
entries in (3.37) are positive; therefore, the matrix AM will only have eigenvalues
with negative real parts.
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32 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

A full characterization of the remaining cases can be found in Section 3.8. In
almost all cases, the matrix AM contains at least a root with positive real part and
hence it is not Hurwitz.

3.6 The (1B2D) Robot Setup

Here we focus on the formation setup with one bearing and two distance robots
(1B2D) is considered. Without loss of generality, we assume robot R1 is the
bearing robot while robots R2 and R3 are the distance robots. The rightmost
graph in Fig. 3.1 depicts the interconnection structure for this setup. Based on the
interconnection structure, the closed-loop dynamics is obtained as

»

–

9p1

9p2

9p3

fi

fl “

»

–

Kbe12b `Kbe13b

Kde21dz21

Kde31dz31

fi

fl . (3.40)

The corresponding link dynamics evaluates to

„

9z12

9z13



“ ´

„

Kde12dz12 `Kbe12b `Kbe13b

Kde13dz13 `Kbe12b `Kbe13b



. (3.41)

Also, the dynamics of the link z23 is found to be 9z23 “ ´Kd pe13dz13 ´ e12dz12q. In
the following, we follow similar steps as in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 for the analysis of
the closed-loop formation system (3.40) focusing on equilibrium configurations,
possible moving formations, and their (local) stability analysis.

3.6.1 Equilibrium configurations

When we consider the equilibrium conditions with 9p “ 06, we have the following
result.

Proposition 3.13 ((1B2D) Equilibrium Configurations:). The equilibrium configura-
tions corresponding to the closed-loop formation system (3.40) belong to Scorrect

p Y Sflipped
p ,

where
Scorrect
p “

 

p P R6 | e “ 06

(

,

Sflipped
p “

"

p P R6 | e “
”

0 0 ´b‹Jdiff b‹Jdiff

ıJ
*

,
(3.42)

with e “
“

e12d e13d eJ12b eJ13b

‰J
P R6 and b‹diff “ g‹12 ´ g

‹
13.

Proof. Setting the LHS of each equation of the closed-loop dynamics (3.40) to the
zero vector, we obtain for robot R2 that´Kde12dz12 “ 02 ðñ e12d “ 0_z12 “ 02
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and similarly, we have ´Kde13dz13 “ 02 ðñ e13d “ 0 _ z13 “ 02 for R3. The
expression for R1 evaluates to g12`g13 “ g‹12`g

‹
13. Defining =g12 “ α, =g13 “ β as

before, and recalling the RHS of (3.26), we can write the following set of constraints
on the angles, namely

#

α` β “ α‹ ` β‹

α´ β “ α‹ ´ β‹
ðñ

#

α “ α‹

β “ β‹
(3.43)

and
#

α` β “ α‹ ` β‹

´pα´ βq “ α‹ ´ β‹
ðñ

#

α “ β‹

β “ α‹
. (3.44)

Equation (3.43) translates to g12 “ g‹12 and g13 “ g‹13 implying robot R1 satisfies its
bearing tasks while (3.44) translates to the flipped formation shape with bearings
satisfying g12 “ g‹13 and g13 “ g‹12. It follows the bearing error signals are e12b “

´e13b “ ´b‹diff. With both g12 and g13 defined, we obtain d12 ‰ 0 and d13 ‰ 0

and hence z12 “ 02 and z13 “ 02 are both not feasible. Robots R2 and R3 will
stop moving when e12d “ 0 and e13d “ 0 holds, respectively, i.e., when they
accomplished their individual distance task irrespective of R1. This completes the
proof.

It can be verified that the signed area of the flipped formation satisfies SAF “

´S‹A.

3.6.2 Moving configurations

For the moving formations, we set the link dynamics to the zero vector and obtain
the following result.

Proposition 3.14 ((1B2D) Moving Formations). The moving formations for the (1B2D)
setup occur when the robots are colinear, i.e., g12 “ ˘g13 and oriented in the direction of
b‹sum “ g‹12 ` g

‹
13.

Proof. The expression for the link z12 and z13 in (3.41) evaluates to

pKde12dd12 `Kbq g12 `Kbg13 “ Kbb
‹
sum

Kbg12 ` pKde13dd13 `Kbq g13 “ Kbb
‹
sum.

(3.45)

Solving for 9z23 “ 02, we obtain e12dd12g12 “ e13dd13g13. Two vectors are equal
when they have the same magnitude and direction or opposite signs in both the
magnitude and direction. Hence we distinguish the case g12 “ g13 ^ e12dd12 “

e13dd13 and g12 “ ´g13 ^ e12dd12 “ ´e13dd13. Since g12 “ ˘g13, we conclude the
robots are colinear. Substituting in (3.45) yields expressions of the form h g12 “
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34 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

Kbd
‹
sumg

‹
sum where h “ Kde12dd12 ` 2Kb when g12 “ g13 and h “ Kde12dd12 when

g12 “ ´g13. From this, we infer g12 “ ˘g‹sum, implying the orientation of the
formation is in the direction of b‹sum. This completes the proof.

In light of Proposition 3.14, we obtain four different ordering of the robots, as
depicted in Fig. 3.2.

R1

R2

R3 R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

Figure 3.2: Different robot ordering for the moving configurations in the (1B2D) setup;
the black arrow is the bearing vector g‹sum. From left to right, we have the ordering I to IV.
Despite the different colors, both R2 and R3 are distance robots.

To provide a full characterization of the moving configurations, it remains
to obtain the inter-robot distances for the different ordering. We first derive
expressions for the distance error signals corresponding to the different ordering
from the general expression h g12 “ Kbd

‹
sumg

‹
sum. Define e12d “

s
d12
Rbd and e13d “

t
d13
Rbd. Table 3.2 provides the values for s and t corresponding to the different

robot orderings depicted in Fig. 3.2.

Table 3.2: Values for variables s and t corresponding to the robot orderings in Fig. 3.2

Ordering Direction s t

I: g12 “ g13 “ g‹sum ´2` d‹sum ´2` d‹sum

II: g12 “ g13 “ ´g
‹
sum ´2´ d‹sum ´2´ d‹sum

III: g12 “ ´g13 “ g‹sum d‹sum ´d‹sum

IV: g12 “ ´g13 “ ´g
‹
sum ´d‹sum d‹sum

When expanded, we obtain an instance of the cubic expression (2.2) with the
coefficient c “ ´d‹12 and d “ ´sRbd when solving for feasible distance d12 while
coefficient c “ ´d‹12 and d “ ´tRbd when we are considering distance d13. Since
d‹sum P t0, 2u, it follows the value for s and t can be positive or negative and hence
also the coefficient d of the cubic equation. In turn, this may impose a condition
on the desired distances d‹12 and d‹13 for obtaining positive values for d12 and d13

as discussed in Section 2.3. In particular, we can verify that coefficient d has range
d P p´2, 4qRbd. Taking d “ 4Rbd, we obtain that all four robot orderings in Fig.
3.2 can occur when the desired distances satisfy d‹ij ě

?
3 3
?

2Rbd.
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3.6. The (1B2D) Robot Setup 35

In the next part, we will show that the colinear moving formations are unstable.

3.6.3 Local stability of equilibrium and moving configurations

We have characterized the equilibrium configurations and the moving config-
urations. It is of interest to study the local stability property of these different
sets. Similar to the stability analysis for the (1D2B) setup, we will use Lyapunov’s
indirect method. The Jacobian matrix corresponding to the z-dynamics (3.41) is

A “ ´

„

KbA12b `KdA12d KbA13b

KbA12b KbA13b `KdA13d



, (3.46)

where, as before, Aijd “ eijdI2 ` 2zijz
J
ij and Aijb “

1
dij

`

I2 ´ gijg
J
ij

˘

, ij P t12, 13u.

We obtain the following result for the equilibrium configurations in (3.42).

Lemma 3.15. The Jacobian matrixAE at the equilibrium configurations in Scorrect
p YSflipped

p

is Hurwitz.

Proof. For the correct and desired equilibrium configurations in Scorrect
p , the Jaco-

bian matrix (3.46) evaluates to

Acorrect
E “ ´diag

`“

x‹ x‹ p‹ p‹
‰˘

´

»

—

—

–

py‹ ´ x‹q a2 py‹ ´ x‹q ab p‹d2 ´p‹cd

py‹ ´ x‹q ab py‹ ´ x‹q b2 ´p‹cd p‹c2

x‹b2 ´x‹ab pq‹ ´ p‹q c2 pq‹ ´ p‹q cd

´x‹ab x‹a2 pq‹ ´ p‹q cd pq‹ ´ p‹q d2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,
(3.47)

where x, y, p, q and the bearing matrices are previously defined in (3.29) and
(3.30). Also, for the flipped equilibrium configurations in Sflipped

p , we obtain

A
flipped
E “ ´diag

`“

x‹ x‹ p‹ p‹
‰˘

´

»

—

—

–

py‹ ´ x‹q c2 py‹ ´ x‹q cd p‹b2 ´p‹ab

py‹ ´ x‹q cd py‹ ´ x‹q d2 ´p‹ab p‹a2

x‹d2 ´x‹cd pq‹ ´ p‹q a2 pq‹ ´ p‹q ab

´x‹cd x‹c2 pq‹ ´ p‹q ab pq‹ ´ p‹q b2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
(3.48)

The characteristic polynomial χE pλq corresponding to the Jacobian matricesAcorrect
E

and Aflipped
E is the same, namely

χE pλq “ pλ` q
‹q pλ` y‹q

`

λ2 ` pp‹ ` x‹qλ` p‹x‹ sin2 θ‹
˘

. (3.49)
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36 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

The roots of (3.49) are

λ1 “ ´q
‹, λ2 “ ´y

‹,

λ3, 4 “ ´
1

2
pp‹ ` x‹q ˘

1

2

b

pp‹ ` x‹q
2
´ 4p‹x‹ sin2 θ‹

(3.50)

We can verify that 0 ă 4p‹x‹ sin2 θ‹ ď pp‹ ` x‹q
2. This implies that all λs are real.

Also, ´pp‹ ` x‹q `
b

pp‹ ` x‹q
2
´ 4p‹x‹ sin2 θ‹ ă 0, and hence we conclude that

all roots are negative real. This completes the proof.

This leads to the following main result:

Theorem 3.16. Consider a team of three robots arranged in the (1B2D) setup with closed-
loop dynamics given by (3.40). Given an initial configuration p p0q that is close to the
desired formation shape, then the robot trajectories asymptotically converge to a point
pp P Scorrect

p .

Proof. Following Lemma 3.15, we obtain that link trajectories locally asymptoti-
cally converge to the desired relative positions z‹ when they are initialized in the
neighborhood of it. With z‹ij “ d‹ij g

‹
ij , it follows that also the robots converge to a

point pp P Scorrect
p . This completes the proof.

Employing Lyapunov’s indirect method to the moving colinear formations
yields the following statement.

Theorem 3.17. Let p P R6 be a configuration yielding a colinear formation satisfying
conditions in Table 3.2. Then the configuration p is unstable.

Proof. We first obtain the matrix AM and the corresponding characteristic polyno-
mial χM pλq. The sub-matrices for the Jacobian matrix (3.46) areA12d “ Rbd

s
d12
I2`

2d2
12g

‹
sumg

‹J
sum, A13d “ Rbd

t
d13
I2 ` 2d2

13g
‹
sumg

‹J
sum, A12b “

1
d12

`

I2 ´ g
‹
sumg

‹J
sum

˘

, and

A13b “
1
d13

`

I2 ´ g
‹
sumg

‹J
sum

˘

with the bearing matrix g‹sumg
‹J
sum “

”

k2 kl
kl l2

ı

. The val-
ues for s and t depend on the considered ordering in Table 3.2. Hence, AM takes
the form

AM “ ´
`

diag
`“

ps` 1qx pt` 1q p
‰˘

b I2
˘

´

»

—

—

–

py ´ xq k2 py ´ xq kl pl2 ´pkl

py ´ xq kl py ´ xq l2 ´pkl pk2

xl2 ´xkl pq ´ pq k2 pq ´ pq kl

´xkl xk2 pq ´ pq kl pq ´ pq l2

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

,
(3.51)

where the variables x, y, p, and q are defined in (3.29). The characteristic polyno-
mial χM pλq corresponding to matrix AM is found to be

χM pλq “ pλ` pt` qq pλ` xs` yq
`

λ2 `Bλ` C
˘

, (3.52)
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3.7. Numerical Example 37

where B “ p pt` 1q ` x ps` 1q and C “ px ppt` 1q ps` 1q ´ 1q. We explore the
nature of the roots, hereby focusing on the coefficients of the quadratic polynomial.
Table 3.3 presents the values for B and C corresponding to the different robot
ordering; the sign of the coefficient is also provided when it can be determined.

Table 3.3: Values for coefficients B and C corresponding to the robot orderings in Fig. 3.2

Ordering B C

I: pp` xq p´1` d‹sumq px
´

p´1` d‹sumq
2
´ 1

¯

ă 0

II: pp` xq p´1´ d‹sumq ă 0 px
´

p´1´ d‹sumq
2
´ 1

¯

III: pp` xq ` px´ pq d‹sum ´pd‹sumq
2
px ă 0

IV: pp` xq ´ px´ pq d‹sum ´pd‹sumq
2
px ă 0

By Lemma 3.18, we infer that the quadratic polynomial in (3.52) contains at
least a root with positive real part since for each ordering, either coefficient B or C
is negative. This implies the matrix AM is not Hurwitz; the colinear formations are
unstable. This completes the proof.

3.7 Numerical Example

We consider two triangular formation shapes with the same distances d‹12 and
d‹13 but different value for the internal angle θ‹ (Note: θ‹ “ cos´1

`

g‹J12 g
‹
13

˘

). In
particular, shape T1 has bearing vectors such that the internal angle is θ‹T1

“ 150

while for shape T2, we take θ‹T2
“ 450. We set the gain ratio Rbd to a value 4.

Taking the different setups into consideration, the threshold distance such that
moving formations (stable or unstable) exist is pd “ 2

?
3 « 3.4641. We set the

desired distances to d‹12 “ d‹13 “ 4 and assume =g‹12 “ 00. Thus, shape T1 and T2

has the following desired constraints:

T1 : d‹12 “ d‹13 “ 4; =g‹12 “ 00, =g‹13 “ 150;

T2 : d‹12 “ d‹13 “ 4; =g‹12 “ 00, =g‹13 “ 450.
(3.53)

For shape T1, the moving formation for the (1D2B) setup is unstable, since
cos2 p150q “ 0.9330 ą 0.9321. Hence the constraint in (3.36) is violated. For
shape T2, we obtain cos2 p450q “ 0.5 ă 0.9321 satisfying constraint (3.36).

We remark that when desired distance constraints are provided, we can also
modify the control gains Kd for the distance robot(s) and Kb for the bearing
robot(s) such that the desired distances satisfy d‹ij ă pd. This prevents the occur-
rence of (stable or unstable) moving configurations. In the current example, we
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38 3. Formation Shape Control with Heterogeneous Sensing

intentionally set the gain ratio Rbd first and then obtain desired distances d‹ijs in or-
der to show the existence and local asymptotic stability of the moving formations
in the (1D2B) setup.

3.7.1 (1D2B) Simulation results

For the three robots in the (1D2B) setup, we focus on the formation shape T2. The
Jacobian matrix AM for the moving formation with distances d12 “ d13 « 3.8686 is
checked to be Hurwitz. Indeed, all values of the first column in the Routh-Hurwitz
table (3.37) evaluates to a positive value. Therefore, employing the closed-loop
dynamics (3.17) can, depending on the initial configuration p p0q, lead to robot
trajectories moving with a constant velocity. In Fig. 3.3(b), we show such an
outcome for a specific initial configuration p p0q. Fig. 3.3(a) depicts an initial
configuration p p0q leading to convergence to the correct shape.

3.7.2 (1B2D) Simulation results

For the three robots in the (1B2D) setup, we focus on the formation shape T1.
Recall that for the (1B2D) robot setup, there are two equilibrium formations,
namely the correct and desired formation and the flipped formation satisfying only
the distance constraints but not the bearing constraints. Fig. 3.4(a) depicts an initial
configuration p p0q which converges to this flipped formation. Notice that the
signed area corresponding to p p0q is positive (counter-clockwise cyclic ordering of
the robots) while the flipped formation has a negative signed area (clockwise cyclic
ordering of the robots). Fig. 3.4(b) depicts an initial colinear configuration p p0q
leading to robots to move with a constant velocity when employing the closed-
loop dynamics (3.40). If the colinear configuration is perturbed, it will converge
either to the correct or the flipped formation shape.

3.8 Full Characterization of the Local Stability of Mov-
ing Configurations for the (1D2B) Robot Setup

In Lemma 3.11, we considered only one of four possible combinations pd12M , d13Mq

for the scenario d‹12 ą
pd and d‹13 ą

pd. Referring to Table 3.1, we can have in
total nine1 possible combinations pd12M , d13Mq when all the different scenarios are
considered. Here, we provide the local stability analysis of the moving formations
for the (1D2B) setup for all the remaining combinations and scenarios.

1In Lemma 3.11, we define the variables m and n. Since they can take values m £ 0 and n £ 0, we
arrive also to the number nine.
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Figure 3.3: Robot trajectories for the (1D2B) setup; ˝ represents the initial position and ˆ is
the final position of the robot. On the top panel, we have an initial configuration (connected
by dashed lines) where robots converge to the correct formation shape (connected by solid
lines) while the bottom panel illustrates an initial configuration where robots converge to
the moving configuration with velocity w “ Kbbsum.

To this end, we first give the following auxiliary result that connects the sign
of the coefficients of a polynomial of degree n to its roots.

Lemma 3.18. Consider a polynomial of degree n

f pyq “ yn ` c1y
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cn. (3.54)

Suppose the (distinct) roots of the equation f pyq “ 0 are αi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. Then the
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Figure 3.4: Robot trajectories for the (1B2D) setup; ˝ represents the initial position and ˆ is
the final position of the robot. On the top panel, we have an initial configuration (connected
by dashed lines) where robots move and converge to the flipped formation shape while the
bottom panel illustrates the evolution of the robots when the initial configuration satisfy
conditions for ordering III in Table 3.3. The robots move with velocity w “ ´Kbbsum. If the
robots have slightly different initial positions, we will have convergence to an equilibrium
configuration since these colinear moving configurations are unstable.

factored form of f pyq is

f pyq “ py ´ α1q py ´ α2q ¨ ¨ ¨ py ´ αnq , (3.55)
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and the sum and product of the roots αis are related to the coefficients c1 and cn as
řn
i“1 αi “ ´c1 and

śn
i“1 αi “ p´1q

n
cn, respectively. Furthermore, there exists at least

a positive real root or a pair of complex roots with positive real part when the coefficient
c1 is negative while an odd number of positive real roots exists when the coefficient cn is
negative.

The proof of Lemma 3.18 is straightforward and therefore omitted.

Proposition 3.19. Consider the desired distance satisfies d‹ij ě pd with pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2

and let dij be a feasible solution to the cubic equation (3.25). Define the variable h pdijq “
2Kdd

2
ij ´Kb

1
dij

. Then,

• h pdijq “ 0 when d‹ij “ pd;

• h pdijq £ 0 when d‹ij ą pd^ dij “ yp1

`

d‹ij
˘

in Lemma 2.2.

• h pdijq ą 0 when d‹ij ą pd^ dij “ yp2

`

d‹ij
˘

in Lemma 2.2;

Proof. The expression h pdijq £ 0 is equivalent to dij £
3

b

Rbd
2 “ 1

3

?
3pd. When

d‹ij “
pd, we obtain that dij “ 1

3

?
3pd, resulting in the term h pdijq “ 0. For d‹ij ą pd,

Lemma 2.2 provides two feasible distances satisfying the cubic equation (3.25). The
ranges of the two feasible distances are yp1

P
`

0, 1
3

?
3
˘

d‹ij and yp2
P
`

1
3

?
3, 1

˘

d‹ij .
Since d‹ij ą pd, we obtain yp2

ą 1
3

?
3d‹ij ą

1
3

?
3pd, and therefore h

`

yp2

˘

ą 0. For
the feasible distance yp1

, we have yp1
ă 1

3

?
3d‹ij . It also satisfies yp1

£ 1
3

?
3pd and

consequently, h
`

yp1

˘

£ 0. This completes the proof.

Following Proposition 3.19, we define the variables m :“ h pd12q “ y ´ x and
n :“ h pd13q “ q ´ p in the characteristic polynomial χM pλq (3.34). The case m ą 0

and n ą 0 has already been considered in Lemma 3.11.
We are ready to consider the remaining combinations of m and n. First, we

assume the bearing vectors g‹12 and g‹13 are not perpendicular. This is equivalent
to 0 ă sin2 θ‹ ă 1. Table 3.4 provides the sign of the coefficients of χM pλq in (3.35).

Applying Lemma 3.18, we obtain that χM pλq contains at least a root with
positive real part for each combination of m and n in Table 3.4. This in turn implies
the Jacobian matrix AM in (3.33) is not Hurwitz, and hence the moving formations
are unstable.

We proceed with the case in which sin2 θ‹ “ 1, i.e., the bearing vectors satisfy
g‹12 K g‹13. Again, we determine the sign of the coefficients for each combination of
m and n; see Table 3.5.

Applying Lemma 3.18, we obtain that χM pλq contains at least a root with
positive real part for all combination of m and n in Table 3.5, except for the
cases pm, nq “ tp0, 0q , pą 0, 0q , p0, ą 0qu. Further investigation reveals that for
the case pm, nq “ p0, 0q, we obtain the root λ “ 0 with multiplicity 4 while
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Table 3.4: Sign of the coefficients corresponding to the characteristic polynomial χM pλq in
(3.35) for 0 ă sin2 θ‹ ă 1; The ¿ symbol means that the sign is indeterminate.

c1 c2 c3 c4

m ă 0^ n ă 0 ă 0 ă 0 ą 0 ą 0
m ă 0^ n “ 0 ă 0 ă 0 ą 0 “ 0
m ă 0^ n ą 0 ¿ ¿ ¿ ă 0
m “ 0^ n ă 0 ă 0 ă 0 ą 0 “ 0
m “ 0^ n “ 0 “ 0 ă 0 “ 0 “ 0
m “ 0^ n ą 0 ą 0 ¿ ă 0 “ 0
m ą 0^ n ă 0 ¿ ¿ ¿ ă 0
m ą 0^ n “ 0 ą 0 ¿ ă 0 “ 0

Table 3.5: Sign of the coefficients corresponding to the characteristic polynomial χM pλq in
(3.35) for sin2 θ‹ “ 1; The ¿ symbol means that the sign is indeterminate.

c1 c2 c3 c4

m ă 0^ n ă 0 ă 0 ă 0 ą 0 ą 0
m ă 0^ n “ 0 ă 0 ă 0 “ 0 “ 0
m ă 0^ n ą 0 ¿ ¿ ă 0 ă 0
m “ 0^ n ă 0 ă 0 ă 0 “ 0 “ 0
m “ 0^ n “ 0 “ 0 “ 0 “ 0 “ 0
m “ 0^ n ą 0 ą 0 ą 0 “ 0 “ 0
m ą 0^ n ă 0 ¿ ¿ ă 0 ă 0
m ą 0^ n “ 0 ą 0 ą 0 “ 0 “ 0

for pm, nq “ tpą 0, 0q , p0, ą 0qu, the roots to χM pλq are λ1, 2 “ 0 and λ3, 4 “

1
2

´

´c1 ˘
a

c21 ´ 4c2

¯

. Since both c1 ą 0 and c2 ą 0, we obtain
a

c21 ´ 4c2 ă c1,
and hence λ3, 4 are negative real roots or are roots containing a negative real
part. For these specific cases, the Jacobian matrix AM in (3.33) cannot provide
any conclusion on the local stability while for the cases containing a root with
positive real part, we conclude those moving formations are unstable. It should
be remarked that the case pm, nq “ p0, 0q corresponds to the scenario when
d‹12 “ d‹13 “

pd, pm, nq “ pą 0, 0q corresponds to d‹12 ą
pd and d‹13 “

pd, and
pm, nq “ p0, ą 0q corresponds to d‹12 “

pd and d‹13 ą
pd. In particular, the scenario

of d‹12 “ d‹13 “
pd is very specific.

3.9 Conclusions

We have considered the formation shape problem for teams of two and three
robots partitioned into two categories, namely distance and bearing robots. Our
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aim is to employ gradient-based control laws in a heterogeneous setting and
provide a systematic study on the stability of the possible formation shapes that
arise as a result. We have shown that under certain conditions on the distance
and bearing error signals, we obtain distorted formation shapes moving with a
constant velocity w. For the (1D1B) and the (1B2D) robot setup, these undesired
formation shapes are unstable while for the (1D2B) robot setup, we derive con-
ditions such that the distorted moving formation shape is locally asymptotically
stable. Furthermore, by increasing the value for the gain ratio Rbd “

Kb
Kd

, the
occurrence of distorted moving formation shapes can be postponed. This may
lead to global asymptotic stability of the desired formation shape, depending
on the setup considered. We note that the moving configurations in the (1D2B)
setup and the flipped equilibrium configuration in the (1B2D) setup both have a
signed area that has an opposite sign compared to the signed area of the desired
formation shape.

In the next chapter, we will focus exclusively on the (1D2B) setup and introduce
an additional signed area constraint for the distance robot. This is done as an
attempt to avoid the occurrence of moving formations.
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Chapter 4

Securing Isosceles Triangular Formations
under Heterogeneous Sensing and Mixed
Constraints

In the previous chapter, we obtained that for the (1D2B) setup, the incorrect
moving formation shape is locally attractive. By including an additional control
term that accounts for the signed area, we aim to prevent the occurrence of the
incorrect moving formation shapes.

We start this chapter with an introduction and provide some background
material in Section 4.2. The (1D2B) setup with the added signed area constraint is
considered in Section 4.3. We provide preliminary analysis for the specific case of
isosceles triangles in Section 4.4. The details for acute isosceles triangles and right
and obtuse isosceles triangles are found in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The
theoretical claims are supported by numerical results in Section 4.7 and we end
with the conclusion in Section 4.8.

4.1 Introduction

IN formation control, triangular formations consisting of three autonomous
agents serve as a class of benchmarks that can be used to test and compare

the performances of different controllers. This apparently simple setup allows
detailed rigorous analysis for novel techniques and methodologies as we aim at in
this chapter (see [5, 13, 14, 20, 32, 36]), and therefore, it provides a starting point in
order to achieve more general formations.

Previously, in Chapter 3, we dealt with the formation control problem in which
the team of mobile robots were partitioned in two categories, namely distance
robots carrying out distance tasks and bearing robots fulfilling bearing constraints.
For the particular case of one distance and two bearing robots, the (1D2B) setup,
we showed the existence of moving configurations which are locally attractive
under certain conditions. One observation on the moving configurations is that
the signed area of the corresponding shape has an opposite sign when compared
with the desired formation shape; the robots converge to an incorrect shape.

In the current chapter, we aim to avoid the occurrence of moving configurations
by adding a signed area constraint to the distance robot. We remark that this does
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46 4. Securing Isosceles Triangular Formations

not increase the sensing load on the robot. For the current analysis, we consider
isosceles triangles as the desired formation shape. Our main contribution is the
identification of bounds on the gain ratio RAd between the signed area and the
distance control term which yields the team of robots to always evolve to the
correct isosceles triangular shape.

4.2 Robot Configurations & Signed Area

We briefly consider different configurations of three mobile robots and introduce
the signed area of a triangle.

4.2.1 Robot configurations

We consider a team of three robots with Ri as the label for robot i. The robots are
moving in the plane R2 according to the single integrator dynamics, i.e.,

9pi ptq “ ui ptq , i P t1, 2, 3u , (4.1)

where pi P R2 (a point in the plane) and ui P R2 represent the position of and the
control input for Ri, respectively. The vector p “

“

pJ1 pJ2 pJ3
‰J
P R6 represents

the team configuration. We define pref as the reference configuration where the three
positions describe a particular triangle T of interest up to translation. Therefore,
the set of desired configurations can be formally written from pref as

Sp :“
 

p P R6 | p “ pref ` p13 b vq , v P R2
(

, (4.2)

where v is a translation vector and b denotes the Kronecker product. Note that
the desired configurations can also be described in terms of relative positions (or
links) zijs with zij “ pj ´ pi P R2. In particular, it is the singleton Sz whose one
element is

zref “ pH b I2q pref, H “

»

–

´1 1 0

´1 0 1

0 ´1 1

fi

fl (4.3)

where I2 is the identity matrix.
Consider the link vector z ptq :“ pH b I2q p ptq converging to a point rz P R6

and 9p ptq Ñ p13 b wq as time progresses, where w P R2 denotes a constant velocity
vector. Let rp P R6 denotes a configuration yielding rz. Then, the team trajectory
converges to ptraj ptq “ p13 b c0q ` rp ` p13 b wq t, where c0 P R2 is an arbitrary
offset given by the initial condition p p0q. We have an equilibrium configuration
when w “ 02, and otherwise, the configuration is moving. In the latter case,
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4.3. The (1D2B) Robot Setup with a Signed Area Constraint 47

ptraj ptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 8. Depending on whether rz P Sz or not, we classify the
obtained configuration rp as desired or incorrect.

4.2.2 Signed area of a triangle

For a triangle T with points p1, p2, and p3 in R2, the signed area A is given by

A “
1

2
det

ˆ„

1 1 1

p1 p2 p3

˙

, (4.4)

where det p‚q denotes the determinant of a matrix. Alternative expressions for A
are A “ 1

2z
J
12Jz13 or A “ 1

2 sin θ213 d12d13 with sin θ213 “ gJ12Jg13 and θ213 being
the signed angle enclosed by the bearing vectors g12 and g13 at point p1. Assuming
=g12 “ α and =g13 “ β with respect to a coordinate frame Σ, it follows that
sin θ213 “ sin pβ ´ αq. Hence for a counter-clockwise (or clockwise) ordering of
points p1, p2, and p3, we obtain θ213 ą 0 and A ą 0 (or θ213 ă 0 and A ă 0).

4.3 The (1D2B) Robot Setup with a Signed Area Con-
straint

Recall the closed-loop dynamics corresponding to the (1D2B) setup from Chapter
3 is

»

–

9p1

9p2

9p3

fi

fl “

»

–

Kdu12d `Kdu13d

Kbu21b

Kbu31b

fi

fl , (4.5)

where Kd ą 0 and Kb ą 0 are the gains for the distance and bearing control
terms. The distance control terms are of the form uijd “ eijdzij with the distance
error signal eijd “ d2

ij ´
`

d‹ij
˘2. These are gradient-based control laws obtained

from the distance potential function Vijd peijdq “
1
4e

2
ijd. Similarly, the bearing control

terms are gradient-based control laws obtained from the bearing potential function
Vijb peijbq “

1
2dij }eijb}

2 and are of the form uijb “ eijb with the bearing error signal
eijb “ gij ´ g

‹
ij . The following findings are reported in the previous chapter on the

stability analysis of the closed-loop system (4.5):

1. The equilibrium configurations are the desired configurations in which the
error vector is zero; furthermore, they are locally asymptotically stable.

2. The moving configurations occur when the desired distances satisfy d‹12 ě
pd

and d‹13 ě
pd with pd “

?
3 3

b

Rbd
2 and gain ratio Rbd “

Kb
Kd

. The error vector is
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of the form

“

e12d e13d e12b e13b
‰

“ ´

”

1
d12
Rbd

1
d13
Rbd g‹12 ` g

‹
13 g‹12 ` g

‹
13

ı

,

(4.6)
and the steady-state translation velocity is w “ Kbg

‹
12 ` g

‹
13. It is remarked

that these moving configurations have a signed area which is opposite in
sign to that of the correct shape. When a condition on cos θ‹ is satisfied, we
obtain that the linearization matrix has eigenvalues with negative real parts
and hence the moving configurations are locally asymptotically stable.

4.3.1 Adding a signed area constraint to R1

In the works [3, 15, 44, 45], it has been shown that the inclusion of a signed area
constraint with a proper gain for the resulting control term avoids the occurence
of flipped formations. Since the moving configurations have a signed area which
is opposite to that of the correct formation shape, it can be classified as a flipped
formation. Hence in the current work, we require R1 to additionally fulfill a signed
area constraint A‹ involving R2 and R3. This serves as a strategy to avoid flipped
formations, and therefore also the moving configurations.

Recall the expression for the signed area is A “ 1
2z
J
12Jz13 with J being a

rotation matrix. R1 is able to compute this quantity with the available local
information. For obtaining the control law, we define the signed area error signal as
eA “ A´ A‹. The signed area potential function is taken as VA peAq “ e2

A. Since R1
will be responsible for the signed area constraint, taking the derivative of VA with
respect to p1 yields B

Bp1
VA “ eA pz13 ´ z12q

J
J . The gradient-based control law for

the signed area task is then uA “ eAJ pz13 ´ z12q.

4.3.2 The (1D2B) robot setup with signed area control term

Adding the control term uA to R1 in (4.5) results in

»

–

9p1

9p2

9p3

fi

fl “

»

–

Kdu12d `Kdu13d `KAuA

Kbu21b

Kbu31b

fi

fl . (4.7)

The control gain for the area task is KA ą 0 and has dimension rLs´2
rTs´1.

Relative to the global coordinate system Σg, we have u12b “ ´u21b and u13b “

´u31b. The link dynamics corresponding to (4.7) is obtained as

»

–

9z12

9z13

9z23

fi

fl “ ´

»

–

Kbu12b `Kdu12d `Kdu13d `KAuA

Kbu13b `Kdu12d `Kdu13d `KAuA

Kb pu13b ´ u12bq

fi

fl . (4.8)
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In the remainder of this chapter, we investigate the effect of adding the signed
area control term uA to the closed-loop system (4.5). In particular,

1. we aim to preclude moving configurations by including uA and a proper
tuning of the associated gain KA in relation to other gains, and

2. as including uA may introduce other undesired (moving) configurations,
we also aim to provide conditions which prevent these possible undesired
configurations to occur.

We note that the configurations pp yielding the collective error variable e “
“

e12d e13d eA eJ12b eJ13b

‰J
P R7 to be the zero vector are in the set Sp, i.e.,

another characterization of the set of desired configurations in terms of the error
vector e is Sp “

 

p P R6 | e “ 07

(

.
To provide answers to the above determined goals, we are required to solve

the following vector equation for the distance pair pd12, d13q.

Proposition 4.1. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7). Define the
gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd
ą 0 and RAd “

KA
Kd
ą 0. Then for the equilibrium and moving

configurations, the feasible distance pairs pd12, d13q are solutions to the vector equation

ag‹12 ` bg
‹
13 “ cg‹K12 ` dg

‹K
13 , (4.9)

where the coefficients a, b, c, and d are

a “ e12dd12, b “ e13dd13,

c “ ´RAdeAd12, d “ RAdeAd13

(4.10)

for equilibrium configurations and

a “ e13dd13 `Rbd, b “ e12dd12 `Rbd,

c “ RAdeAd13, d “ ´RAdeAd12

(4.11)

when considering moving configurations.

Proof. First, we consider equilibrium configurations for which 9p “ 06. From the
dynamics for the bearing robots R2 and R3, we immediately obtain e12b “ 02 and
e13b “ 02; the bearing constraints are attained. In addition, we have d12 ‰ 0 and
d13 ‰ 0. Substituting the correct bearing vectors g12 “ g‹12 and g13 “ g‹13 in the
dynamics of R1 and rearranging the terms result in (4.9) with coefficients in (4.10).
Next, we consider moving configurations. For this, we focus on the equilibrium
points of the link dynamics (4.8) since 9pi “ 9pj “ w ùñ 9zij “ 02. We have already
considered the case w “ 02, so our focus will be on w ‰ 02. Setting 9z23 “ 02 leads
to g12 ´ g13 “ g‹12 ´ g

‹
13. The possible solutions are found to be the combinations
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50 4. Securing Isosceles Triangular Formations

pg12, g13q “ pg
‹
12, g

‹
13q and pg12, g13q “ p´g

‹
13, ´g

‹
12q. The former corresponds to

equilibrium configurations, so w “ 02. The latter results in the bearing error
signal e12b “ e13b “ ´pg

‹
12 ` g

‹
13q. Substituting the obtained bearing error signal

in (4.8) and rearranging terms, we obtain (4.9) with coefficients provided in (4.11).
Since the bearing vectors are already known, provided RAd and Rbd are given, the
coefficients ta, b, c, du in (4.10) and (4.11) depend solely on the distances d12 and
d13. This completes the proof.

Note that pre-multiplying (4.9) by a rotation matrix Q with angle ξ has no
effect on the coefficients ta, b, c, du. Hence without loss of generality, we take

g‹12 “

„

1

0



, g‹13 “

„

cos θ‹

sin θ‹



, g‹K12 “

„

0

1



, g‹K13 “

„

´ sin θ‹

cos θ‹



. (4.12)

This corresponds to =g‹12 “ 00, =g‹13 “ θ‹, =g‹K12 “ 900, and =g‹K13 “ 900 ` θ‹,
where θ‹ is the desired inner angle enclosed by the bearing vectors g‹12 and g‹13.
When =g‹12 “ α ‰ 00, we can pre-multiply (4.9) by Q p´αq to obtain the bearing
vectors in (4.12). Substituting (4.12) in (4.9) yields the set of equations

#

a` b cos θ‹ “ ´d sin θ‹

b sin θ‹ “ c` d cos θ‹.
(4.13)

Equivalently, we obtain
#

a sin θ‹ “ ´c cos θ‹ ´ d

b sin θ‹ “ c` d cos θ‹.
(4.14)

In the forthcoming analysis, we aim to find feasible distance pairs pd12, d13q in
Proposition 4.1 by solving (4.14). We assume θ‹ is in the region θ‹ P p00, 1800q; the
robots are ordered in a counter-clockwise setting and hence the desired signed area
A‹ is positive.

4.4 Analysis on Isosceles Triangles

As a first endeavor, we focus on solving the set of equations (4.14) for the class
of isosceles triangles. An isosceles triangle has two equal sides of length ` ą 0

and two equal angles with value γ P p00, 900q. The equal sides are called legs and
the third side is the base. The equal angles are called base angles and the angle
included by the legs is the vertex angle.

In the current setup, we assume the distance constraints d‹12 and d‹13 are equal,
i.e., d‹12 “ d‹13 “ ` are the legs of the triangle and the desired inner angle θ‹ is
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4.4. Analysis on Isosceles Triangles 51

the vertex angle and satisfies θ‹ “ 1800 ´ 2γ. The isosceles triangle is acute when
θ‹ P p00, 900q, right when θ‹ “ 900, and obtuse when θ‹ P p900, 1800q.

We first obtain the set of equations (4.14) for the equilibrium and moving con-
figurations corresponding to this class of triangles. To this end, we parameterize
the actual distances d12 and d13 by

d12 “ x`, d13 “ y` with x, y ą 0. (4.15)

The value x “ 1 means robot R1 satisfies the distance constraint relative to R2. A
similar result concerning R3 holds when y “ 1.

4.4.1 Equilibrium configurations

For equilibrium configurations, we recall that according to Proposition 4.1, the
bearing robots R2 and R3 attain its individual bearing task, i.e. g12 “ g‹12 and
g13 “ g‹13. It follows then that sin θ “ sin θ‹. With the parameterization in (4.15),
the distance and signed area error signals evaluate to e12d “

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

`2, e13d “
`

y2 ´ 1
˘

`2, and eA “
1
2 sin θ‹ pxy ´ 1q `2. Substituting these relations into (4.14)

with coefficients ta, b, c, du defined in (4.10) yields

$

’

&

’

%

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

x “
1

2
RAd pxy ´ 1q px cos θ‹ ´ yq

`

y2 ´ 1
˘

y “
1

2
RAd pxy ´ 1q py cos θ‹ ´ xq .

(4.16)

We find out whether solutions of the form x “ y and x ‰ 1 are feasible. In this
case, expression (4.16) reduces to

`

1` 1
2RAd p1´ cos θ‹q

˘

x “ 0. For it to hold, we
require RAd “ ´

2
1´cos θ‹ ă ´1 or x “ 0. Since RAd ą 0 and x ą 0, it follows both

conditions cannot be met. By De Morgan’s laws, solutions to (4.16) are either of
the form x ‰ y or x “ 1. When x ‰ y, subtracting the equations in (4.16) results in

x2 ` y2 ` xy ´ 1 “
1

2
RAd p1` cos θ‹q pxy ´ 1q . (4.17)

In (4.16), we see the presence of cos θ‹ terms. For acute isosceles triangles, cos θ‹ P

p0, 1qwhile for right and obtuse isosceles triangles, cos θ‹ P p´1, 0s. In the forth-
coming sections, we will divide the analysis in these two sub-regions. We state the
following result which holds for both sub-regions of cos θ‹:

Proposition 4.2. For robot R1, satisfying one of its assigned tasks is equivalent to
satisfying all its assigned tasks. In particular, with the parameterization of the distances
in (4.15), we have

1. x “ 1 ðñ y “ 1 ^ xy “ 1;
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2. y “ 1 ðñ x “ 1 ^ xy “ 1;

3. xy “ 1 ðñ x “ 1 ^ y “ 1.

Proof. The necessity part p ðù q is immediately observed for all the three state-
ments, so we focus only on the sufficient part p ùñ q.

1. x “ 1 ùñ y “ 1 ^ xy “ 1;
Substituting x “ 1 in (4.16) yields

$

’

&

’

%

0 “
1

2
RAd py ´ 1q pcos θ‹ ´ yq

`

y2 ´ 1
˘

y “
1

2
RAd py ´ 1q py cos θ‹ ´ 1q .

(4.18)

The first equation in (4.18) is satisfied when y “ 1 or y “ cos θ‹. The
option y “ 1 holds for the second equation. In addition, xy “ 1. Since
we know y ą 0, it follows that option y “ cos θ‹ is feasible only when
cos θ‹ ą 0. Substituting y “ cos θ‹ in the second equation yields cos θ‹ “

´ 1
2RAd p1´ cos θ‹q. The left-hand side (LHS) is positive while the right-hand

side (RHS) is negative sinceRAd ą 0. We infer that y “ cos θ‹ does not satisfy
the second equation and hence it is not a solution to (4.18).

2. y “ 1 ùñ x “ 1 ^ xy “ 1;
Substituting y “ 1 in (4.16) yields

$

’

&

’

%

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

x “
1

2
RAd px´ 1q px cos θ‹ ´ 1q

0 “
1

2
RAd px´ 1q pcos θ‹ ´ xq .

(4.19)

The second equation in (4.19) is satisfied when x “ 1 or x “ cos θ‹. The
option x “ 1 holds for the first equation. In addition, xy “ 1. Since we know
x ą 0, it follows that x “ cos θ‹ is feasible only when cos θ‹ ą 0. Substituting
x “ cos θ‹ in the first equation yields cos θ‹ “ ´ 1

2RAd p1´ cos θ‹q. The LHS
is positive while the RHS is negative since RAd ą 0. We infer that x “ cos θ‹

does not satisfy the first equation and hence it is not a solution to (4.19).

3. xy “ 1 ùñ x “ 1 ^ y “ 1;
Substituting xy “ 1 in (4.16) yields

#

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

x “ 0
`

y2 ´ 1
˘

y “ 0
ðñ

#

x “ ˘1

y “ ˘1.
(4.20)

Since x ą 0 and y ą 0 holds, the only possible combination is x “ 1 ^ y “ 1.
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This completes the proof.

In Proposition 4.2, at least one of the tasks assigned to R1 is attained. It remains
to investigate the case when none of the assigned tasks is achieved, i.e., the case
x ‰ 1, y ‰ 1, xy ‰ 1, and x ‰ y by De Morgan’s laws for the sub-regions of cos θ‹.
We will deal with this in the forthcoming sections.

4.4.2 Moving configurations

Previously, in Proposition 4.1, we have obtained that the bearing vectors corre-
sponding to moving formations are g12 “ ´g

‹
13 and g13 “ ´g

‹
12. It follows that

sin θ “ ´ sin θ‹; the formation is flipped and rotated. With the parameterization
of the distances d12 “ x` and d13 “ y` in (4.15), we obtain that distance error
signals are the same as before while the signed area error signal evaluates to
eA “

1
2 sin θ‹ p´xy ´ 1q `2 for moving configurations. The set of equations (4.14)

with coefficients ta, b, c, du in (4.11) is found to be

$

’

&

’

%

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

x`3 `Rbd “
1

2
RAd pxy ` 1q px cos θ‹ ´ yq `3

`

y2 ´ 1
˘

y`3 `Rbd “
1

2
RAd pxy ` 1q py cos θ‹ ´ xq `3.

(4.21)

Again, we find out whether solutions of the form x “ y are feasible. With x “ y,
(4.21) reduces to

`

x2 ´ 1
˘

x`3 `Rbd “ ´
1

2
RAd p1´ cos θ‹q

`

x2 ` 1
˘

x`3. (4.22)

Observe that the RHS of (4.22) is negative; for the LHS to be negative, x ă 1

is required. The exact range for x is provided in Corollary 4.4. The difference
equation for (4.21) is with x ‰ y,

x2 ` y2 ` xy ´ 1 “
1

2
RAd p1` cos θ‹q pxy ` 1q . (4.23)

Similar to the equilibrium configurations, we will divide the forthcoming analysis
on moving configurations in two sub-regions, namely acute isosceles triangles
with cos θ‹ ą 0 and right and obtuse isosceles triangles having cos θ‹ ď 0. Before
getting into these analyses, we state the following result for the LHS of (4.21):

Proposition 4.3. Given a cubic equation of the form

f pzq :“ z3 ´ `2z`Rbd, (4.24)

where z “ r` denotes a general variable for the distance and r P tx, yu. Let pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 .
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Then for z ą 0, the cubic equation in (4.24) takes values

f pzq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ą 0 if ` ă pd

ě 0 if ` “ pd

£ 0 if ` ą pd.

(4.25)

Proof. By comparison with (2.2), we obtain the coefficients c “ ´`2 and d “ Rbd

for (4.24). The discriminant evaluates to ∆ “ 4`6 ´ 27R2
bd. Since c ă 0 and d ą 0,

applying Lemma 2.2 yields for ∆ ě 0 ðñ ` ě pd the positive roots

zp1 “
2

3

?
3 cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕ´ 1200

˙

` P

ˆ

0,
1

3

?
3



`

zp2 “
2

3

?
3 cos

ˆ

1

3
ϕ

˙

` P

„

1

3

?
3, 1

˙

`,

(4.26)

where ϕ “ tan´1
´

´2R´1
bd

b

∆
108

¯

P p900, 1800s. Notice that ϕ depends on both
the desired length ` and the gain ratio Rbd. Before considering the different sub-
regions for `, we also compute the derivative of (4.24), yielding f 1 pzq “ 3z2 ´ `2.
The roots are f 1 pzq “ 0 ðñ z “ ˘ 1

3

?
3`. From the first derivative test, the

maximum and minimum are found to be fmax “ f
`

´ 1
3

?
3`
˘

“ 2
9

?
3`3 `Rbd ą 0

and fmin “ f
`

1
3

?
3`
˘

“ ´ 2
9

?
3`3`Rbd £ 0. The sign of fmin depends on the value

for `. In addition, f p0q “ f p`q “ Rbd ą 0. Now we are ready to consider the
different sub-regions of ` for z ą 0:

1. ` ă pd; We only have one local minimum for f pzq in the positive range.
With ` ă pd, it follows `3 ă 3

2

?
3Rbd. Correspondingly, we have fmin “

´ 2
9

?
3`3 `Rbd ą 0 implying that f pzq ą 0 for all z ą 0.

2. ` “ pd; With ∆ “ 0, we obtain ϕ “ 1800; the positive roots (4.26) are equal
and have value zp1 “ zp2 “

1
3

?
3`. Also, the minimum of f pzq occurs at this

point, i.e., f
`

zp1
˘

“ f
`

zp2
˘

“ 0 “ fmin. We thus have f pzq ě 0 for all z ą 0.

3. ` ą pd; For ` ą pd, we have two distinct positive roots in (4.26). Also, it follows
`3 ą 3

2

?
3Rbd. Correspondingly, we have fmin “ ´

2
9

?
3`3 ` Rbd ă 0. We

note that z “ 1
3

?
3 lies in the region

`

zp1, zp2

˘

. The function f pzq thus takes
values

f pzq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ą 0 if z P
`

0, zp1

˘

Y
`

zp2, 8
˘

“ 0 if z P
 

zp1, zp2

(

ă 0 if z P
`

zp1, zp2

˘

.

(4.27)

This completes the proof.
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Since z “ r`, we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 4.4. The cubic function f in (4.24) takes on values f prq ą 0 when ` ă pd,
f prq ě 0 when ` “ pd and for ` ą pd, we have

f prq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ą 0 if r P p0, r1q Y pr2, 8q

“ 0 if r P tr1, r2u

ă 0 if r P pr1, r2q ,

(4.28)

where r1 “
2
3

?
3 cos

`

1
3ϕ´ 1200

˘

P
`

0, 1
3

?
3
˘

, r2 “
2
3

?
3 cos

`

1
3ϕ

˘

P
`

1
3

?
3, 1

˘

, and

ϕ p`, Rbdq “ tan´1
´

´2R´1
bd

b

∆
108

¯

P p900, 1800q.

In the upcoming sections, we will study more in detail the set of equations
for the equilibrium and the moving configurations for acute, right, and obtuse
isosceles triangles.

4.5 Acute Isosceles Triangles

Herein, we focus on acute isosceles triangles in which the vertex angle θ‹ is in the
range θ‹ P p0, 900q ðñ cos θ‹ P p0, 1q.

4.5.1 Stability of equilibrium configurations

Previously, we have shown in Proposition 4.2 that when distance robot R1 attains
one of its assigned tasks, it is equivalent to attaining all its assigned tasks. We
investigate now whether there exist equilibrium configurations in which none of
the tasks assigned to R1 is attained. The following proposition provides necessary
conditions which the variables x, y, and the product xy are required to satisfy:

Proposition 4.5. Assume x ‰ 1, y ‰ 1, xy ‰ 1, and x ‰ y, where x and y are defined
in (4.15). Define A “ x cos θ‹ ´ y and B “ y cos θ‹ ´ x. For the existence of equilibrium
configurations in (4.16) satisfying the given constraints, we require that xy ´ 1 ą 0 in
combination with either 1q. x ą 1, y ă 1, and A ą 0 or 2q. x ă 1, y ą 1, and B ą 0.

Proof. By direct computation, the following two relations hold: 1q. A ě 0 ùñ

B ă 0, and 2q. B ě 0 ùñ A ă 0. Due to x ‰ 1, we cannot have A “ 0. Similarly,
with y ‰ 1, B “ 0 does not hold. Also, the combination A ă 0 and B ă 0 cannot
hold since assuming xy ´ 1 ą 0 on the RHS of (4.16) yields x ă 1 and y ă 1 on the
LHS. With x ă 1 and y ă 1, we obtain xy ă 1 and this contradicts the assumption
xy ´ 1 ą 0. Similar argument holds when xy ´ 1 ă 0 is taken. The remaining
feasible combinations are then A ą 0 ^ B ă 0 and A ă 0 ^ B ą 0. It follows that
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on the LHS, we either have the combination x ă 1 ^ y ą 1 or x ą 1 ^ y ă 1. This
depends on the sign of xy ´ 1 as follows:

1. xy ´ 1 ą 0;

(a) A ą 0 ^ B ă 0 results in x ą 1 ^ y ă 1.

(b) A ă 0 ^ B ą 0 results in x ă 1 ^ y ą 1.

2. xy ´ 1 ă 0;

(a) A ą 0 ^ B ă 0 results in x ă 1 ^ y ą 1.

(b) A ă 0 ^ B ą 0 results in x ą 1 ^ y ă 1.

Consider now xy ´ 1 ă 0 holds. Assuming A ą 0 leads to y ă x. However, we
have found x ă 1 ^ y ą 1 on the LHS implying x ă y and hence a contradiction.
With B ą 0, we infer x ă y while based on the signs of x and y on the LHS, we
have y ă x and again a contradiction. For xy ´ 1 ą 0, we can find feasible values
for x and y satisfying the listed constraints. This completes the proof.

A proper choice for the gain ratio RAd can prevent the occurrence of equilib-
rium points satisfying the conditions in Proposition 4.5:

Lemma 4.6. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with Kd ą 0,
Kb ą 0, and KA ą 0. Define the gain ratio RAd “

KA
Kd

. Furthermore, let the desired
formation shape be an isosceles triangle with legs ` ą 0 and vertex angle θ‹ P p00, 900q.
Finally, parameterize the distances d12 and d13 as in (4.15). If RAd ď

6
1`cos θ‹ , then the

equilibrium configurations peq P Sp in which all the individual assigned tasks are attained.

Proof. We first consider (4.17). Rearranging the terms yields

x2 ` y2 ` p1´ dq pxy ´ 1q “ 0, (4.29)

where d “ 1
2RAd p1` cos θ‹q ą 0. Since x ą 0, y ą 0, and xy ´ 1 ą 0 from

Proposition 4.5, it follows that 1 ´ d ě 0 ðñ d ď 1 will yield the LHS to
be positive and hence no feasible combination px̄, ȳq for (4.29). Adding and
subtracting 2xy to (4.29) yields

px´ yq
2
` p3´ dqxy ´ p1´ dq “ 0. (4.30)

Choosing d in the range p1, 3s, we obtain that all terms on the LHS are non-negative
and at least one term is positive; their sum is then also positive and hence we
have no combination px̄, ȳq for (4.30). Notice that d ď 3 ðñ RAd ď

6
1`cos θ‹ .

Since solutions to (4.16) should naturally satisfy (4.17), we infer that provided
RAd ď

6
1`cos θ‹ , we do not have feasible combinations px̄, ȳq with x ‰ y satisfying
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4.5. Acute Isosceles Triangles 57

(4.16). The only possible combination for x “ y is the pair px, yq “ p1, 1q which
corresponds to robot R1 satisfying all its assigned tasks. As robots R2 and R3

also attain its individual task, we conclude that all robots in the team attain its
individual tasks; i.e., e “ 07. This completes the proof.

Since we are dealing with acute isosceles triangles, we obtain that the upper
bound for RAd in Lemma 4.6 is in the range 6

1`cos θ‹ P p3, 6q. This seems rather
limited. Moreover, in obtaining feasible ranges for RAd in Lemma 4.6, we only
made use of the condition that the product xy is larger than 1 while no specific
constraints on x and y in Proposition 4.5 were utilized. We could ask ourselves
1q. whether we can expand the region of RAd by taking into account all the con-
ditions provided in Proposition 4.5. If there are still feasible combinations px̄, ȳq
solving (4.17) while at the same time satisfying all the conditions in Proposition
4.5 with d ą 3, then a follow-up question would be 2q. whether these particular
combinations px̄, ȳqwould solve the set of equations (4.16).

For now, we focus on the set of constraints x ą 1, y ă 1, A ą 0, and xy ´ 1 ą 0

in Proposition 4.5. For a fixed value x “ x̄ ą 1, we obtain as solutions to (4.29)

y “
d´ 1

2
x̄˘

1

2

a

ppd` 1q pd´ 3qq x̄2 ´ 4 pd´ 1q. (4.31)

With d ą 3, we have d´1
2 ą 1. The feasible value for y which could satisfy y ă 1

is then ȳ “ ax̄´ b with a “ d´1
2 and b “ 1

2

a

ppd` 1q pd´ 3qq x̄2 ´ 4 pd´ 1q since
the alternative y “ ax̄` b ą x̄ ą 1 and thus violates the constraint. We observe
that for specific choices on the values x̄ ą 1 and d ą 3, we have that ȳ satisfies the
required constraints. Hence it is possible to find combinations px̄, ȳq solving the
difference equation (4.29) while satisfying the required constraints. The second
question now is whether these feasible combinations px̄, ȳq are also solutions to
the set of equations (4.16). Substituting and rearranging the terms yield

1

1` cos θ‹
`

kx̄3 ` lx̄2 ` mx̄` n
˘

“ 0, (4.32)

where

k “
1

2
pd´ 2q pd` 1q pd´ p1` cos θ‹qq , l “ ´b d pd´ p1` cos θ‹qq ,

m “ ´
1

2
pp3d´ 2 cos θ‹q pd´ 1q ` 2q , n “ b d.

(4.33)

With d ą 3, we obtain k ą 0, l ă 0, m ă 0, and n ą 0. Hence we can not provide
conclusions on the sign of the cubic term kx̄3 ` lx̄2 ` mx̄` n on the LHS of (4.32).
In Section 4.7, we will numerically evaluate this term. Considering the set of
constraints y ą 1, x ă 1, B ą 0, and xy ´ 1 ą 0 in Proposition 4.5, we would have
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58 4. Securing Isosceles Triangular Formations

obtained the same result but with the roles for x and y reversed.

4.5.2 Stability of moving configurations

Consider the equations for the moving configurations and again, let A “ x cos θ‹´y

and B “ y cos θ‹ ´ x. We obtain A ě 0 ùñ B ă 0 and B ě 0 ùñ A ă 0. Since
x ą 0, y ą 0, andRAd ą 0, it follows that if one of the RHS is non-negative in (4.21),
then the RHS of the other equation needs to be negative. From Proposition 4.3, we
obtain that the LHS can be negative only when the legs of the isosceles triangle
satisfy ` ą pd. In particular, following Corollary 4.4, the cubic equation on the LHS
is negative in the range pr1, r2q. When ` ď pd, we do not have feasible combinations
px̄, ȳq for the set of equations (4.21) and hence moving configurations cannot occur.

Assume without loss of generality x P pr1, r2q. For y ď r1, we know the LHS
of the second equation in (4.21) is positive. On the RHS, we require B ě 0 ùñ

x ă y ùñ x ă r1. This contradicts our assumption that x P pr1, r2q and hence
we require y ą r1. Following Corollary 4.4, we can divide y ą r1 in the three
regions y P pr1, r2q, y “ r2, and y ą r2. Before getting into the analysis, we
provide the following result concerning the difference equation of (4.21):

Proposition 4.7. Let x P pr1, r2q ă 1 in (4.23) and d “ 1
2RAd p1` cos θ‹q. We have

the following statements:

1. Case: y ď 1;
If d ě 1 ðñ RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ , then there are no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq that

satisfy (4.23).

2. Case: y ą 1;
If d ě 3 ðñ RAd ě

6
1`cos θ‹ , then the combination px̄, ȳq where ȳ “ ax̄ ` b

with a “ d´1
2 and b “ 1

2

a

pd` 1q ppd´ 3q x̄2 ` 4q satisfies (4.23).

Proof. Rearranging the terms in (4.23) yields

x2 ` y2 ` p1´ dqxy “ 1` d. (4.34)

1. Case: y ď 1;
Choosing d ě 1, we have p1´ dq ď 0. The LHS of (4.34) has upper bound
x2 ` y2 ` p1´ dqxy ď x2 ` y2 ă 2 while the RHS has a value p1` dq ě 2.
We infer d ě 1 ðñ RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ yields no solution for (4.34).

2. Case: y ą 1;
We consider a specific value for x “ x̄ in the given range. Note that x̄ ă 1.
Solving (4.34) for the unknown y, we obtain

y “
d´ 1

2
x̄˘

1

2

a

pd` 1q ppd´ 3q x̄2 ` 4q. (4.35)
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With d ě 3, we have that the term under the square root is positive. Also,
d´1

2 ě 1. Applying Descartes’ rule of signs, we infer that for d ě 3, we
have one positive and one negative root. The positive root is then ȳ “
d´1

2 x̄` 1
2

a

pd` 1q ppd´ 3q x̄2 ` 4q.

This completes the proof.

For moving configurations, we state the following result:

Lemma 4.8. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with specific gains
Kd ą 0 and Kb ą 0. Define the gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd

and RAd “
KA
Kd

with KA ą 0, and

pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 . Furthermore, let the desired formation shape be an isosceles triangle with

legs ` ą pd and vertex angle θ‹ P p00, 900q. Finally, assume x P pr1, r2q and y ą r1,
where x and y are defined in (4.15). If RAd ě max

!

6
1`cos θ‹ ,

2
1´cos θ‹

)

, then there are no
feasible combinations px̄, ȳq satisfying the set of equations (4.21).

Proof. The proof will be given for the three regions of y ą r1 obtained from
Corollary 4.4:

1. x P pr1, r2q and y P pr1, r2q;
In this region, we can divide the analysis to the cases x “ y and x ‰ y:

(a) Case: x “ y;
Rearranging the terms in (4.22) yields

x`3
`

pc` 1qx2 ` pc´ 1q
˘

`Rbd “ 0, (4.36)

where c “ 1
2RAd p1´ cos θ‹q. Choosing c ě 1, we have pc` 1q ě 2 and

pc´ 1q ě 0. Therefore, all terms in (4.36) are non-negative and at least
one term is positive; then the sum on the LHS is also positive. The
equation (4.36) does not have roots for c ě 1 ðñ RAd ě

2
1´cos θ‹ .

(b) Case: x ‰ y;
Since both x ă 1 and y ă 1, it follows from Proposition 4.7 that the
difference equation (4.23) does not have a solution when the gain ratio
RAd satisfies RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ , This implies that the set of equations (4.21)

also does not have a solution.

Combining both cases, we infer that RAd ě
2

1´cos θ‹ will yield no feasible
combinations px̄, ȳq for (4.21).

2. x P pr1, r2q and y “ r2;
We have x ă 1 and y “ r2 ă 1. From Proposition 4.7, we infer that when
RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ , we have no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq for (4.21).
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3. x P pr1, r2q and y ą r2;
We can divide the region for y in two sub-regions, namely r2 ă y ď 1 and
y ą 1.

(a) Case: y P pr2, 1s;
Since x ă 1 and y ď 1, following Proposition 4.7, we infer RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ is sufficient to obtain no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq for (4.21).

(b) Case: y ą 1;
With the particular choice RAd ě

6
1`cos θ‹ ðñ d ě 3 from Proposition

4.7, we obtain ȳ “ ax̄`b with a “ d´1
2 and b “ 1

2

a

pd` 1q ppd´ 3q x̄2 ` 4q

is the solution to (4.23) for a fixed x̄. Substituting the obtained pair
px̄, ȳq back in (4.21) yields

1

1` cos θ‹
`

kx̄3 ` lx̄2 ` mx̄` n
˘

`3 `Rbd “ 0, (4.37)

where

k “
1

2
pd´ 2q pd` 1q pd´ p1` cos θ‹qq , l “ b d pd´ p1` cos θ‹qq ,

m “
1

2
pd` 1q p3d´ 2 p1` cos θ‹qq , n “ b d.

(4.38)
With d ě 3, we obtain k ą 0, l ą 0, m ą 0, and n ą 0. Since the
individual terms are positive, it follows the sum is also positive; the
combination px̄, ȳq satisfying (4.23) is not a solution to (4.21). So so-
lutions to (4.21) are of the form px, yq ‰ px̄, ȳq. However, these will
not solve (4.23), and therefore we conclude that for RAd ě

6
1`cos θ‹ , the

solution set to (4.21) is empty for the mentioned region of x and y.

Combining the results of both parts, we obtain that RAd ě
6

1`cos θ‹ is suffi-
cient to obtain no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq for (4.21).

Gathering the results for all the three considered regions for y, we conclude that
RAd ě max

!

6
1`cos θ‹ ,

2
1´cos θ‹

)

. This completes the proof.

From a design perspective, provided ` is given, we can tune the gains Kd and
Kb such that ` ď pd is satisfied. In this scenario, any choice of KA ą 0 would
yield no solutions px, yq to the set of equations (4.21). This is in agreement with
results in Chapter 3 in which moving configurations may occur only when d‹12 ě

pd

and d‹13 ě
pd hold. We need Lemma 4.8 when tuning the gains Kd and Kb only is

not enough. It provides a lower bound on the gain KA for a chosen Kd. In the
region θ‹ P r600, 900q, this lower bound isKA ě

6
1`cos θ‹Kd whileKA ě

2
1´cos θ‹Kd

when the vertex angle is θ‹ P p0, 60q in Lemma 4.8. Furthermore, Proposition 4.7
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and Lemma 4.8 are results which hold for x P pr1, r2q and y ą r1. For the case
y P pr1, r2q and x ą r1, we obtain the same result, albeit the roles of x and y are
reversed.

We conclude this section with the following main result:

Theorem 4.9. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with Kd ą 0,
Kb ą 0, and KA ą 0. Define the gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd

and RAd “
KA
Kd

, and also

pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 . Let the desired formation shape be an acute isosceles triangle with legs

` ą 0 and vertex angle θ‹. Finally, parameterize the distances d12 and d13 as in (4.15).
Then starting from all feasible initial configurations, the robots converge to a desired
equilibrium configuration peq P Sp in which all the individual tasks are attained if either
pKd, Kb, KAq is chosen such that ` ď pd and RAd ď

6
1`cos θ‹ for θ‹ P p00, 900q or if

pKd, Kb, KAq is chosen such that ` ą pd and RAd “
6

1`cos θ‹ for θ‹ P r600, 900q.

Proof. The proof follows directly from the results obtained in Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8.
This completes the proof.

With the current constraints imposed on the gain ratio RAd, we can not provide
convergence results for isosceles triangles with legs ` ą pd and vertex angle θ‹ P
p00, 600q. We will numerically evaluate this in Section 4.7.

4.6 Right and Obtuse Isosceles Triangles

We continue with right and obtuse isosceles triangles in which the vertex angle θ‹

is in the range θ‹ P r900, 1800q ðñ cos θ‹ P p´1, 0s.

4.6.1 Stability of equilibrium configurations

We state the following result on equilibrium configurations for right and obtuse
isosceles triangles:

Lemma 4.10. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with gains
Kd ą 0, Kb ą 0, and KA ą 0. Let the desired formation shape be an isosceles triangle
with legs ` ą 0 and vertex angle θ‹ P r900, 1800q. In addition, parameterize the distances
d12 and d13 as in (4.15). Then all the equilibrium configurations peq are in Sp.

Proof. Given θ‹ P r900, 1800q, we obtain cos θ‹ P p´1, 0s. Correspondingly, in
(4.16), A “ x cos θ‹ ´ y ď ´y ă 0 and B “ y cos θ‹ ´ x ď ´x ă 0. Assuming
xy ´ 1 ą 0 on the RHS leads to x ă 1 and y ă 1 on the LHS; in turn, this results in
xy ă 1, and therefore contradicting the assumption. Similar arguments hold for
xy ´ 1 ă 0. Hence there are no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq satisfying xy ´ 1 ‰ 0.
In addition, it follows from Proposition 4.2 that xy ´ 1 “ 0 is equivalent to the
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combination px, yq “ p1, 1q; Robot R1 attains all its assigned tasks. With robots R2
and R3 also attaining its individual task, we conclude that all robots in the team
attain its individual tasks, i.e., e “ 07. This completes the proof.

In Lemma 4.10, we do not have to impose additional constraints on the gains
Kd, Kb, and KA other than that they should be positive.

4.6.2 Stability of moving configurations

For moving configurations, we observe that the sign on the RHS of (4.21) depends
only on the terms A “ x cos θ‹ ´ y and B “ y cos θ‹ ´ x. Since cos θ‹ P p´1, 0s,
it follows that A ă 0 and B ă 0 implying the RHS of (4.21) is negative. For the
LHS to be also negative, we require from Proposition 4.3 that the desired length
` should satisfy ` ą pd. In particular, the LHS is negative when x P pr1, r2q and
y P pr1, r2qwith r1 and r2 given in Corollary 4.4. The following lemma states a
condition on RAd for precluding moving configurations when ` ą pd:

Lemma 4.11. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with specific
gains Kd ą 0 and Kb ą 0. Define the gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd

and RAd “
KA
Kd

with

KA ą 0, and also pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 . Furthermore, let the desired formation shape be an

isosceles triangle with legs ` ą pd and vertex angle θ‹ P r900, 1800q. Finally, parameterize
the distances d12 and d13 as in (4.15). If RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ , then there are no feasible

combinations px̄, ȳq satisfying the set of equations (4.21).

Proof. The proof is divided in two parts, namely considering x “ y and x ‰ y in
the feasible region pr1, r2q

2.

1. Case: x “ y;
Rearranging the terms in (4.22) yields

x`3
`

pc` 1qx2 ` pc´ 1q
˘

`Rbd “ 0, (4.39)

where c “ 1
2RAd p1´ cos θ‹q. Choosing c ě 1, we have pc` 1q ě 2 and

pc´ 1q ě 0. Therefore, all terms in (4.39) are non-negative and at least one
term is positive; then, the sum on the LHS is also positive. The equation
(4.39) does not have roots for c ě 1 ðñ RAd ě

2
1´cos θ‹ .

2. Case: x ‰ y;
It follows from Proposition 4.7 that (4.23) does not have a solution for RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ since x ă 1 and y ă 1. This in turn implies the set of equations (4.21)
does not have a solution.
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We have obtained two lower bounds onRAd. Notice 2
1`cos θ‹ ě

2
1´cos θ‹ for cos θ‹ ď

0; choosing RAd ě
2

1`cos θ‹ will yield no feasible combinations px̄, ȳq satisfying the
set of equations (4.21). This completes the proof.

Similar to acute isosceles triangles, provided ` is given, we can first tune the
gains Kd and Kb such that ` ď pd is satisfied. Then any choice of KA ą 0 would
yield no solutions px, yq to the set of equations (4.21). We need Lemma 4.11 when
tuning the gains Kd and Kb only is not enough. In that case, for a specific value
Kd ą 0, we know from the lemma that the gain for the signed area control term
needs to satisfy KA ě

2
1`cos θ‹Kd. When cos θ‹ Ñ ´1, i.e., when the vertex angle

θ‹ of the isosceles triangle is close to 1800, we obtain that KA Ñ8.
Combining the analyses on the equilibrium and moving configurations, we

have the following result for the three-robot formation tasked with displaying a
right or obtuse isosceles triangle with legs ` ą 0:

Theorem 4.12. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with gains
Kd ą 0, Kb ą 0, and KA ą 0. Define the gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd

and RAd “
KA
Kd

, and also

pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 . Furthermore, let the desired formation shape be an isosceles triangle with

legs ` ą 0 and vertex angle θ‹ P r900, 1800q. Finally, parameterize the distances d12 and
d13 as in (4.15). Then, starting from all feasible initial configurations, the robots converge
to a desired equilibrium configuration peq P Sp if pKd, Kbq is chosen such that ` ď pd or if
pKd, Kb, KAq is chosen such that ` ą pd and RAd ě

2
1`cos θ‹ .

Proof. The proof follows directly from the results obtained in Lemmas 4.10 and
4.11. This completes the proof.

In Table 4.1, we summarize the results on the gain ratio RAd such that conver-
gence to the desired isosceles triangular formation is obtained.

4.7 Numerical Example

4.7.1 Numerical evaluation of (4.32)

Earlier, during the analysis of acute isosceles triangles in Section 4.5, we have
found that the difference equation (4.17) contains solutions satisfying Proposition
4.5 for d ą 3. Substituting these solutions back to the set of equation (4.16) yields
the cubic equation (4.32) for which we could not determine its sign since positive
and negative coefficients are present. Hence we approach this in a numerical
manner. We first choose a value for d satisfying d ą 3 (d “ 1

2RAd cos θ‹). In the
current simulation, we let d P t3.1, 4, 6, 11, 16, 26, 51, 101, 501, 1001u. Next, we
let x be in the range x P p1, 30q and compute the corresponding value for y which
solves (4.17). By applying the constraints found in Proposition 4.5, we obtain
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Table 4.1: Conditions on the gain ratio RAd “
KA
Kd

in Theorems 4.9 and 4.12 for yielding
convergence to the desired isosceles triangular formation.

Acute isosceles triangle Right & obtuse isosceles triangle

` ď pd RAd P

´

0, 6
1`cos θ‹

ı

RAd P p0,8q

` ą pd RAd “
6

1`cos θ‹ for θ‹ P r600, 900q RAd P

”

2
1`cos θ‹ , 8

¯

the feasible combinations px̄, ȳq for the corresponding value of d. Finally, these
combinations px̄, ȳq are fed back in (4.16). We compute the value on the LHS and
on the RHS and take the difference between them. In Fig. 4.1, we have plotted the
results for θ‹ P t50, 150, 450, 750u.
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(c) θ‹ “ 450
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Figure 4.1: Numerical results when evaluating (4.32) for different values of the vertex angle
θ‹ and gain d

From Fig. 4.1, we observe that the difference between the LHS and the RHS
of (4.16) is positive for the different combinations of d and vertex angle θ‹. This
difference increases for increasing value of x and also its minimum value increases
for increasing value of θ‹. For smaller values of d, we have a smaller set of x-values
in the chosen range which satisfy the constraints in Proposition 4.5. From the
results of this numerical evaluation, we can conclude that solutions px̄, ȳq to the
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difference equation (4.17) do not satisfy the set of equations (4.16). This also means
that the solution set to (4.16) is empty when considering x ‰ 1, y ‰ 1, xy ‰ 1, and
x ‰ q. The upper bound for RAd in Lemma 4.6 can be extended to8, i.e, we do
not need to constrain the gain ratio RAd. Given this, we can extend the results for
Theorem 4.9 as follows:

Corollary 4.13. Consider a team of three robots moving according to (4.7) with Kd ą 0,
Kb ą 0, and KA ą 0. Define the gain ratios Rbd “

Kb
Kd

and RAd “
KA
Kd

, and also

pd “
?

3 3

b

Rbd
2 . Furthermore, let the desired formation shape be an acute isosceles triangle

with legs ` ą 0 and vertex angle θ‹ P p00, 900q. Finally, parameterize the distances d12

and d13 as in (4.15). Then, starting from all feasible initial configurations, the robots
converge to a desired equilibrium configuration peq P Sp in which all the individual tasks
are attained if either pKd, Kbq is chosen such that ` ď pd or if pKd, Kb, KAq is chosen
such that ` ą pd and RAd ě max

!

6
1`cos θ‹ ,

2
1´cos θ‹

)

.

4.7.2 Simulation setup

For illustrating the theoretical claims, we consider simulations of isosceles triangles
with different values for the legs ` and the vertex angle θ‹. The gains are taken
as Kd “ 3 and Kb “ 48 yielding the threshold distance pd “ 2

?
3 « 3.4641. We let

the legs ` and vertex angle θ‹ of the isosceles triangle take values ` P t3, 6, 10u,
θ‹ P t50, 100, 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500uwhile the gain ratioRAd can be chosen from
RAd P

!

0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 3, 6, 10, 20, 50, 2
1´cos θ‹ ,

2
1`cos θ‹ ,

6
1`cos θ‹

)

.

The initial positions of the robots are in the square r´100, 100s
2 and we consider

simulations from 5000 starting positions for the team of robots.

4.7.3 Simulation results

Here we present the results from the numerical set up. For the isosceles triangle
with legs ` “ 3 ă pd, we obtain that starting from all the considered initial positions,
the robots converge to a desired equilibrium configuration in Sp. For isosceles
triangles with legs ` “ 6 and ` “ 10, we observe that for values of RAd less than 1,
we have convergence to moving configurations. For ` “ 6, this is RAd ď 0.5 while
for ` “ 10, we haveRAd ď 0.7. To be safe, we can infer from the current results that
starting from RAd “ 1, we only have convergence to a desired equilibrium. This
value is smaller than the lower bound that we have obtained in Lemmas 4.8 and
4.11. To better illustrate the convergence observation, we plot the results of two
simulations in Fig. 4.2(a). The desired shape is an equilateral triangle with legs
` “ 10. We start from the same initial position. In order to show the simulation
results clearly, we plot them side-by-side by shifting the trajectories horizontally.
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66 4. Securing Isosceles Triangular Formations

For RAd “ 0.5, we observe that the robots converge to a moving configuration
while choosing RAd “ 1 results in convergence to the desired formation shape.

In order to observe whether for larger values of ` we also have this result,
we consider taking θ‹ “ 600; this corresponds to an equilateral triangle. Now,
we let ` and RAd take values ` P t3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100u and RAd P

t0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 4u. We observe that convergence to moving configurations
occur when RAd ď 0.75 while starting from RAd “ 1, all initial configurations
evolve to a desired configuration in the set Sp. From Lemma 4.8, we have that the
theoretical lower bound is RAd “ 4 while numerically RAd “ 1 suffices.

From these numerical results, we can say that the bounds for RAd obtained
during the theoretical analyses are conservative and that a value RAd ě 1 suffices
to prevent the occurrence of moving configurations for isosceles triangles.

4.7.4 Extension to general triangles

So far, we have obtained results for the analysis of the (1D2B) setup with a signed
area constraint when the desired formation shape is an isosceles triangle. To
demonstrate that the proposed closed-loop formation system (4.7) may also work
for general triangles, we have carried out some simulations. In Fig. 4.2(b), we plot
the result of two simulations.

The desired formation shape is a general triangle with lengths d‹12 “ 10 and
d‹13 “ 15 and angle θ213 “ 600. The moving configuration is obtained when
RAd “ 0.2 while we observe convergence to the desired shape when RAd “ 1. This
illustrates that by a proper tuning of the gains, we could also have convergence
results to Sp for general triangles. Furthermore, we notice that when one of the
desired lengths is less than pd, we always have convergence to the desired formation
shape. This was also found in the previous chapter.

4.8 Conclusions

We have provided a comprehensive analysis for the formation shape control prob-
lem involving a team of three robots partitioned into one distance and two bearing
robots. We let the distance robot also maintained a signed area constraint next to
the existing distance constraints considered previously, and studied the effect of
this new constraint for the class of isosceles triangles. We have shown theoretically
and using numerical simulations that the existing equilibrium configurations are
maintained and no other undesired equilibrium configurations are introduced
by the addition of the signed area control term. Moreover, we have derived suf-
ficient conditions on the gain ratio RAd for preventing moving configurations to
occur when the leg ` of the triangle is larger than a threshold distance pd. As a
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Figure 4.2: Robot trajectories for the (1D2B) setup; Top: Desired shape is an equilateral
triangle with leg ` “ 10. For RAd “ 0.5, the trajectories converge to an incorrect moving
configuration while for RAd “ 1, the trajectories converge to the desired equilateral triangle.
Bottom: Desired shape is a general triangle with d‹12 “ 10, d‹13 “ 15, and θ213 “ 600. The
incorrect moving configuration occurs when RAd “ 0.2 while convergence to the desired
shape is obtained when RAd “ 1.

result, convergence results to the desired set Sp have been established for arbitrary
isosceles triangular formations. Numerical results indicated that a lower bound
of RAd “ 1 suffices for preventing convergence to moving configurations while
the theoretical analyses resulted in a more restrictive value that depends on the
vertex angle θ‹. Furthermore, simulations have shown that the proposed strategy
could also work for general triangles. The formal analysis of general triangles is
the subject of future work.
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Chapter 5

Angle-Constrained Formation Control for
Circular Mobile Robots

In Chapters 3 and 4, we considered the formation shape control problem where
the robots have heterogeneous sensing mechanism. By contrast, in this chapter,
we assume all robots have the same sensing mechanism. Another difference is
that the robots are modeled as circular disks as opposed to regarding them as
kinematic point masses moving in the plane. As a consequence, each robot can
extract multiple features from its neighboring robots; these will be used for the
control design. In the current setup, we can construct formations using a set of
inner angle constraints that are closely related to constructing formations using a
set of distance constraints. We will show how to obtain a gradient-based control
law which only uses the available bearing measurements that the individual robot
extract from its neighbors. Consequently, we will provide local stability guarantees
using the proposed control law.

We begin the chapter with an introduction, followed by a brief exposition of
distance rigidity theory in Section 5.2. Next, in Section 5.3, we show how a desired
formation can be described in terms of a set of internal angle constraints; also,
the problem is formulated. The gradient-based control design and subsequent
analysis are detailed in Section 5.4. We give a numerical example in Section 5.5
and end this chapter with concluding remarks in Section 5.6.

5.1 Introduction

OVER the years, different approaches for formation control have been studied,
and these can be classified according to the sensing and control variables

that are related to a geometrical property of the desired deployment for the robots
[38]. One class of formation control strategies is the rigidity-based control strate-
gies. In this class, rigidity theory plays a key role in characterizing a (at least
locally) unique target deployment which can be achieved by a systematic design
of distributed control laws. Utilizing the distance [38, 48] (or bearing [54, 55]) rigidity
theory, we can define a specific deployment or target formation shape in terms of
a set of inter-robot distance (or bearing) constraints. The robots use available
relative position or distance (or relative bearing) measurements in the design and
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70 5. Angle-Constrained Formation Control for Circular Mobile Robots

execution of the distributed control laws. Recently, new rigidity theories, such as
angle rigidity [16], ratio-of-distance-rigidity [11], and bearing-ratio-of-distance-rigidity
theory [12] have also been developed for characterizing a (at least locally) unique
target formation shape using a set of angle, ratio-of-distance, and bearing-ratio-
of-distance constraints, respectively. These theories focus on providing more
flexibility to the target deployment by allowing scaling or rotational motions.

One common aspect in the above-mentioned rigidity-based formation control
theories is that the mobile robots are assumed to be simple points. As each robot is
represented by a point in the plane, there can be only one relative position, distance,
or bearing measurement between a pair of neighboring mobile robots. Instead of
treating each robot as a point, in this chapter, we treat robots as objects with area so
that multiple features in the area can be measured by its neighbors. In particular,
we assume each mobile robot to have a circular shape and move with single-
integrator dynamics in the plane. Furthermore, each mobile robot can observe
two distinctive features from its designated neighboring robots. These are the
outermost points of the neighboring robots’ disk that can be seen from its centroid.
In other words, we have the internal angle information of the neighboring robots.
The desired formation shape can then be described in terms of feasible internal
angle constraints which have a close relationship to the distance constraints that
are used in distance-based formation control. This approach enables us to make
the following novel contribution in the field of formation control:

We provide an angle-constrained formation control algorithm which resembles
distance-based formation control. The main feature of our algorithm is that it
requires only direction/bearing/unit vectors as measurements instead of a vector
(that requires range and direction). Furthermore, our algorithm provides collision
avoidance guarantees where the clearance distance (which is twice the radius)
between neighboring robots is not breached by design.

5.2 Distance Rigidity Theory

Recall from Section 2.2.1 that a framework Fp in the plane is an embedding of a
graph G through assigning a location pi to each vertex i of the graph. Related to
Fp, we can define the distance rigidity function rdist : R2n Ñ Rmą0 as

rdist ppq :“
1

2

”

¨ ¨ ¨ }pj ´ pi}
2
¨ ¨ ¨

ıJ

, @ ti, ju P E , (5.1)

with each entry of the vector being half the squared distance between two points.
Given the distance rigidity function (5.1), we say a framework Fp is distance rigid,
if there exists a neighborhood Up of p such that, if q P Up and rdist ppq “ rdist pqq,
then Fq is congruent to Fp. Let zij “ pj ´ pi P R2 be the relative position vec-
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tor associated to ti, ju P E , and z P R2m be the stacked vector of zijs. Using
the incidence matrix rH P R2mˆ2n, we obtain z “ rHp. Besides, let Z pzq “
blkdiag

´

tzijuti, juPE

¯

P R2mˆm. Using these expressions, (5.1) can be written

in compact form as rdist ppq “
1
2Z

J pzq z. By taking the Jacobian of (5.1), we obtain
the distance rigidity matrix Rdist ppq as

Rdist ppq :“
Brdist ppq

Bp
“ ZJ pzq rH P Rmˆ2n. (5.2)

Let δp P R2n be an infinitesimal variation of p. A motion δp is said to be trivial
if Rdist ppq δp “ 0m corresponds to a translation and or a rotation of the entire
framework. Trivial motions in the plane are a translation in the x- and in the
y-direction, a rotation, and the combination thereof, all applied to the entire
framework. We say a framework Fp is infinitesimally distance rigid if and only
if the set of infinitesimally distance motions consists of only the trivial motions.
This can be translated to the following condition on the distance rigidity matrix:
rank pRdist ppqq “ 2n´3. Furthermore, an infinitesimally distance rigid framework
must have at least 2n´ 3 edges. If the number of edges m is exactly 2n´ 3, then
the framework is said to be minimally and infinitesimally distance rigid.

5.3 Problem Formulation

We consider a group of n mobile robots moving in the plane. Each robot has
a circular shape with center specified by pi P R2 and radius by ri P Rą0. For
simplicity, we assume the radii of the robots have the same value and let r P Rą0

represent this common value. We assume the robots are moving with single-
integrator dynamics, i.e.,

9pi ptq “ ui ptq , @ i P V, (5.3)

where ui P R2 is the controlled velocity to be designed. The group dynamics is
given by 9p ptq “ u ptq with the stacked vectors p “

“

pJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pJn
‰J
P R2n and

u “
“

uJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ un
‰J
P R2n.

Each robot is equipped with a sensory system mounted at the center pi of the
robot. With the equipped sensory system, we assume the robots are able to detect
two points on the surface of each of its designated neighbors. To illustrate this,
let us consider without loss of generality a pair of robots labeled i and j within
the group of robots, see Fig. 5.1. We assume robot i has the role of ‘observer’ and
robot j is the ‘observed’ robot. Since robot i is the observer, it is able to detect two
points on the surface of robot j. We denote the position of the detected points as
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pjLi and pjRi to indicate these are the positions of robot j as detected by robot
i. The measurements from robot j that are available to robot i are the relative
bearing measurements gijL “

zijL
}zijL}

and gijR “
zijR
}zijR}

, with zijL “ pjLi ´ pi and
zijR “ pjRi ´ pi being the relative position from the detected points to the center
of robot i. The two bearing vectors form an angle θij centered at pi, as can be seen
in Fig. 5.1.

pi

pj

pjRi
pjLi

gijL gijR

θij

pi

pj

pjLi
pjRi

r

a

dij

1
2 θij

pi

pj

pjLi
pjRi

×

l

k
h pM

1
2 θij

gij

g⊥ij

Figure 5.1: Sensing setup with robot i being the ‘observer’ and robot j the ‘observed’ robot.
On the left panel, robot i detects the points pjLi and pjRi of robot j and the internal angle
θij can be obtained from the bearing measurements gijL and gijR. In the middle panel, we
use geometrical arguments to relate θij to the inter-center distance dij and the radius r. On
the right panel, we have a geometrical view supporting Proposition 5.4.

By the inner product rule, we obtain

cos θij “ gJijLgijR. (5.4)

Remark 5.1. It should be noted the lines in the direction of the unit vectors gijL
and gijR are both tangent lines from point pi to robot j. Hence these lines are
perpendicular to the radius of the circle, i.e, ppjLi ´ pjq K zijL and ppjRi ´ pjq K
zijR. Furthermore, the triangle ∆pjpjLipi with vertices pj , pi, and pjLi and the
triangle ∆pjpjRipi with vertices pj , pi, and pjRi are reflections of each other with
the line connecting pj and pi as the line of reflection. Hence the angle =pjLipipj “

=pjpipjRi “
1
2θij .

By considering the geometry, we obtain an alternative expression for cos θij ,
which is related to the radii of and the inter-center distance between the robots.

Proposition 5.2. The internal angle θij is related to the inter-center distance dij between
the robots i and j and the radii r of the robots as

cos θij “ 1´ 2

ˆ

r

dij

˙2

. (5.5)

Proof. The desired result can be obtained by employing the cosine double-angle
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identity cosα “ 1´ 2 sin2 1
2α and noting from Remark 5.1 that ∆pjpjLipi is a right

triangle with sin 1
2θij “

r
dij

. Fig. 5.1 provides the geometric illustration. This
completes the proof.

Note that (5.4) and (5.5) are equivalent for obtaining the internal angle θij ; the
former is based on available bearing measurements while the latter is based on
geometry.

Remark 5.3. As robots i and j have a circular shape, the feasible interval for the
inter-center distance dij is dfeas

ij P p2r,8q. This also poses restrictions on the value
for θij and cos θij . From (5.5), it follows that dfeas

ij P p2r,8q implies cos θfeas
ij P

`

1
2 , 1

˘

and θfeas
ij P p0, 600q. Correspondingly, an increase in the value of dij results in an

increase of cos θij and a decrease of θij .

We can rewrite (5.5) as dij “
b

2r2

1´cos θij
. By obtaining cos θij from (5.4) and

knowing r, we can infer the inter-center distance dij . With this observation, we
define an internal angle rigidity function rangle : R2n Ñ Rmą0 given by

rangle ppq “
“

¨ ¨ ¨ cos pθijq ¨ ¨ ¨
‰J
, @ ti, ju P E (5.6)

for describing a framework Fp pG, pq. By Remark 5.3, there is a one-to-one relation-
ship between the newly defined rigidity function (5.6) and the distance rigidity
function (5.1). The Jacobian of (5.6) is

Rangle ppq “
Brangle ppq

Bp
“
Brangle ppq

Bq

Bq

Bp
“ D pdqRdist, (5.7)

with d P Rm being the stacked vector of distances dijs, q “ pdiag pdq dq P Rm, and

D pdq “ 4r2diag
´

 

d´4
ij

(

ti, juPE

¯

P Rmˆm. The matrix D pdq is positive definite as

each dij ą 2r ą 0; we have rank
`

Rangle
˘

“ rank pRdistq.
Now we can define the desired target formation shape by a frameworkFp‹ pG, p‹q

where the vector p‹ P R2n satisfies a set of desired internal angle constraints
rangle pp

‹q. One way to obtain the internal angle constraints is to employ (5.5)
when the desired distance constraints are given. Moreover, the formation Fp‹ is
minimally and infinitesimally rigid in the distance rigidity sense. The formation
control problem that is considered in this chapter can be formulated as follows:

Angle-constrained Formation Control Problem with Collision Avoidance:
Given a set of feasible internal angle constraints1

 

θ‹ij
(

ti, juPE obtained using (5.5)
from a minimally and infinitesimally rigid framework Fp‹ and an initial config-
uration p p0q P R2n with }pj p0q ´ pi p0q} ą 2r,@ ti, ju P E . Design a control law

1We give a formal definition of such a set in Section 5.4.5.
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ui ptq , @ i P V utilizing only the neighboring measurements obtained as in (5.4)
such that @ ti, ju P E , we have

• Collision avoidance: }pj ptq ´ pi ptq} ą 2r, @t ě 0;

• Convergence: θij ptq Ñ θ‹ij as tÑ8.

5.4 Gradient-Based Control Design

In this section, we pursue a gradient-based control design approach utilizing
angle-based potential functions for solving the formation control problem. To each
edge ti, ju P E , we define the error signal eij ptq “ cos θij ptq ´ cos θ‹ij . By Remark
5.3, we deduce the feasible region for the error signal is efeas

ij P p´cij , fijq with
cij “ cos θ‹ij ´

1
2 and fij “ 1´ cos θ‹ij . Both cij and fij are strictly positive.

5.4.1 Proposed angle-based potential function

For a robot pair ti, ju, we take as potential function

Vij peijq “
1

2
r

ˆ

cos θij ´ cos θ‹ij

cos θij ´
1
2

˙2

“
1

2
r

ˆ

eij
eij ` cij

˙2

. (5.8)

The denominator term cos θij´
1
2 ensures collision avoidance between the neighbor-

ing robots i and j, i.e., }pj ptq ´ pi ptq} ą 2r, @t ą 0 given that }pj p0q ´ pi p0q} ą 2r.
The function Vij peijq is non-negative in efeas

ij . Furthermore, Vij peijq “ 0 if and
only if eij “ 0 and Vij peijq Ñ 8 if eij approaches the lower bound ´cij from
above, i.e., when the mobile robots are approaching each other. The first derivative
vij peijq :“ B

Beij
Vij peijq can be obtained as

vij peijq “ r
eijcij

peij ` cijq
3 .

The value of vij peijq equals zero if and only if eij “ 0 and the sign of vij depends
on the sign of eij . The second derivative kij peijq :“ B

2

Be2ij
Vij peijq is given as

kij peijq “ r
cij

peij ` cijq
4 p´2eij ` cijq .

kij peijq is positive when eij ă 1
2cij . Recall efeas

ij P p´cij , fijq; therefore we need to
determine when 1

2cij ¿ fij . By some algebraic computations, we obtain 1
2cij ¿ fij

if and only if cos θ‹ij ¿
5
6 . When cos θ‹ij ă

5
6 , we have the region for which kij peijq

is positive is a subset of efeas
ij , whereas when cos θ‹ij ě

5
6 , we have kij peijq is positive

over the entire domain efeas
ij .
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5.4. Gradient-Based Control Design 75

The properties of (5.8) will be used later for deriving the exponential conver-
gence of the error dynamics.

5.4.2 Gradient-based control law for each robot

The local potential function for each robot i is Vi peq “
ř

jPNi Vij peijq with e P Rm

being the stacked vector of error signals eijs. The control input ui ptq is then

ui ptq “ ´

ˆ

B

Bpi
Vi peq

˙J

“ ´
ÿ

jPNi

ˆ

B

Bpi
Vij peijq

˙J

. (5.9)

Utilizing (5.5), the term B
Bpi
Vij peijq can be evaluated as

uJij :“
B

Bpi
Vij peijq “ ´vij peijq

4r2

d4
ij

zJij . (5.10)

Note that (5.10) requires relative state variables dij , zij , and the knowledge of r.
However, robot i has access to only the relative bearing measurements gijL and
gijR for each j P Ni. Nonetheless, we show that the gradient-control law (5.9) can
be implemented using these available measurements.

Proposition 5.4. The gradient-based control law (5.9) can be implemented by each robot
i P V using the set of available measurements

!

tgijLujPNi , tgijRujPNi

)

.

Proof. To implement (5.9), we need to rewrite (5.10) in terms of the available
measurements gijL and gijR. To this end, first, we seek expressions for the po-
sitions pjLi and pjRi. Let us consider again Fig. 5.1. Denote the intersection
between the lines connecting the center of the robots and the two intersection
points as pM (marked with the ˆ-symbol in the right panel of Fig. 5.1). Let
}pjLi ´ pM } “ h, }pj ´ pM } “ k, and }pi ´ pM } “ l satisfying k ` l “ dij . l

can also be written as a fraction of the inter-center distance dij , i.e., l “ sdij with
s P p0, 1q. We can now express the positions pjLi and pjRi as pjLi “ pj´kgij`hg

K
ij ,

and pjRi “ pj ´ kgij ´ hgKij . Recall gij is the unit vector between the cen-
ters of the robots. Subsequently, the relative position zijL and zijR can be ob-
tained as zijL “ lgij ` hgKij , and zijR “ lgij ´ hgKij , while their sum equals
zij` “ zijL ` zijR “ 2szij . Due to the reflection observation in Remark 5.1, we
have }zijL} “ }zijR} “

?
l2 ` h2 “: a. Using the previous computations, we ob-

tain for the sum of the relative bearing measurements gij` “ gijL ` gijR “ 2 sazij .

In addition, gij`

}gij`}
2 “

2 sa zij

4p sa q
2
d2ij

ðñ 2
zij
d2ij

“ 4 sa
gij`

}gij`}
2 . Since s “ l

dij
, we can

rewrite s
a as s

a “
l

dija
r
r “

1
r sin 1

2θij cos 1
2θij “

1
2r sin θij by using sin 1

2θij “
r
dij

,
cos 1

2θij “
a
dij
“ l

a , and the sine double-angle identity sin 2α “ 2 sinα cosα. Sub-
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stituting the obtained expressions in (5.10) and utilizing (5.5) yield

uJij “ ´2pvij peijq p1´ cos θijq sin θij}gij`}
´2
gij`, (5.11)

where pvij peijq “
vijpeijq

r “
eijcij

peij`cijq
3 . Using (5.11), we can implement (5.9) without

knowledge of the range information and the radii of the robots. This completes
the proof.

5.4.3 Gradient-based control law for the group of robots

The overall potential function V peq can be expressed as the sum of all the in-
dividual potential functions Vij peijq, i.e., V peq “

ř

ti, juPE Vij peijq. The control

law ui ptq in (5.9) is then ui ptq “ ´
´

B
Bpi
V peq

¯J

. Noting B
BpV peq “

BV peq
Be

Be
Bq
Bq
Bp , we

obtain the following compact form for the closed-loop formation control system:

9p ptq “ ´RJanglev peq , (5.12)

with the vector v peq P Rm denoting the gradients of (5.8) for each robot pair
ti, ju P E .

Lemma 5.5. The closed-loop formation control system (5.12) has the following properties:

1. The formation centroid pcent “
1
n
r1Jnp is stationary, i.e., pcent ptq “ pcent p0q , @t ě 0;

2. Each mobile robot can have its own local coordinate system for obtaining the required
relative state measurements and implementing the desired control action.

Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 4 in [49], and therefore not provided here.

5.4.4 Internal angle error system

Using the definition of the error vector e, and expressions (5.5) and (5.12), we
obtain the error dynamics as

9e ptq “
Be

Bp
9p “ ´RangleR

J
anglev peq “ ´Fv peq . (5.13)

The matrix F “ RangleR
J
angle “ D pdqRdistR

J
distD pdq P Rmˆm is symmetric and

at least positive semidefinite. Moreover, for any infinitesimally and minimally
distance rigid framework Fp‹ , F can be shown to be a function of the error vector
e around the origin by employing the law of cosines. By this observation, we
conclude the error dynamics given by (5.13) constitute an autonomous system.

The main result will be the local exponential stability of the error dynamics
(5.13). To this end, we first construct a compact and invariant sub-level set for the
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5.4. Gradient-Based Control Design 77

overall potential function V peq. Previously, we have kij peijq ą 0 holds if and only
if eij ă bij :“ min

 

1
2cij , fij

(

for all ti, ju P E . Let b “ min tbijuti, juPE ą 0. We
define the ‘hypercube’ as

Hb “ te P CF | |ek| ă b, k P Ku , (5.14)

with CF being the Cartesian product p´c1, f1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆp´cm, fmq andK “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mu
being the ordered edge index set. Choose q P p0, bq such that

Bq “ te P Hb | }e} ď qu Ă Hb. (5.15)

Let α “ min}e}“q V peq. As q ‰ 0, we have V peq ą 0 and also α ą 0. Choose
β P p0, αq and define

Ωβ “ te P Bq |V peq ď βu . (5.16)

By definition, the sub-level set Ωβ is closed and since Ωβ Ă Bq , it is also bounded.
Thus, Ωβ is a compact set. The time derivative of V peq is obtained as

9V peq “
B

Be
V peq 9e “ ´vJ peqF peq v peq ď 0. (5.17)

This implies V pe ptqq ď V pe p0qq. Whenever e p0q P Ωβ , we have by (5.17) that
e ptq P Ωβ ; therefore, the set Ωβ is also positive invariant. As V peq ě 0 and
9V peq ď 0, the overall potential function can serve as a candidate Lyapunov

function. We are ready to state and prove the main result.

Theorem 5.6. Consider a group of circular shaped robots modeled with single-integrator
dynamics (5.3) and having a graph topology G such that the desired formation is minimally
and infinitesimally rigid in the distance rigidity sense. Let e p0q be such that it is in the
compact and invariant set Ωβ (5.16). Then e “ 0m is a locally exponential stable
equilibrium point of the error dynamics (5.13).

Proof. The proof can be divided into three main stages. First, we consider the
asymptotic stability of the origin e “ 0m. The set Ωβ has the property of being
compact and positive invariant. In addition, the value for β can be chosen such
that for every vector e P Ωβ , the formation is minimally and infinitesimally rigid in
the distance rigidity sense, and close to the target formation. Due to our choice of β,
we have that Rdist has full row rank. Since Rangle “ D pdqRdist and D pdq positive
definite, also Rangle has full row rank. This in turn implies F peq “ RangleR

J
angle is

positive definite. Let λ be the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix F peq in Ωβ , i.e.,
λ “ minePΩβ eig pF peqq ą 0. It follows from (5.17) that

9V peq “ ´vJ peqF peq v peq ď ´λ }v peq}
2 (5.18)
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holds. The value 9V peq is negative definite for all e P Ωβz t0mu; therefore local
asymptotic stability of the origin is attained.

Next, we aim to show the following two inequalities as is done in [48]:

c1 }e}
2
ď V peq ď c2 }e}

2
; }v peq}

2
ě ρ }e}

2
, (5.19)

with c1, c2, and ρ being positive constants that we need to determine. These
inequalities facilitate the proof to exponential stability of the origin. To this end,
recall the overall potential function V peq

V peq “
ÿ

kPK
Vk pekq “

ÿ

kPK

ż ek

0

vk psq ds. (5.20)

Within the set Ωβ , we can find a value for δ such that

Hδ “ te P Ωβ | |ek| ď δ, k P Ku . (5.21)

By Lemma 3.2 in [26], we have the function vk pekq is Lipschitz continuous inHδ.
In addition, the function kk pekq is positive within the set Ωβ , and thus also in the
subsetHδ. The remainder of the proof for obtaining the positive constants c1, c2,
and ρ of (5.19) follows closely [48] and for this reason, it is omitted.

Finally, we can show exponential stability of the origin as a result of the previ-
ous two steps. Substituting (5.19) in (5.18), we obtain

9V peq ď ´λ }v peq}
2
ď ´λρ }e}

2
. (5.22)

By Theorem 4.10 in [26], we conclude that the origin is exponentially stable inHδ .
The error norm is bounded by an exponential decreasing function as

}e ptq} ď

ˆ

c2
c1

˙
1
2

}e p0q} exp
´

´
γ

2
t
¯

, (5.23)

with γ “ λρ
c2

. This completes the proof.

5.4.5 Equilibrium sets

Theorem 5.6 concerns the local exponential convergence of the formation control
system to the desired formation shape. In general, the set of equilibrium points
of the mobile robots can be given byW :“

!

p P R2n |RJanglev peq “ 02n

)

. The set

of correct formation shapes is given byWc :“
 

p P R2n | e “ 0m
(

while the set of
incorrect formation shapes isWi :“WzWc. Considering the target formation shape
is minimally and infinitesimally rigid, we conclude that the formation shapes in
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Wi are not infinitesimally rigid, since the null space of RJangle also consists of a
non-trivial vector v peq ‰ 0m. Similar to distance-based control, the setWi includes
configurations where all the robots’ center are colinear. Moreover, we can obtain
the following on the equilibrium set of the p-dynamics and the e-dynamics:

Lemma 5.7. The equilibrium sets of the error system (5.13) is the same as the equilibrium
sets of the closed-loop formation control system (5.12).

Proof. Since 9e ptq “ Rangle 9p ptq, obviously 9p ptq “ 02n ùñ 9e ptq “ 0m. It re-
mains to show 9e ptq “ 0m ùñ 9p ptq “ 02n. Assume D 9p ptq ‰ 02n such that
9p ptq P Null

`

Rangle
˘

holds. From (5.12), we also have 9p ptq P Col
´

RJangle

¯

. Since

Null
`

Rangle
˘

K Col
´

RJangle

¯

, we obtain Null
`

Rangle
˘
Ş

Col
´

RJangle

¯

“ t02nu,
contradicting the assumption 9p ptq ‰ 02n. This completes the proof.

5.5 Numerical Example

5.5.1 Simulation setup

We apply the proposed control law to a team of 4 circular robots with radii r “ 1.
The collective goal is to form a rectangular shape with the inter-center distances
given as d‹12 “ d‹34 “ 3, d‹13 “ d‹24 “ 4, and d‹14 “ 5. Using (5.5), we obtain
cos θ‹12 “ cos θ‹34 “ 0.7778, cos θ‹13 “ cos θ‹24 “ 0.8750, and cos θ‹14 “ 0.9200. The
initial configuration, depicted as dashed circles in Fig. 5.2(a), has center posi-
tions p1 p0q “ r0, 0s

J, p2 p0q “ r2.05, 0s
J, p3 p0q “ r´2.05, 0.05s

J, and p4 p0q “

r´1, 1.85s
J. Using this initial configuration, we illustrate the collision avoidance

feature of the proposed control law and the convergence to the desired formation
shape, even though p p0q R Hb. We obtain b “ 0.08, and set the gain K “ 50 for
speeding up the convergence.

5.5.2 Simulation results

The trajectories of the robots are depicted in Fig. 5.2(a). In addition, the inter-center
distances and the internal angle errors between the robots are given in Figs. 5.2(b)
and 5.2(c), respectively.

Let us focus on robot 2, the green robot in Fig. 5.2(a). It has the neighboring
robots 1 (red robot) and 4 (magenta robot). From the figure, we observe that since
robots 2 and 1 are close to each other initially, robot 2 quickly moves away from
robot 1, and almost attains the desired constraint with robot 1. However, due to
this motion, its distance to the neighboring robot 4 has increased to about 4.9. This
can also be observed from Fig. 5.2(c), where we see an increase in the magenta
colored signal representing error |e24|. Since robot 2 is now sufficiently far from
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robot 1, it then tries to satisfy the internal angle constraint with robot 4 as can be
observed in both Figs. 5.2(b) and 5.2(c) . By zooming in on Fig. 5.2(c), we can
observe exponential convergence of the error signals starting around t “ 3s. All
the error signals are then well below the threshold value of b “ 0.08.

5.6 Conclusions

We have solved the formation control problem for circular mobile robots subjected
to internal angle constraints. A gradient-descent control law requiring only relative
bearing measurements for implementation has been proposed. This control law
enjoys local exponential convergence for the error dynamics and ensures collision
avoidance between neighboring robots.

One possible direction for future work is to consider circular robots of different
sizes.
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(c) Internal angle errors

Figure 5.2: Simulation of a team of 4 circular mobile robots having radii r “ 1. On the top
panel, we have the robot trajectories; dashed circles represent initial configuration while
solid circles are final robot positions. The solid lines are the robot center trajectories. In
the center panel, the convergence of the distances dij (dashed) to their desired values d‹ij
(solid) is depicted. The black solid line represents dmin “ 2 between the robots. The bottom
panel shows the convergence of the internal angle errors. The black solid line depicts the
value b “ 0.08 for the hypercube Hb.
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Chapter 6

Distributed Formation with Diffusive
Obstacle Avoidance Control in Coordinated
Mobile Robots

The previous chapters considered the problem of designing control laws for achiev-
ing the desired formation shape on the group level. In a practical scenario, achiev-
ing a desired formation is one of the tasks that we require the mobile robots to
accomplish. Besides this, we can require the mobile robots to move to a specific
location. During this transition, they can encounter obstacles. Avoiding these
obstacles should also be part of the requirements for the team. In this chapter, we
deal with the above-mentioned multi-objective problem where a group of mobile
robots has to move as a collective to a desired final position. We will consider a
modular approach for obtaining the sub-controllers. The resulting controller will
be obtained by a linear combination of these sub-controllers and we will show
that this combined controller solve our considered problem.

We start this chapter with an introduction. In Section 6.2, we formulate the
problem of steering a group of mobile robots towards a desired destination. The
different sub-controllers are given in Section 6.3. Furthermore, the detailed analysis
on the combined controller is provided. We compare our approach with another
controller in Section 6.4 and close the chapter with some conclusions.

6.1 Introduction

IN recent decades, the field of networked multi-agent systems has attracted a
lot of research attention in various domains. Compared to a single robot, a

group of networked robots has the advantages of being flexible, redundant and
fault tolerant [7]; therefore, it can be employed to perform complex tasks [37] in
a centralized or in a distributed manner. In particular, sensing and controlling
the group of networked robots in a distributed manner is of interest and various
application area can be found, such as detection of events in wireless sensor
networks or execution of search and rescue operations in disasters.

Along this line, we consider the problem of steering a group of mobile robots
as a formation towards a final desired destination while avoiding obstacles along
the course of motion. A possible application can be found in smart manufacturing
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systems where the group as a collective is required to work together to transport
an object from position A to position B. In such smart manufacturing systems,
there may be barriers which the mobile robots individually and as a group should
avoid while carrying out the requested task.

In literature, numerous references are found for achieving each of the indi-
vidual tasks (formation control, group motion control, obstacle avoidance) or
combinations thereof. See, for example, the paper [38] for an overview of various
approaches for achieving the formation control task based on the interconnection
topology and sensing capability of the robots. In [7, 52], the weighted centroid
tracking problem has been considered in which the formation centroid was re-
quired to track an assigned task function. In [25], a decentralized controller has
been constructed based on the notion of navigation function. This controller guar-
antees the convergence of the multi-agent system to the desired formation while
maintaining network connectivity and avoiding obstacles. In [37], the multi-agent
collision avoidance problem was introduced and formulated as a nonlinear dif-
ferential game. Dynamic feedback strategies were constructed guaranteeing the
avoidance of collisions with obstacles or other agents while the individual agents
reached their target. In [40], Lyapunov-like barrier functions were introduced such
that the objective of avoiding obstacles could be composed together with other
control objectives of the multi-agent systems into a single function for every agent.

Furthermore, avoiding obstacles can be regarded as part of the requirements
for guaranteeing safety of a (non)linear system; other requirements being the
state and input constraints on the system. In [2, 43], the problem of synthesizing
controllers for safety critical systems has been considered. In both papers, the
control design was based on the unification of both Control Lyapunov functions
and Control Barrier functions for satisfying the performance/stability properties
and safety objectives, respectively.

In this chapter, we propose a new distributed control law for solving the obsta-
cle avoidance task that can be combined linearly with standard formation control
law and group motion control law. In our setting, each individual robot is assumed
to be able to measure the relative position with respect to the obstacle and the
robot is equipped with a potential-based distributed control law that is used to
compute local obstacle avoidance maneuver. Correspondingly, we introduce a
distributed dynamic controller that allows the diffusion of such obstacle avoidance
maneuver action to the neighbors and to the rest of the network. In comparison
to the approach proposed in [37], our obstacle avoidance approach is completely
decentralized and we prove rigorously that our approach can be combined linearly
with other distributed control laws for simultaneously solving the multitasking
problem. By contrast, in [37], the agents were not required to achieve a network
objective (such as, a desired formation or consensus) while moving to the individ-
ual target positions. As will be shown later in our simulation results, by diffusing
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the obstacle avoidance maneuver to the network through a dynamic controller,
we are able to minimize the deformation in the formation shape that is mainly
caused by the local obstacle avoidance movement. In contrast to the work in [25],
we consider also the movement of the formation as a whole towards a desired
destination in the plane. For the moment, the group motion control is achieved by
a centralized control law.

6.2 Problem Formulation

We consider a group of n identical agents1 moving in the 2-dimensional plane.
Each robot is modeled as a single integrator, i.e.,

9pi “ ui, i P V :“ t1, . . . , nu , (6.1)

where pi P R2 and ui P R2 denote the position and controlled velocity of robot
i, respectively. In the following, we will introduced the three tasks that will be
handled simultaneously by our proposed controller.

Obstacle Avoidance Control Problem
Without loss of generality, we consider obstacles that can be encapsulated by
circles in the plane. The centroid and radii of each circle Ok, k “ 1, . . . ,K is given
by pobs

k P R2 and Robs
k P Rą0, respectively. The boundary of the k-th obstacle is

defined by the set
BOk :“

!

x
∣∣∣ ›››x´ pobs

k

›

›

›
“ Robs

k

)

.

For our later description of distributed obstacle avoidance control law, we associate
to each robot i a parameter Rsafe

i P Rą0 which defines the safe distance to the
boundary of any obstacle. Roughly speaking, when the robot’s distance to the
boundary of an obstacle is less than Rsafe

i , then the distributed obstacle avoidance
control will set in for the i-th robot. In the current setup, we consider the case
Rsafe
i “ Rsafe for all i P V .

For the following definitions, let P0 denote the set of initial conditions which
do not intersect Ok for all k.

Definition 6.1 (local obstacle avoidance). The i-th robot is said to avoid collision with
obstacle Ok if for almost all pi p0q P P0 the trajectories pi ptq do not enter Ok for all
t P Rě0, i.e., pi ptq R Ok for all t P Rě0.

Definition 6.2 (obstacle avoidance task). The group of n agents is said to achieve
obstacle avoidance if every i-th robot avoids collision with all obstaclesOk, k “ 1, . . . , K.

1We use the term ‘agent’ and (mobile) robot interchangeably.
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Formation Control Problem
The interaction among the agents is represented by an undirected and connected
graph G pV, Eq. In the present study, we assume that the agents can obtain relative
position information from its neighbors, i.e., robot i has access to pj ´ pi, @j P Ni.
The desired relative position among the agents is encoded in a vector p‹ P R2n.
Note that p‹ has to satisfy geometric constraints that define the shape of the
formation; we assume p‹ is well-posed, i.e., the formation shape is geometrically
feasible. We refer to the exposition in [6, 19, 39] on the graph formalism of mobile
robots’ formation. For a given p‹, the group of n-agents is said to be in the desired
formation if pj ´ pi “ p‹j ´ p

‹
i , @ pi, jq P E .

Definition 6.3 (formation task). For a given p‹, the group of n-agents is said to achieve
formation w.r.t. p‹ if all agents’ trajectories asymptotically converge to the desired forma-
tion, i.e., lim

tÑ8
ppj ptq ´ pi ptqq “ p‹j ´ p

‹
i , @ pi, jq P E .

Group Stabilization Control Problem
In addition to the above distributed control tasks, we can add a group motion
task where the group’s centroid and orientation are controlled to achieve certain
control behavior, such as following a given reference trajectory or converging to a
desired point (e.g., group stabilization).

Definition 6.4 (group stabilization task). The group of n-agents is said to achieve
group stabilization if the centroid of the group pcen :“ 1

n
r1np converges asymptotically to

the origin, i.e., pcen ptq Ñ 02 as tÑ8.

In the following section, we present our control design framework which
accomplish all three different control tasks. Both the obstacle avoidance and
formation task are solved by distributed control laws while the group stabilization
task is solved by a coordinated control law.

Assumption 6.5. During the transition, the formation centroid pcen is allowed to
cross the obstacles.

6.3 Distributed Obstacle Avoidance-Formation Con-
trol Design

The navigation function as used in [25] requires us to have prior information of all
tasks so that we can embed this information to the navigation function. In contrast
to this approach, we will pursue a control design that is modular where one can
add and remove the control law for a particular task directly without jeopardizing
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the completion of other tasks. Therefore, we assume that the control law for each
robot is a linear combination of control laws of different tasks, i.e.,

ui “ uf
i ` u

g
i ` u

o
i , @i P V, (6.2)

where uf
i is the local control law for solving formation task, ug

i is the local control
law for solving group stabilization task, and uo

i is the local control law for solving
obstacle avoidance task of the i-th robot.

In the following sub-sections, we present a particular control law for each
of the aforementioned tasks that will be used in our unified control framework.
While our framework is not restricted to these control laws, we will focus mainly
on these laws in this chapter where we can demonstrate the applicability of our
approach.

6.3.1 Distributed formation control law

For achieving the formation task, we consider the following standard relative
position-based formation control law

uf
i “ cf

ÿ

jPNi

wij
`

ppj ´ piq ´
`

p‹j ´ p
‹
i

˘˘

(6.3)

where cf P Rą0 is the formation gain and wij P Rą0 is the weight of the edge
pi, jq P E . In compact form, the above law can be written as

U f “ cfrL pp
‹ ´ pq (6.4)

where U f is the stacked vector of uf
is and rL “ L b I2. The stability analysis of

closed-loop system using only this formation control law can be found, among
others, in [38].

6.3.2 Coordinated group stabilization control law

For stabilizing the group, we assume the existence of a central coordinator. The
role of the central coordinator is to calculate the formation centroid pcen based
on the position of the agents and use this information to compute the stabilizing
control law for the group.

The design of the control law for group stabilization is based on the assumption
that the desired formation has been reached and there is no obstacle. In this case,
using (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and uo

i “ 02, the dynamics of the centroid position is given
by

9pcen “
1

n
r1Jn 9p “ ug, (6.5)
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88 6. Distributed Formation with Diffusive Obstacle Avoidance Control

where we assume that the control law ug will be communicated to all the agents,
and therefore ug

1 “ u
g
2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ u

g
n “ ug.

We propose the following group motion control law:
#

ug “ ´cPpcen ` cIγ

9γ “ ´pcen,
(6.6)

where cP P Rą0 and cI P Rą0 are the group proportional and integral gain, respec-
tively. In compact form, we can write the group stabilization control law for the
whole group as

Ug “ r1n p´cPpcen ` cIγq , (6.7)

where Ug is the stacked vector of ug
i s.

If we do not need to solve for the obstacle avoidance task then the group
stabilization task can be solved simply by using a proportional controller. As it will
be clear later, the integral action is needed in our control law for compensating the
drift that is introduced by the distributed control law for the obstacle avoidance
given in the next subsection. We also remark that as each robot gets ug, the
formation control is not affected by the group motion control. Therefore, both
control laws are complementary to each other.

6.3.3 Distributed obstacle avoidance control law

While the agents are maintaining the formation shape and moving together to-
wards the desired destination, all agents should locally avoid any obstacle that
they encounter during the course of transition. Let us consider for the moment a
robot i and an obstacle Ok. As defined before, the robot i avoids obstacleOk when
pi ptq R Ok for all t P Rě0. Note that the distance from pi to Ok is

dk ppiq :“ min lim
xPBOk

}x´ pi} . (6.8)

while the point in Ok that is closest to pi is denoted by

x‹k ppiq :“ arg min lim
xPBOk

}x´ pi} . (6.9)

Using these notations, robot i avoids obstacle Ok implies that dk ppi ptqq ą 0 for
all t P Rě0. For constructing a local obstacle avoidance control law, we consider a
potential function which is a logarithmic barrier function given by

Wk ppiq “ ´cα log

ˆ

dk ppiq

Rsafe

˙

. (6.10)
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6.3. Distributed Obstacle Avoidance-Formation Control Design 89

It can be checked that as pi Ñ BOk, Wk ppiq Ñ 8. Using such potential function,
the following gradient-based control law for robot i when it is within the vicinity
to the obstacle Ok has been used for mobile robots to avoid obstacles (see, for
instance, [27, 50]).

uo
i “ αki ppiq , (6.11)

where αki ppiq is given by

αki ppiq “

$

&

%

02 if dk ppiq ą Rsafe

´

´

BWkppiq
Bpi

¯J

otherwise.
(6.12)

The constant cα P Rą0 in (6.10) defines the controller gain and it can be checked
that

BWk ppiq

Bpi
“ cα

px‹k ppiq ´ piq
J

d2
k ppiq

based on the use of potential function Wk as in (6.10).

So when the relative distance between a robot i and the obstacle k is less than
the threshold Rsafe, robot i will activate the obstacle avoidance action. However, if
we apply this obstacle avoidance control law locally on robot i, then the rest of
the agents will only be driven by the formation and group stabilization control
laws (c.f. (6.2)). As a consequence, the unexpected obstacle avoidance maneuver
by robot i that is not communicated to the others will introduce undesirable defor-
mation to the formation shape. On the other hand, the real-time communication
of the obstacle avoidance control action to all agents should be prohibited as it
will unnecessarily consume the communication channel and is not scalable.

In order to “diffuse” the obstacle avoidance action to the other agents, we
introduce a dynamic obstacle avoidance controller whose state variable ζi is com-
municated to its neighbors. More precisely, the local dynamic obstacle avoidance
controller is described by

#

9ζi “ cζ
ř

jPNi wij pζj ´ ζiq ` uαi

uo
i “ ζi,

(6.13)

where cζ P Rą0 is the diffusion gain of obstacle avoidance control law, wij P Rą0 is
the weight of the edge pi, jq P E and uαi is given by

uαi “
K
ÿ

k“1

αki ppiq “ ´
K
ÿ

k“1

ˆ

BWk ppiq

Bpi

˙J

.

In compact form, the distributed dynamic obstacle avoidance control law is given
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90 6. Distributed Formation with Diffusive Obstacle Avoidance Control

by
#

9ζ “ ´cζ rLζ ` Uα

Uo “ ζ,
(6.14)

where Uo and Uα are the stacked vector of uo
i s and uαis, respectively. The state

variable ζ can be seen as an aggregation of the obstacle behavior of the individual
robot. When we pre-multiply the first equation in (6.13) by 1

n
r1Jn , we obtain

1

n
r1Jn 9ζ “

1

n
r1Jn

´

´cζ rLζ ` Uα

¯

ùñ 9ζavg “
1

n

n
ÿ

i“1

uαi ,

where ζavg :“ 1
n
r1Jζ. Thus, whenever the agents are already free from obstacles

after some finite time rt ą 0, then Uα ptq “ 02n for all t ą rt. In this case, the
distributed obstacle avoidance control law becomes a consensus system which
implies that ζi will converge to a common value given by 1

n

řn
j“1 ζj

`

rt
˘

as a
consequence of the average consensus protocol. Due to the integral action in
the group stabilization controller, such constant bias from the asymptote of ζi ptq
will be compensated and the integral controller ensures that the formation will
not be deformed and the group centroid converges to the origin.

6.3.4 Stability analysis of the unified control law

We will prove that the unified control law (6.2), where the individual control laws
uf
i, u

g
i , u

o
i are as in (6.3), (6.6) and (6.13), is able to achieve the control objectives of

reaching and maintaining desired formation, of coordinated group stabilization
and of performing obstacle avoidance. We state the following main result:

Theorem 6.6. Consider a group of n-agents modeled as single integrators as in (6.1) and
the multitasking control problem as given before with obstaclesOk, k “ 1, . . . , K and the
target formation shape encoded in the desired relative position p‹. Then the unified control
law (6.2) with uf

i, u
g
i , u

o
i given by (6.3), (6.6) and (6.13), respectively, solve simultaneously

the obstacle avoidance, formation and group stabilization control problems globally. More
precisely, for all initial conditions pip0q P R2z

Ť

kOk,

(O1) lim
tÑ8

rH pp‹ ´ p ptqq “ 02m; the desired formation is asymptotically reached;

(O2) pcen ptq “
1
n
r1Jnp ptq Ñ 02 as tÑ8; the group centroid converges to the origin;

(O3) dk ppi ptqq ą 0 for all i, k and t P Rě0; every robot avoids all obstacles at all time.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 6.6, we first present the following auxiliary
result. Using the incidence matrixH , we can transform the dynamics on the agents
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pi to dynamics on the edges of the form pj ´ pi. Let us define z :“ rHp P R2m. The
z-dynamics are then given by

9z “ rH 9p “ rH
´

cfrL pp
‹ ´ pq ` r1n p´cPpcen ` cIγq ` ζ

¯

“ cf rH rL pp‹ ´ pq ` rHζ.
(6.15)

Lemma 6.7. Assume the group of agents successfully carried out the obstacle avoidance
task. Then the equilibrium points of the closed loop system satisfy H pp‹ ´ pq “ 02m and
pcen “

1
n
r1Jnp “ 02.

Proof. Firstly, it can be checked that the time derivative of 9p is given by

:p “ ´cfrL 9p` r1n p´cP 9pcen ´ cIpcenq ´ cζ rLζ ` Uα. (6.16)

The term rLζ can be rewritten as

rLζ “ rHJĂW rHζ “ rHJĂW
´

9z ´ cf rH rL pp‹ ´ pq
¯

“ rL 9p´ cfrL
2 pp‹ ´ pq . (6.17)

Substituting (6.17) in (6.16) yields

:p “ ´cfrL 9p` r1n p´cP 9pcen ´ cIpcenq ´ cζ

´

rL 9p´ cfrL
2 pp‹ ´ pq

¯

` Uα

“ ´pcf ` cζq rL 9p´ cfcζ rL
2p` r1n p´cP 9pcen ´ cIpcenq ` cfcζ rL

2p‹ ` Uα

“ ´

”

pcf ` cζq rL` cP rQ
ı

9p´
”

cfcζ rL
2 ` cI rQ

ı

p` cfcζ rL
2p‹ ` Uα,

(6.18)

where rQ “ 1
n
r1nr1Jn . Moving the terms of p and 9p to the left-hand side of the

equation, we obtain
:p`A 9p` Bp “ cfcζ rL

2p‹ ` Uα, (6.19)

where A “ pcf ` cζq rL ` cP rQ, B “ cfcζ rL
2 ` cI rQ. As the obstacle avoidance task

is successfully carried out, Uα “ 02N . Setting also 9p and :p to zero to determine
equilibrium points, we have

´

cfcζ rL
2 `

cI

N
r1nr1

J
n

¯

p “ cfcζ rL
2p‹ ðñ cIr1npcen “ cfcζ rL rHJĂW rH pp‹ ´ pq .

By the hypothesis that the formation is feasible, we can readily observe the exis-
tence of a pp which satisfies both rH pp‹ ´ ppq “ 02m and r1npp “ 02. pp is also unique.
This completes the proof.

Now, we are ready to proof Theorem 6.6 as follows.

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 6.7, we can consider the dynamics of the closed-
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loop system as given by (6.19). Take as Lyapunov function candidate

V pp, 9pq “
1

2
9pJ 9p`

1

2
cfcζ pp

‹ ´ pq
J
rL2 pp‹ ´ pq

J

`
1

2
cInp

J
cenpcen `

n
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“1

Wk ppiq
(6.20)

where Wk ppiq is the logarithmic barrier function (6.10) which is active when
dkppiq ď Rsafe and else 0. The time derivative of V is

9V “ 9pJ:p´ cfcζ pp
‹ ´ pq

J
rL2 9p` cInp

J
cen 9pcen `

n
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“1

d
dt
Wk ppiq

“ 9pJ

«

´A 9p´ Bp` cfcζ rL
2p‹ ` Uα

ff

´ cfcζ 9pJrL2 pp‹ ´ pq

` cIn

ˆ

1

n
r1Jnp

˙Jˆ
1

n
r1Jn 9p

˙

`

n
ÿ

i“1

K
ÿ

k“1

BWk

Bpi
9pi

“ 9pJ

«

´A 9p´ cI rQp` Uα

ff

` cIp
J
rQ 9p´

n
ÿ

i“1

uJαi 9pi

“ ´ 9pJA 9p ă ´` } 9p}
2
,

(6.21)

where ` ą 0. The last inequality is due to the fact that A is positive definite
by Lemma 2.1. Since the function V is proper and V is non-increasing, it fol-
lows immediately that (O3) is achieved. Moreover, the application of La-Salle
invariance principle implies that the state trajectories pp ptq , 9p ptqq converges to the
largest invariant set where 9p “ 02n. By Lemma 6.7, such invariant set is given by
rH pp‹ ´ pq “ 02m and pcen “ 02. This implies that both (O1) and (O2) hold. This
completes the proof.

6.4 Numerical Example

6.4.1 Simulation setup

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed control law, we perform nu-
merical simulations with a network of 3 mobile robots. We consider two circular
obstacles in the plane with center at pobs1 “ p4, 7q and pobs2 “ p1, 4q (shown
in red in the figures). The radii of the obstacles is set equally to Robs “ 0.75.
For the obstacle avoidance control law, we take Rsafe “ 0.75. In the figures, the
blue annulus shows the area within Rsafe from the obstacles where the obsta-
cle avoidance control law is activated. We set the gains of the control law to
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cf “ 10, cP “ 1, cI “ 0.8, cα “ 100, cζ “ 10, and the initial positions of the are
p1 “ r5, 10s

J, p2 “ r5, 13s
J, and p3 “ r3, 10s

J. The desired relative positions for
the formation are set to z‹12 “ r0, 3s

J, z‹13 “ r´2, 0s
J.

6.4.2 Simulation results

The proposed control law (6.2) is compared against the control mechanism where
the obstacle avoidance control law is only locally applied to the robot which is
within a distance Rsafe from an obstacle. No diffusion of this control action takes
place to the neighbors and hence the other agents will solely be driven by the
formation control law (6.3) and the group stabilization control law (6.6) when they
are individually not in close vicinity to any obstacles. From the figure, we observe
that whenever an robot is within a distanceRsafe from the boundary of the obstacle
(the blue region) then the obstacle avoidance behavior of the particular robot is
‘activated’. In the top right figure, as a direct consequence of the diffusive action
in the proposed control law, the neighboring agents undergo similar trajectories
as that of the maneuvering robot. However, this is not the case in the bottom
left figure. Because of this, we observe larger distortion caused by the obstacle
maneuver to the formation (compare the top right and the bottom right figure)
for the “diffusiveless” case. Besides, in the top right figure, the length of the edge
between agents 2 and 3 is not affected by the obstacle maneuver due to the fact
that we started with the prescribed configuration, set the initial condition for
ζi, i “ 2, 3 for both agents to be the same (02) and both agents are connected to
robot 1. In the bottom right figure, during the time interval r0.14, 0.6s s, the edge
between robot 2 and 3 is not affected by the obstacle maneuver of robot 1. This
also occurs at the time interval r1.0, 1.4s s, but now for the edge between 1 and
3 while robot 2 is avoiding obstacle O2. Finally, one can observe that the group
stabilization control law is able to steer the whole group towards the origin.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a new distributed control design law for achieving
formation while avoiding obstacles for a group of agents. The local obstacle
avoidance is achieved by a potential-based control law. By employing a dynamical
controller, the local obstacle behavior of a particular robot is diffused through the
network. In combination with a coordinated group controller, we are able to steer
the formation centroid to the origin while maintaining formation shape during
and after the obstacle avoidance maneuver. This is shown through an example in
which we compare the proposed control law with the case when the local obstacle
avoidance behavior is not diffused.
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Figure 6.1: Simulation results of simultaneous obstacle avoidance, formation and group
stabilization control tasks problem where we compare the performance of our diffusive
obstacle avoidance distributed control approach with that of standard gradient-based
local obstacle avoidance control method. Left column: The plot of three agents’ position
trajectories transitioning from a given initial position to the desired formation and final
desired centroid position; Right column: The plot of distances between the agents; Top row:
The simulation result using our proposed diffusive obstacle avoidance distributed control
law; Bottom row: The simulation result using local obstacle avoidance control method and
hence no “diffusion” to the neighbors.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have studied three problems; two problems concern securing
a desired formation shape and the remaining one focuses on maneuvering the
formation to a desired position. The following sections summarize the main
findings of our study and some ideas for future work.

7.1 Main Findings

IN Chapter 3, we have investigated the problem of reaching a formation by
a team of robots which can be divided in two sub teams, namely a team of

robots carrying out distance related tasks while the other team of robots carries
out bearing related tasks. We have employed existing gradient-based control laws
for performing the individual tasks. Analyses performed on teams consisting of
two and three robots have revealed that besides the desired formation shape, the
robots may also display incorrect shapes; these can move with a constant velocity.
One additional observation is that the incorrect formation shapes all have a signed
area which has an opposite sign compared to the desired shape. After identifying
these different shapes, we have used the linearization method to study the local
stability of the desired and incorrect shapes. For the (1D1B) and the (1B2D) setup,
we have found that the incorrect moving shapes are unstable while the flipped
formation shape that has been encountered in the (1B2D) setup is stable. For the
(1D2B) setup, we have found through the linearization method that most of the
incorrect moving shapes are unstable. Only one of the moving shapes is locally
attractive when certain conditions are met. We also note that the occurrence of the
moving shapes can be prevented by choosing the control gains for the distance
and bearing robots such that its ratio exceeds a certain threshold value related to
the distance. However, in this case, the robots need to have knowledge of each
other’s gain parameter.

We have paid further attention to the (1D2B) setup in Chapter 4. In particular,
we have added a signed area constraint which the distance robot also needs to
satisfy and for which no additional sensing is required. In the current case, we
have limited ourselves to isosceles triangles as the desired shape. Again, we start
with identifying the formation shapes that the team may display. Hereafter, we
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have obtained conditions which prevent the team to display incorrect moving
shapes. By tuning the gain ratio between the signed area control term and the
distance control term, we can guarantee that the team will only display the desired
isosceles triangle. This tuning can be carried out independently of the control gain
for the bearing robots.

In Chapter 5, we have studied the formation shape control problem in which
the robots are modeled as circular disks. By allowing robots to take two measure-
ments from each of its neighbors, we obtain information on the internal angle.
We have established that the desired formation shape can also be given in terms
of desired internal angles; these have a close relationship with formations de-
scribed in terms of distances. We have proposed a gradient-based controller which
utilizes only the locally available bearing measurements. Analyses performed
on the associated error system show the local exponential convergence of the
formation system to the desired formation shape. In addition, collision avoidance
is guaranteed for each pair of neighboring robots.

Finally, we have focused on a multi-objective formation-motion control prob-
lem in Chapter 6. The goal here has been to steer the whole formation to a desired
final position while avoiding obstacles. We have proposed a dynamic obstacle
avoidance controller for each robot to avoid circular obstacles during the transition.
By communicating this control action to the rest of the team, we show that the
distortion on the formation shape is reduced. This obstacle avoidance controller
can be combined with the other tasks that the robots need to carry out.

7.2 Outlook

In what follows, we provide some ideas for future work.

• Chapter 3: For the (1B2D) setup, we have observed that the flipped forma-
tion is also locally attractive. Recently, the authors in [30] have introduced
the concept of a signed angle which is related to the signed area of a triangle.
As one direction, we could study the effect of introducing such a signed
angle constraint for the bearing robot in the (1B2D) setup.

• Chapter 4: For the (1D2B) setup, numerical analyses have shown that the
signed area constraint may also be beneficial for the general triangle case.
The formal analysis of this could be done following closely the workflow we
have executed for the case of isosceles triangles. We may need to introduce a
new parameter corresponding to the desired distances, i.e., d‹12 “ t d‹13. Note
that for isosceles triangles, the parameter t has the value 1.

• Chapters 3 and 4: In these chapters, we have performed analyses on setups
of two and three mobile robots. It is of interest to study setups with more
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than three heterogeneous sensing robots. A systematic approach for aug-
menting the three mobile robot setup could be a first step in this endeavor.
Inspirations for this could be drawn from the Henneberg operations for
growing minimally distance-rigid graphs .

• Chapter 5: In this chapter, the robots are taken as circular disks with a com-
mon value for the radius. It would be of interest to consider circular robots
with different sizes. One of the challenges here is that the same distance
translates to a different internal angle for each of the robot maintaining
the same distance. Perhaps considering the interconnection to be directed
instead of undirected would be more beneficial. Another extension would
be to consider robots moving in the 3D-space rather than the plane. The
robots could be considered as spherical objects with a common radii. It is
possible to obtain an internal angle based on two measurements similar to
the 2D-plane case.

• Chapter 6: For the formation-maneuvering problem, we could employ
distance-based formation control instead of formation control in terms of
relative positions. The group control is currently carried out by an external
coordinator. It would be an idea to accomplish this task by allowing one
or several robots to be ‘leaders’ of the team while the remaining robots are
‘followers’. For the circular robots in Chapter 5, we could also explore the
formation-maneuvering problem.
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Summary

This thesis focuses on securing and maneuvering geometrical shapes for a group
of mobile robots.

We first consider a setup in which the team is divided in two types of robots,
each carrying out tasks of a different type. In particular, we have so called distance
robots whose task is to maintain desired distances with certain robots within the
team and we have bearing robots whose task is to maintain desired directions. Ex-
isting gradient-based control laws are employed in carrying out the different tasks.
For teams of two and three robots, we show that besides displaying the desired
geometrical shape, the team can also display incorrect shapes. Furthermore, when
displaying these incorrect shapes, the team may move with a constant velocity. We
perform stability analyses on these incorrect shapes in order to determine whether
the team can converge to these incorrect moving shapes.

For the team consisting of one distance and two bearing robots, we extend
the task requirements by including an additional signed area constraint for the
distance robot. For this setup with the additional signed area constraint, we
provide a comprehensive analysis when the desired shape is an isosceles triangle.
We show that by properly choosing the control gains of the distance robot, the
team of robots will only display the desired shape.

Next, we consider mobile robots which have a circular shape instead of being
modeled as a point mass. Due to this modeling, the robots are able to obtain more
than one measurement from its neighbors. We present a setup where the robots
obtain two direction measurements from each of its neighbors. Based on these
measurements, we propose and subsequently perform analysis on a gradient-
based controller for attaining the desired shape which is given in terms of internal
angles. We are able to let the robots converge to the desired shape when the initial
geometry is close to it.

Finally, we consider the team moving as a collective to a desired final position.
During the transition, the team may encounter obstacles. Avoiding these obstacles
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is essential for completing the assigned mission. We propose a modular framework
for achieving each of the task assigned to the robot. In this scenario, we identify
three tasks, namely, securing the formation, moving as a formation, and avoiding
possible obstacles. We design an obstacle-avoidance controller which makes the
individual robot avoid the obstacle. By letting the robot communicate this action to
its neighbors, we reduce the distortion of the formation shape during movements.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift gaat over het formeren en bewegen van geometrische vormen
door een groep van mobiele robots.

We bestuderen eerst een opstelling waarbij de groep van robots onderver-
deeld is in twee typen; elk type voert bepaalde taken uit. We hebben enerzijds
‘afstand-robots’ welke de taken krijgen om gewenste afstanden tot andere robots te
behouden en we hebben anderzijds ‘richting-robots’ welke in plaats van afstanden,
gewenste richtingen (tot de andere robots) in stand houden. Bestaande op gradiënt
gebaseerde regelaars zijn gebruikt om de verschillende taken uit te voeren. Voor
teams welke uit twee of drie robots bestaan, hebben we aangetoond dat deze naast
gewenste vormen, ook incorrecte vormen kunnen aannemen. Wanneer de teams
deze incorrecte vorm aannemen, kunnen ze als geheel ook bewegen. Middels
stabiliteitsanalyses willen we nagaan of het team van robots kan convergeren tot
deze incorrecte vormen.

Voor de groep welke uit één ‘afstand-robot’ en twee ’richting-robots’ bestaat,
hebben we het takenpakket uitgebreid door toevoeging van een ‘signed’ opper-
vlakte beperking voor de ‘afstand-robot’. We hebben het team als geheel uitvoerig
geanalyseerd ingeval de gewenste vorm voor de groep een gelijkbenige driehoek
is. Door de juiste vermenigvuldigingsfactoren voor de regelaars van de ’afstand-
robot’ te kiezen tonen we aan dat de groep altijd de gewenste gelijkbenige driehoek
als vorm aanneemt.

Hierna kijken we naar het vraagstuk waarbij de mobiele robots worden gemo-
delleerd als cirkels in plaats van als punten. Als gevolg hiervan kunnen de robots
meer dan één meting van hun buren waarnemen. We presenteren een opstelling
waarbij de robots steeds twee richting-metingen waarnemen van elk van hun
buren. Gebruikmakend van deze metingen, stellen we een op gradiënt gebaseerde
regelaar voor voor het aannemen van de gewenste vorm; deze gewenste vorm
wordt beschreven middels een verzameling van interne hoeken. We hebben de
regelaar ook geanalyseerd en komen tot de conclusie dat de gewenste vorm kan
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worden vertoond door de groep van robots indien de initiële vorm redelijk dichtbij
is.

Tot slot beschouwen we een groep van robots die als een collectief bij een
gewenste eindpositie moet uitkomen. Tijdens het manoeuvreren kan de groep
hindernissen tegenkomen. Hierbij is het vermijden van deze hindernissen essenti-
eel om het doel succesvol te realiseren. We stellen een modulair raamwerk voor
om de individuele taken van elke robot te volbrengen. In het huidige scenario
hebben we drie taken geı̈dentificeerd, namelijk: de formatie vormen, het bewe-
gen als een collectief, en mogelijke hindernissen vermijden. We ontwerpen een
regelaar die het mogelijk maakt dat elke robot de hindernis vermijdt. Door het
communiceren van deze regelaar naar de buren beperken we de deformatie van
de vorm gedurende de transitie.




